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Abstract

This thesis is a summary of my work spanning almost 3½ years, spent with the Novo Nordisk Foundation Quantum Computing Programme and with the Center for Quantum Devices at the Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen.

It recounts my efforts in the intersection between physics, materials science and engineering towards the realization of nano- and microscale circuits with relevance for quantum computing applications. The efforts are part of a larger scale research effort into quantum devices and quantum computing technology, but very little quantum physics appears in this thesis. Rather, the focus is on the enabling technology, going through considerations for the high-cleanliness quantum circuit synthesis.

The novel stencil techniques proposed towards the end of this thesis allow for multiple qubit fabrication steps within one in-situ UHV step, offering improvements in qubit performance and reproducibility. The pristine conditions are kept for devices fabricated with these techniques, as little to no ex-situ fabrication is necessary. While challenges remain on the engineering side, I am hopeful and confident that these techniques will prevail and prove valuable for quantum device fabrication in the long run.

Resumé

Denne afhandling er en sammenfatning af mit arbejde fordelt over næsten 3½ år ved Novo Nordisk Foundation Quantum Computing Programme og ved Center for Quantum Devices ved Niels Bohr Institutet, Københavns Universitet.


De nyskabende stencil-teknikker som præsenteres hen mod de afsluttende kapitler i denne afhandling gør det muligt at udføre flere fabricationstrin for kvantebits i ét in-situ forløb, hvilket giver forbedringer i ydeevne og reproducibilitet for kvantebits. De ultrarene og uberørte forhold kan bevares for enheder fremstillet med disse teknikker, da behovet for ex-situ fabrikation skæres fra. Der er stadig ingeniør-mæssige udfordringer tilbage, men jeg er håbefuld og sikker på, at disse teknikker vil vinde indpas og vise sig som værdifulde til fabrikation af kvanteenheder i det lange løb.
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Preface

The pursuit of technological and scientific breakthroughs often stems from a blend of focused theoretical inquiry and relentless experimental endeavors. It’s the synergy of these efforts that propels the boundaries of knowledge and innovation forward. In large-scale fundamental research projects, this collaborative journey involves the contributions of thousands of scientists, specialists, and engineers. Each participant plays a crucial role, though they may not always have the opportunity to fully perceive the broader impact of their individual contributions.

However, in research areas that are particularly novel, specialized, and narrowly focused, researchers may find themselves in a unique position. They can be involved in the entire early life cycle of an idea – from its initial conceptualization, through theoretical development, to the practical challenges of experimental realization. In these cases, even though the immediate impact might seem modest, such early-stage explorations are vital for the advancement of ideas and technologies.

This thesis is a narrative of my own modest contributions within such a context. Fortuitously, I became involved in an intriguing stencil project partway through my PhD journey. This project not only shaped the direction of the latter part of my thesis but also brought new perspectives to the work I had already conducted. It continues to encourage our research group to explore the potential of this innovative approach further. My hope is that the concepts and ideas presented in this thesis will resonate with the readers and spark interest among experimentalists who possess the curiosity and expertise to ground these ideas further in the realm of practical implementation.
Thesis outline

This thesis ultimately leads towards novel stencil methods, exploring properties of stencil inventions for synthesis of quantum circuits. The initial chapters serve as context and help to exemplify considerations necessary for the design and realization of nanoscale circuity. The latter chapters delve into this novel stencil approach by way of theory and simulation.

- Chapter 1: An introduction to chip-based quantum technology, setting the stage with classical circuit fabrication concepts. This chapter establishes the broader motivation and thematic groundwork for the thesis.

- Chapter 2: Discusses the basics of crystal growth, focusing on the physical processes and phenomena involved in bottom-up synthesis. It lays the foundation for understanding adatom kinetics and thermodynamics and their role in crystal growth.

- Chapter 3: Introduces mask-on-substrate based techniques, particularly lift-off and Selective Area Growth (SAG), providing a baseline for comparison with subsequent stencil based methods. This chapter helps set the context for studies of phenomena related to SAG systems presented in the following three chapters.

- Chapter 4: Delves into Selective Area Growth rates and their design dependencies, bridging the gap between design intricacies and growth outcomes. The theory and type of analysis conducted here would be equally relevant in a stencil based parallel study. This contents of this chapter are based on my contributions to the paper, ref. [P1].

- Chapter 5: Explores the effects of mismatch strain in heteroepitaxial growth, examining both theoretical and experimental perspectives on strain-induced growth transitions. We conduct a literature review for context before the paper in the following chapter.

- Chapter 6: A study on strain relaxation in Selective Area Grown heterostructures, focusing on misfit dislocation configurations at the critical height. This chapter primarily recites my contributions to the paper, ref. [P2], extending the discussion on strain and dislocations.

- Chapter 7: Introduces basic stencil based techniques as an alternative to mask-on-substrate methods, analyzing the impact of this paradigm shift on circuit production and geometric design. We derive characteristic flux dependence relationships in a framework which encompasses both mask-on-substrate and stencil based techniques. The flux dependencies found here also carry relevance for the more advances stencil methods presented in the following chapters.
• Chapter 8: Presents the innovative concept of flux filtering stencils, based on alignment of series of aperture arrays, exploring new control parameters through analytical and simulation-based approaches. We provide comparison with experiments, empirically verifying the geometry based functionality of the technique.

• Chapter 9: Offers practical insights into adapting stencil design for flux filtering applications, including script automation for design adaptations and efficient flux simulations. We also speculate on additional applications, briefly touching on atomistic simulations for dual species depositions, and providing derivations of additional geometry with relevance for binary or ternary depositions, highly relevant for e.g. III/V semiconductors.

• Chapter 10: Provides a short introduction to multi-gap stencils, a novelty building upon the flux filtering stencil technique by incorporating local control of the gap parameter, \(g\), enhancing design flexibility and flux precision. This chapter is short and conceptual, addressing some issues identified previously, and more or less marking the state of our technical progress at the point of writing.

• Chapter 11: Concludes the thesis, summarizing key findings and contributions, and providing a brief research outlook.
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Part I

Introduction
Quantum technology and circuit fabrication
1.1 Integrated circuits (ICs)

The recent decades have been characterized by an exponential surge in both academic and industrial engagement with quantum technologies. This burgeoning interest is fueled by a confluence of factors: deepening theoretical insights, breakthroughs in fabrication methodologies, and experimental endeavors culminating in the tangible realization of quantum technologies. This thesis delves into the intricacies of nanoscale circuit synthesis for quantum applications, eventually presenting an innovative stencil based technique for such nanofabrication. To provide a foundational understanding and establish essential terminology, an overview of classical electronic circuits is presented, offering some historical perspective.

Figure 1.1: The first integrated circuit: Jack Kilby’s phase shift oscillator which is widely considered to be the first integrated circuit. The rectangular part is a germanium substrate with a single bipolar transistor under the bar of aluminium in the center. The smaller aluminium bars at the bottom are input/output connections, and the large aluminium bar on the right is ground. Connections are soldered gold wires. The circuit measures 5 cm x 2.5 cm.

Integrated circuits (ICs) are at the epicenter of contemporary electronics, pivotal in shaping the modern world, particularly in the realms of telecommunications and information processing. An IC is essentially a compact electronic circuit, composed of various elements like transistors,
1.1. Integrated circuits (ICs)

Figure 1.2: Moore's law visualized: Number of transistors on integrated circuits plotted on a logarithmic scale vs. year. The trend shows approximate doubling every two years.

CC BY 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=98219918

diodes, and resistors, integrated onto a single semiconductor substrate, typically silicon. The genesis of ICs in the mid-20th century, attributed to several pioneers including the notable Jack S. Kilby (Nobel Laureate, 2000), marked a revolutionary step in electronics[5].

Since their inception, ICs have undergone a remarkable evolution, witnessing substantial enhancements in complexity and functionality, while their physical size and production costs have concurrently diminished. The integrated circuit paradigm has become so pervasive that the terms ICs and circuits are often used interchangeably. The period from the mid-1900s onwards saw the semiconductor industry flourish into a sophisticated and incredibly successful sector, underpinning contemporary technological advances. This industry achieved unprecedented scaling in computing power and transistor density through continuous innovation across various domains (see figure 1.2).

In the quest for a scalable quantum computing architecture, valuable insights can be gleaned from the success story of the semiconductor industry. Essential to quantum applications is the integration of components
and connections onto a substrate with nanometer precision, targeting lateral resolutions in the order of tens of nanometers. Therefore, in the realm of chip-based quantum computing hardware, a bottom-up approach, emerges as the primary methodology.

**Circuit synthesis workflow**

The synthesis of circuits encompasses work in multiple stages, and the research presented in this thesis spans several of these. To add context to the research in distinct chapters, this thesis will identify the main stage(s) corresponding to each chapter within the framework of a simplified workflow, as illustrated in figure 1.3. Most of the contents are centered around the production stage, with some overlap towards the design and characterization stages. Modifications to this workflow will be introduced in chapters 3 and 7, but this simplified version will suffice for initial discussions.

**Concept** entails the circuit in a rudimentary and theoretical format, akin to a basic circuit diagram in conventional electronics. This stage outlines the essential components and their interconnections, highlighting fundamental characteristics. For quantum circuits, these "basic" features might encompass complex material parameters or the application of external magnetic fields.

**Design** involves a more concrete visualization of the circuit as it is envisaged on the wafer or substrate. Analogous to a detailed blueprint in traditional electronics, this stage includes precise dimensions and material compositions. Like its conventional counterpart, the blueprint is typically multi-dimensional, encompassing various layers of functionality and connectivity. In essence, the design phase outlines the envisaged final circuit structure.
1.2. Quality in quantum technology

**Production** stage, encompassing synthesis and fabrication, is concerned with actualizing the design. In bottom-up synthesis, this involves transferring patterns from the design (for instance, through lithographic techniques) and the subsequent deposition and growth of materials on the substrate. The objective is to materialize a physical circuit that adheres as closely as possible to the intended design.

**Characterization** stage involves a quantitative assessment of the extent to which the fabricated product conforms to the design. This includes the specification of physical dimensions and the verification of material properties as planned, such as structural, optical, or electrical characteristics. It focuses on evaluating the morphology, material composition, and uniformity of the final product.

The ideal workflow in circuit synthesis inherently incorporates feedback mechanisms, particularly between the characterization and production stages. These feedback loops are crucial, as systematic measurements of Metrics of Interest (MOIs) contribute significantly to the establishment of robust protocols. They facilitate the identification of critical Process Control Parameters (PCPs) and their impact on the final product. The four stages above correspond approximately to the transition from the Technical Feasibility phase to the Design & Verification phase, as conceptualized in the Six Sigma framework for product development[6, 7]. This alignment underscores the emphasis on achieving high reproducibility and precise control in synthesis processes akin to high-level industrial production.

1.2 Quality in quantum technology

In the realm of quantum computing technology, *quality* emerges as a paramount concern. Relating back to the stages outlined in section 1.1, quality is primarily the product of meticulous control during the production phase, and its extent is revealed through subsequent characterization. In the context of quantum technology, the term “quality” often equates to *material quality*, more or inversely related to the density of material defects. Structural imperfections such as phase variations, grain boundaries, vacancies, impurities, and dislocations invariably compromise the integrity of quantum devices.

Ref. [8] presents a pivotal study demonstrating statistical variations in the performance of superconducting qubits based on different deposition techniques. Notably, niobium qubits fabricated via sputtering exhibited superior performance compared to other methods. This indicates that the microstructure and chemical composition of the Nb films, determined by the deposition technique, are critical factors influencing qubit relaxation times. Variations even within different sputtering techniques were noted, pointing to discrepancies in suboxides and oxygen vacancies. These
defects can absorb energy from qubits, reducing coherence and impairing performance. A comprehensive review from 2021, ref. [9], highlights primary loss channels in superconducting qubits, including surface and interfacial defects, as well as microscopic charge and spin defects. These insights underscore the importance of understanding and controlling material defects to bolster qubit coherence and overall device performance.

The key message here is that material quality stands as a critical bottleneck for cutting edge quantum devices, affecting their lifetime, fidelity, and overall functionality. Hence, achieving high purity and precise control over all process parameters is essential for the successful synthesis of quantum circuits.

Qubit platforms

Numerous platforms for quantum computing have been proposed, each leveraging distinct physical principles to construct and operate two-level systems, thereby imparting unique attributes in terms of design, physical parameters, tolerances, and respective strengths and weaknesses.

This thesis concentrates on the synthesis of components for superconducting and topological qubits. The relevance for the latter platform is mostly due to its reliance on III/V semiconductor materials and specific morphological features. III/V semiconductors are also highly pertinent to the photonic qubit platform, suggesting that the synthesis considerations discussed here should also apply to the development of photonic qubit components. Given its extensive study and advanced state, the superconducting platform will serve as our main example. Consequently, a brief overview of a fundamental superconducting qubit is appropriate, serving both an explanatory and illustrative purpose.

The superconducting qubit

In its simplest form, a superconducting qubit comprises three key elements in a circuit configuration, as depicted in a conceptual manner in figure 1.4. These components are characterized by three fundamental energy types: the charging energy $E_C$, the Josephson energy $E_J$, and the inductive energy $E_L$. This archetypal configuration gives rise to a Hamiltonian that can be formulated utilizing these energy quantities:

$$\hat{H} = E_C (\hat{n} - n_g)^2 - E_J \cos(\phi) + E_L \frac{(\phi - \phi_e)^2}{2}$$ (1.1)

$$E_C = \frac{(2e)^2}{2(C + C_J)} \quad E_J = \frac{\hbar l_0}{2e} \quad E_L = \frac{\hbar^2}{4e^2 L}$$ (1.2)

In the Hamiltonian above, $\hat{n}$ represents the island charge, while $\phi$ denotes the phase difference across the Josephson Junction (JJ). Resolving
1.3. Patterning techniques

With a detailed design at hand, the next phase involves transforming this design into a tangible circuit on a chip. Different qubit platforms necessitate distinct designs, with the realization of qubits in various physical systems. These designs may incorporate elements like nanowires, quantum dots delineated by electric potential gating, extended nanowire networks, capacitor pads, and superconducting circuits including Josephson junctions, just to mention a few.

To faithfully realize these sophisticated nanoscale designs, precision in lateral patterning is paramount. The success of self-assembly in aligning different materials into specific patterns relies on the ability to accurately demarcate regions for material deposition and growth. This patterning
1. Quantum Technology and Circuit Fabrication

Process constitutes the core focus of this thesis, and we will primarily distinguish between two main branches of patterning methods.

**Mask-on-substrate based techniques** utilize a mask deposited directly onto the substrate. The pattern is defined through the selective removal of parts of this mask. Subsequent growth or deposition of the desired material occurs with the mask in place, adhering to the substrate. After deposition, the mask material can be removed in a post-processing phase. This technique is explored in greater detail in part II of the thesis.

**Stencil based techniques** involve the use of a stand-alone stencil with predefined patterns. Similar to the mask, openings or apertures in the stencil determine the deposition pattern. The stencil is then positioned above the substrate, and deposition or growth is conducted with the stencil in a fixed position. After completion, the stencil is removed. Stencil based methodologies are examined in part III of this thesis.

We acknowledge that some studies adopt hybrid methodologies, incorporating both a substrate-attached mask and a stencil to selectively inhibit deposition in specific areas[12]. Hybrid strategies facilitate enhanced pattern control over multiple deposition processes within a single device. Although this thesis does not delve further into hybrid techniques, the principles governing these approaches essentially combine the characteristics of the mask-on-substrate and stencil based methods described earlier. In our later argument in favor of the stencil based technique, our primary rationale centers on the complete circumvention of resist materials on the substrate, which is an inherent limitation in the traditional mask-on-substrate approach for synthesis of quantum devices – a limitation which would also apply in the case of a hybrid approach.
Crystal growth basics

The theory of crystal growth and morphology also played a central role in my Master’s thesis, ref. [13], and the essence of the explanations with central equations therefore appear in said reference as well. In both cases, the basic theoretical framework of transition state kinetics largely follows that of Krogstrup et al. (2013), ref. [14].
2. CRYSTAL GROWTH BASICS

2.1 Why crystal growth?

In the realm of classical macroscopic engineering, top-down methodologies are effective when materials and components can be either mechanically arranged or sculpted from larger structures. However, the inherent size sensitivity of quantum systems necessitates a different approach. Qubit designs typically range in size from approximately 100nm to a few millimeters in one dimension. Despite the seemingly larger dimensions of some systems, precision in patterning remains crucial, as small variations translate to deviations in qubit characteristics, resulting in reduced coherence and impaired performance. Thus, "quality" in the realization of design is not only about fidelity to the intended pattern but also about controlling morphology as it ultimately impacts device performance.

Given that direct mechanical manipulation is incompatible with the required precision level, quantum circuit fabrication adopts a bottom-up approach. In this approach, conditions are meticulously arranged to promote self-assembly into the desired configurations; quantum circuits are essentially crafted through controlled crystal growth. While the latter sections of this thesis predominantly focus on controlling flux distributions, it is crucial not to oversimplify circuit synthesis as merely depositing materials into pre-defined mask apertures. Indeed, high-resolution control of flux distribution is a significant aspect, as will be demonstrated. However, it is essential to remember that our influence is exerted on the input side, with the final output being the culmination of atomic self-assembly governed by the principles of thermodynamics and kinetics.

Beginning with a broad overview of these fundamental principles, we can develop an initial understanding of crystal growth, conceptualizing it as atoms undergoing various transitions on the substrate. From this starting point, we can move towards a phenomenological account of different growth modes, essentially representing the collective behavior of atomic ensembles operating under these physical rules.

2.2 Introduction to crystal growth

A multitude of systems exist for material deposition, each tailored to specific requirements in terms of conditions, materials, and control precision. Among these, ultra-high vacuum (UHV) Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) systems stand out for their exceptional purity and control capabilities, making them the preferred choice for the growth of high-quality semiconducting and superconducting quantum devices. This thesis will provide a cursory description of an MBE system, highlighting its most critical features and the implications of this type of production process and growth environment for the bottom-up synthesis of quantum circuits. A comprehensive exposition of MBE systems is beyond the scope of this work but can be found elsewhere[15].
2.2. Introduction to crystal growth

Subsequently, the thesis will offer an introductory overview of crystal growth within the MBE-type environment. While a thorough examination of crystal growth modes and phenomena could constitute a substantial review or even a dedicated PhD thesis (examples include refs. [16, 17]), the focus here will be on outlining key phenomena and trends that shed light on the challenges inherent in crystal growth and may suggest avenues for controlling such growth in the context of circuit synthesis.

**Crystal growth setup**

As previously noted, the MBE system functions under ultra-high vacuum conditions. Figure 2.1 provides a schematic representation of an MBE growth chamber, illustrating its essential components. The growth substrate is affixed to a rotating holder and heater, with rotation promoting uniform material distribution. Temperature control plays a pivotal role in MBE growth, serving as a primary process control parameter. The independently operable effusion cells emit beams of single-element particles for deposition onto the substrate, each positioned at a fixed location relative to the substrate holder. Ultra-high vacuum pumps are instrumental in eliminating undesirable atoms from the system, achieving base pressures in the range of $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-12}$ Torr, depending on specific system configurations, wafer types, and cleaning protocols[15]. Cryo shrouds further enhance the pristine condition of the environment by capturing residual atoms within the chamber. The shutter represents the entrance to the growth chamber, while the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) components enable in-situ monitoring of the growth process.

The ultra-high vacuum environment is a critical prerequisite for achieving high levels of cleanliness in the MBE process. The near-absence of

---

**Figure 2.1:** MBE chamber schematic: a) Rotating substrate holder and heater. b) Effusion cells. c) Vacuum pumps. d) Cryo shrouds. e) Shutter. f) RHEED gun. g) RHEED fluorescent screen. Further explanations in main text. Figure adapted from ref. [13].
unwanted atoms in this environment inherently helps minimize the introduction of impurities. In the MBE system, effusion cells are used for the deposition of ultra-clean elemental precursors. Under optimally selected conditions, these precursors self-assemble into a solid-phase crystal on the chosen substrate. The system provides the user with precise control over temperature and molecular beam pressures in an ultra-pure setting. Additionally, the ultra-high vacuum conditions simplify the system in theory, reducing it to a substrate exposed to controlled atomic beams from effusion cells.

2.3 Crystal growth adatom kinetics

III/V semiconductors are of particular interest due to their significance in semiconductor technology and their unique properties relevant to topological and photonic quantum systems. They provide an insightful case study for this research. Our exploration of crystal growth from adatom kinetics will primarily focus on these semiconductors. Simplified simulations of adatom diffusion in III-V semiconductor growth often only track the group III species\(^1\), assuming an ample group V overpressure to ensure the availability of group V species whenever required\(^{20-22}\).

Drawing on existing literature\(^{23, 24}\), we assume an atomically flat substrate as the initial condition, unless stated otherwise. In certain scenarios, we may need to account for a density of atomic steps due to wafer miscut or the impact of roughness from an existing step on growth conditions, but these are neglected in the first approach. The activity of adatoms is considered to be confined to one "adsorption layer" (bilayer) at the surface of the growing crystal, at the interface between the crystal and vacuum. While some activation in layers beneath this is possible, the rates of these secondary layer activations are deemed significantly lower, rendering their effects negligible. The group III species is represented with a normalized density \(\rho \in [0, 1]\), corresponding to the proportion of occupied lattice sites in the adsorption layer. At an atomic level, a lattice site is either occupied or unoccupied, but considerations of average density become more relevant at larger scales, thus the continuous variable \(\rho\).

The primary processes under consideration, representing the lifecycle of adatoms, include adsorption, diffusion, decomposition, incorporation, and desorption. The kinetics are based on transition rates, specifically the transitions associated with the aforementioned processes. Figure 2.2 illustrates the transition from a generalized state \(p\) to state \(q\), governed by the free energy barrier between the two states.

The transition rate in these processes is contingent on the availability of the initial state, the attempt frequency, and the thermal energy requisite

---

\(^1\)This simplification is not always employed, and some works do explicitly set up frameworks for tracking multiple species\(^{14, 18, 19}\). We will briefly come back to dual species tracking towards the end of this thesis.
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**Figure 2.2: Transition states:** The horizontal axis displays generalized states \( p \) and \( q \), with a transition state \( TS \) between. The vertical axis displays the free energies of the states with respect to an equilibrium reference state \( ERS \). This asymmetry of the transition is apparent, and transition from \( p \) to \( q \) requires overcoming a much lower effective barrier than vice versa. Figure adapted from refs. [13, 14].

For overcoming the barrier, which in turn dictates the probability of the transition. For clarity, we can define the effective height of the energy barrier "as seen from" state \( p \):

\[
\delta g_{pq}^{TS, ERS} = \delta g_{pq}^{TS, ERS} - \delta g_{p - ERS} - \delta g_{q - ERS} = \delta g_{TS, ERS}^{pq} - \delta g_{p - ERS} - \delta g_{q - ERS} \tag{2.1}
\]

which will determine the transition rate as an Arrhenius function[14, 25]:

\[
\Gamma_{pq} = \rho_p \Xi_{pq} \exp \left(-\frac{\delta g_{pq}^{TS}}{k_B T} \right) \tag{2.2}
\]

where \( \Xi_{pq} \) is the attempt frequency, and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The net transition rate is then the difference between transitions back and forth:

\[
\Delta \Gamma_{pq} = \Gamma_{pq} - \Gamma_{qp} = \rho_p \Xi_{pq} \exp \left(-\frac{\delta g_{pq}^{TS}}{k_B T} \right) - \rho_q \Xi_{qp} \exp \left(-\frac{\delta g_{qp}^{TS}}{k_B T} \right) \tag{2.3}
\]

We now turn our attention to the atomistic processes and describe their effect on the time derivative of the adatom density.

**Adsorption**

Adsorption is the process where incoming atoms transition from a molecular beam state to adatoms on a surface, specifically becoming loosely
bound to the substrate. These atoms originate from the beam of the effusion cells, denoted as $F$. A widely employed approximation in this field is that of a constant and uniform beam flux across the substrate. Indeed, the rotation of the substrate holder during MBE growth is a strategy meant to help promote even flux distribution.

The adsorption process is typically described with the inclusion of a sticking coefficient, $\Lambda$, which represents the fraction of incoming atoms that adhere to the surface, with the remainder reflecting back into the vacuum[23]. In the case of the group III species adsorbing as single atoms, it is logical to expect the sticking coefficient to scale linearly with the availability of vacant lattice sites. However, empirical findings suggest that the sticking coefficient for group III species can be approximated as close to unity[26, 27]. This is attributed to the fact that the hopping rate (discussed in section 2.3) significantly exceeds the deposition rate, thereby enabling group III species to rearrange for adsorption regardless of the initial state of the surface.

Putting these assumptions together results in the simple rate equation:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{beam}} = F \quad \text{(uniform constant)} \quad (2.4)$$

**Diffusion**

Diffusion refers to the spatial distribution over time, in our context, the movement of adatoms across the surface prior to their eventual incorporation or desorption. The concept of diffusion was initially explored through the study of salt concentration diffusion in a water solution, where Fick[28] observed that the flux of salt exhibited a linear relationship with the concentration gradient, analogous to the diffusion of heat in a solid body.

Diffusion is typically described using Fick’s second law:

$$\frac{\partial \rho(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{diffusion}} = \nabla \cdot \left( D(x, t) \nabla \rho(x, t) \right) \quad (2.5)$$

where $\rho(x, t)$ is the concentration of the group III species, and $\nabla$ is the differential operator. In the case of a uniform diffusion coefficient, $D$, this simplifies to:

$$\frac{\partial \rho(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{\text{diffusion}} = D \nabla^2 \rho(x, t) \quad (2.6)$$

which is of a form similar to the heat equation. The scenario with a uniform diffusion coefficient is frequently examined due to the robustness of this model[21, 29]: while the diffusion length of the group III species may be influenced by variables such as the density of group V species, this dependency arises from changes in the lifetime due to termination via incorporation (as discussed in section 2.3), rather than alterations to
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Figure 2.3: **Kossel crystal**: The simple Kossel crystal surface is shown with a few of the different features which may arise in crystal growth. Note the cubic appearance of each atom, which leaves a crystal layer represented as a flat surface. Figure adapted from ref. [17].

the diffusion characteristics. The constancy of the diffusion coefficient reflects the independence of the diffusive hopping rate and probability of transitioning to each neighboring site from other transition events, such as desorption into a gaseous state or incorporation into the solid crystal. Thus, even in analyses where the diffusion characteristics of group III atoms are evaluated in relation to the availability of group V species[30, 31], a uniform diffusion coefficient $D$ can be implicitly assumed.

In reality, crystals manifest in a vast array of structures, and a comprehensive representation of these is beyond the scope of this thesis. The Kossel crystal model, albeit a simplification, provides an insightful conceptual framework for understanding the growth and structure of crystalline materials. Figure 2.3 illustrates a Kossel crystal, depicting a crystal surface during growth, complete with steps, kinks, adatoms in motion, and the formation of islands. In this model, each atom is represented as a cube, with the perfect crystal being a closely packed arrangement of these cubes in orderly rows and layers. Essentially, crystal growth occurs as atoms integrate into the existing cubic structure.

Focusing on diffusion, the specific form of equation 2.3 for a given site on a Kossel crystal surface results in a net rate of change at site $p$:

$$
\frac{\partial \rho_p(t)}{\partial t} |_{\text{diff}} = \sum_q \Delta \Gamma_{qp} \\
= \sum_q \left[ \rho_q \exp \left( -\frac{\delta g_{qp}^{TS}}{k_B T} \right) - \rho_p \exp \left( -\frac{\delta g_{pq}^{TS}}{k_B T} \right) \right]
$$

(2.7)

Here, the index $q$ runs the neighboring lattice sites. As indicated by the presence of densities $\rho_p$ and $\rho_q$ in equation 2.3, random hopping
between two identical lattice sites leads to a net movement from sites that are, on average, more densely populated to those that are less so. This random walk of adatoms effectively distributes the concentration from higher-density regions towards lower-density regions.

**Incorporation and decomposition**

Incorporation is the process by which an adatom transitions to becoming an integral part of the solid crystal structure. Conversely, decomposition refers to the reverse process, where an atom dissociates from the solid state to revert to an adatom. Analogous to the discussion in section 2.3, the net decomposition rate is the difference between the rates of decomposition and incorporation:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{inc} = \Delta \Gamma_{sa} = \kappa_{sa} - \kappa_{as} \rho(x, t)
\]

In this equation, the positive term on the right side \(\kappa_{sa}\) represents the decomposition rate of the existing crystal. This coefficient is dependent on temperature and the local atomic configuration, i.e., how the local atoms are bound to the crystal, which varies with the arrangement of neighboring sites. A factor of \((1 - \rho(x, t))\) is omitted for the same reasons outlined in section 2.3. Often, for the sake of simplicity, the decomposition rate is assumed to be negligible \((\kappa_{sa} = 0)\). The negative term on the right corresponds to incorporation, where adatoms transition into the solid state. This rate is expected to be proportional to the availability of the group III species, characterized by the Arrhenius-type coefficient \(\kappa_{as}\).

**Desorption**

Desorption refers to the phase transition from the adatom state to a gaseous state, effectively leaving the surface and dispersing into the vacuum, where atoms are captured by the MBE system’s cryo shrouds or expelled by the ultra-high vacuum pumps. Drawing from literature[24], it is noted that group III atoms predominantly desorb as individual atoms[32, 33]. The desorption rate of group III species is thus expected to be linearly proportional to the normalized adatom density:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{deso} = -\gamma_{av} \rho(x, t)
\]

where \(\gamma_{av}\) represents the temperature-dependent desorption rate constant, which is also anticipated to adhere to an Arrhenius relationship.
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Adatom density equations

Integrating the insights from section 2.3 and its subsections, we can formulate a differential equation representing the behavior of group III species (with implicit dependencies on spatial position $x$ and time $t$):

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = F + D \nabla^2 \rho + \kappa_{sa} - \kappa_{as} \rho - \gamma_{av} \rho$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

$$= D \nabla^2 \rho - \rho \left( \gamma_{av} + \kappa_{as} \right) + \left( F + \kappa_{sa} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where the terms in the first line encapsulate contributions from adsorption, diffusion, decomposition, incorporation, and desorption processes. The second line gathers these terms into a diffusion term, followed by a term linear in $\rho$ and a constant term.

It is crucial to note that the coefficients governing the different transitions ($D, \kappa_{sa}, \kappa_{as}, \gamma_{av}$) are also functions of the local environment. For instance, an adatom on an atomically flat bare substrate surface will exhibit different behavior compared to an adatom adjacent to an atomic step. These environment-dependent variations become increasingly significant as we explore growth conditions in the subsequent sections. Moreover, many characteristics of crystal growth in various regimes (as introduced in section 2.2) stem from these local environmental differences. This is evident in phenomena such as nucleation with characteristic island sizes and step-flow growth, both of which are heavily influenced by local kinetic effects – more on nucleation below.

2.4 Crystal growth thermodynamics

While the previous section describes the kinetic processes that influence the density of group III adatoms on the substrate, it is also essential to consider the constant thermodynamic pressure towards equilibrium. In the context of crystal growth from adatom kinetics, this drive towards equilibrium, specifically towards a morphology that minimizes the excess chemical potential, is implicitly embedded in the locally dependent coefficients ($D, \kappa_{sa}, \kappa_{as},$ and $\gamma_{av}$). This thermodynamic force shapes the equilibrium structure of the crystal. Therefore, a basic understanding of the thermodynamics involved will enhance our comprehension of the morphologies and phenomena observed in crystal growth.

Starting from a basic free-floating crystal, we can consider the Wulff shape, which is the thermodynamically favored form for a given volume of a free-floating crystal. This shape minimizes the surface excess chemical potential[34]:

$$\delta \mu = \sum_s \gamma_s A_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)
Here, $\delta \mu$ represents the total surface excess chemical potential, expressed as a sum of products of surface energy density and the corresponding area for each surface. This thermodynamic optimization leads to a proportionality between the normal distance from the crystal center to a crystal face and the surface energy density of that face:\(^2\):\(^3\)

$$d_s = \lambda \gamma_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

where $d_s$ denotes the aforementioned distance, and $\lambda$ is a constant of proportionality\(^2\). Over time, a lower growth rate and higher temperature should allow the crystal to overcome kinetic barriers, evolving towards the thermodynamic shape through reconfiguration.

The direct link between surface energy density and morphology allows for the construction of the equilibrium shape if the surface energy density function $\gamma_{\text{SED}}(\theta, \phi)$ is known. However, determining this function is a complex task, with values typically calculated for specific orientations or crystal termination facets via density functional theory (DFT)\(^3\)-\(^6\). Consequently, the surface energy densities are functions of thermodynamic parameters like temperature and partial pressures. When the surface energy density for low-Miller index orientations is known, the method to derive the equilibrium morphology is referred to as the Wulff construction\(^3\),\(^4\). From these known orientations, a two-dimensional approximation to the surface energy density function can be expressed as\(^1\):

$$\gamma(\theta) = \gamma_{\text{max}} - \sum_{hkl} c_{hkl} \frac{I_{hkl}}{1 + \left(\frac{(\theta - \theta_{hkl})}{w_{hkl}}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

where $\gamma_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum surface energy density, serving as a reference. The subtraction of the sum indicates the removal of a "dip" of depth $I_{hkl}$ and width $w_{hkl}$ in the function around each high-symmetry facet, with the $hkl$ indices covering these facets. The coefficient $c_{hkl}$ is retained separately, accounting for overlap adjustments between closely spaced neighboring facets. Plotting the value of the $\gamma$-function as the radial distance $r$ as a function of angle $\theta$, the Wulff construction entails drawing radial-normal lines at each point in the plot, with the resulting convex hull defining the equilibrium or Wulff shape. For a fully faceted morphology (shown in two dimensions), the resultant shape adheres to equation 2.14, as the radial distance is determined from the surface energy density. This procedure is illustrated in figure 2.4.

Returning to the discussion of crystal morphology and the thermodynamic equilibrium shape, a special case arises when a crystal grows on

\(^2\)There is also a kinetic version of equation 2.14 with a proportionality between the distance mentioned for a given crystal face, and the growth rate on that crystal face: $d_s = \eta \nu_s$. In this description, that might be confused for the description of adatom kinetics in the previous chapter, and it has been omitted here.
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Figure 2.4: Wulff construction: An example of the $\gamma$-function from equation 2.15 is plotted in red for the $<110>$ zone axis with. Radius-normal lines are drawn in principle at each point in the plot. The convex hull (sand color) is the Wulff shape. Note the $\{112\}$ facet top right, which due to a high surface energy density does not appear in the final equilibrium morphology. Figure reproduced from ref. [13].

The thermodynamic shape for a crystal attached to a surface is termed the Winterbottom shape[42]. This shape results from a minimization process akin to that in equation 2.13, but with an additional term accounting for the interface between the substrate and the growing species. It is noteworthy that the shapes discussed here exhibit self-similarity, meaning they remain consistent under scaling in a continuum framework. However, this scaling invariance does not hold when crystal growth is spatially constrained, such as being limited to specific areas of a substrate. In such cases, the resulting shapes may not conform to the typical categories described earlier. Nevertheless, the fundamental principle is that the thermodynamic shape represents a minimization of excess chemical potentials. For a more comprehensive understanding of crystal growth morphology modeling, interested readers are directed elsewhere[43].

This principle of thermodynamic minimization remains applicable even when additional terms are incorporated into the excess energy equation. In the context of heteroepitaxial growth – where one material is grown on a substrate of another, and the lattice structure of the substrate influences the growing species – the growing species experiences strain due to a lattice parameter mismatch. This strain adds to the overall excess chemical
Note that all terms in equation 2.16 depend on the crystal morphology. Therefore, any reconfiguration alters all terms simultaneously. Additionally, other, less significant energy terms have been omitted for simplicity, such as those associated with edges and vertices, which generally have a minor impact due to their lower dimensional nature. The interplay between these various energy components leads to intriguing phenomena, particularly in scenarios involving high-mismatch crystal growth. This topic, including the complexities of high-mismatch crystal growth and the role of misfit dislocations, will be delved into in greater detail in chapters 5 and 6.

Nucleation

Crystal growth is fundamentally about the systematic arrangement of atoms on a substrate, where chemical or elementary precursors are deposited and, under favorable conditions, additional layers are formed. These "favorable conditions" refer to a reduction in the chemical potential through the configuration of atoms into a crystalline structure. From an atomically flat substrate surface, the initiation of a new layer of growth requires nucleation. During this process, the randomly moving supplied adatoms occasionally meet up by chance, with two or more adatoms ending up in adjacent lattice sites to form a small cluster. The stability of this initial cluster hinges on the excess energy, which can be primarily decomposed into bulk and surface energy contributions. If we consider a single-layered cluster as having a circular shape, the Gibbs free energy of this cluster can be formulated as[17, 44]:

\[
\Delta G = - \frac{\pi r^2}{a^2} \Delta \mu_{\text{bulk}} + 2\pi r \gamma_{\text{step}}
\]  

(2.17)

Here, the negative term represents the reduction in energy per atom \((\Delta \mu_{\text{bulk}})\) due to their incorporation into a bulk cluster, with \(a\) being the lattice constant. The positive term accounts for the energy cost associated with the formation of a step at the cluster circumference, where \(\gamma_{\text{step}}\) is the step energy density. Taking the derivative of equation 2.17 with respect to the cluster radius \(r\) yields a critical radius:

\[
r_c = \frac{a^2 \gamma_{\text{step}}}{\Delta \mu_{\text{bulk}}}
\]  

(2.18)

At this critical radius, the derivative of \(\Delta G\) with respect to \(r\) changes from positive to negative, implying that any cluster reaching or exceeding
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this size will find it energetically favorable to continue growing. Thus, nucleation is said to have occurred.

\[
\Delta G_c = \Delta G(r = r_c) = \frac{\pi a^2 \gamma_{\text{step}}^2}{\Delta \mu_{\text{bulk}}} \tag{2.19}
\]

The maximum of the Gibbs free energy at \( r = r_c \) represents the barrier that limits the rate of nucleation. A schematic illustrating the free energy as a function of the cluster radius is depicted in figure 2.5 with the critical radius marked.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.5: Critical nucleation cluster radius:** The two terms of the free energy are shown in colors, with the negative bulk contribution in red, and the positive step energy in green. Increasing the cluster size is moving against the free energy derivative up to the critical radius \( r_c \). Once the cluster grows to this critical size, additional growth is energetically favorable. The critical quantities are given in equations 2.18 and 2.19.

**Growth modes**

The assembly of atoms into the lattice structure is typically characterized by one of three distinct growth modes. These modes reflect the interplay between nucleation and the subsequent incorporation of atoms onto a cluster or at a step edge.

**Frank-van der Merwe (FM) growth** is colloquially known as layer-by-layer growth. This mode is prevalent when nucleation is relatively slow, characterized by a high nucleation barrier and thus low nucleation probability. In this regime, each layer completes its growth before another layer begins to nucleate on top. This indicates a propensity for adatoms
to preferentially incorporate at step edges or kinks. Key prerequisites for FM growth include sufficient temperature to allow adatoms to migrate to these preferred lattice sites and overcome potential barriers such as the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier when traversing a step edge[45, 46].

**Volmer-Weber (VW)** growth is typified by the formation of clusters or islands. In this scenario, clusters form at a significantly higher rate than the incorporation of atoms at step edges and kinks. Consequently, the growing surface becomes rough, with clusters randomly forming at characteristic sizes and densities determined by the growth conditions. It is noteworthy that island formation is not merely a consequence of random atomic assembly into layered structures; it also arises from factors like strain and surface energy excess chemical potentials.

**Stranski-Krastanov (SK)** growth represents a hybrid of the FM and VW modes. Initially, growth proceeds in the FM manner, but after a few layers, islands begin to form on top. The SK mode emerges from a competition between different contributions to the surface excess chemical potential and is commonly observed in systems such as InAs grown on GaAs[44, 47].

**Step-flow** is a phenomenon observed when the surface possesses a certain density of steps, often due to wafer miscut. Here, growth predominantly occurs at step edges without nucleation on the terraces. Each step edge advances uniformly, leading to a synchronized "flow" of all step edges. Though not a growth mode per se, step-flow growth is a significant phenomenon that manifests under certain growth conditions. **Spiral** growth is a related phenomenon where a step edge is consistently available due to the presence of a screw dislocation, and growth proceeds primarily by advancing this step edge in a circular fashion around the dislocation line.

The key insights to be drawn here revolve around the intricate relationship between growth rate and the resulting growth modes. This relationship is nuanced and subject to various influencing factors. However, in the context of homoepitaxial growth, where misfit strain does not affect the morphology of the growing film, certain general trends can be observed: 2-dimensional growth is more likely at higher temperatures and slower growth rates, while 3-dimensional growth is favored by higher growth rates and lower temperatures\(^3\). These trends can be better understood by considering specific cases:

**Low temperature limit:** Here, the deposited species lacks sufficient energy to overcome barriers for transitioning between lattice sites. The atoms

\(^3\)One noteworthy caveat to this trend is the temperature for roughening transition \(T_R\), where an otherwise smooth surface becomes rough due to thermal fluctuations.
effectively adhere to the substrate in a "hit-and-stick" manner, landing and remaining more or less stationary where they first make contact with the substrate. While the distribution of atoms should be statistically uniform, stochastic fluctuations often result in a rough surface.

**High temperature limit:** In this scenario, the deposited species has enough energy to migrate on the substrate until a favorable site for incorporation is encountered, such as a kink or step edge. This mobility facilitates a smoother surface formation as vacancies are readily filled through incorporation. However, it is crucial to note that this "high temperature" scenario is more about finding the optimal temperature for Frank-van der Merwe (FM) growth than merely increasing the temperature indefinitely. At excessively high temperatures, decomposition becomes a significant factor, and smooth growth is not straightforwardly assured.

The understanding of the physical principles underlying these growth phenomena is vital, especially when reviewing experimental observations in chapter 5. Additionally, this conceptual framework is instrumental in discussing the interplay between flux distribution input and crystal growth output in chapter 9, where these dynamics are explored in greater detail.
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3. MASK-ON-SUBSTRATE BASED TECHNIQUES

3.1 Introduction to mask-on-substrate

The "lift-off" technique, a widely used mask-on-substrate approach, represents an efficient method for pattern creation in the fabrication of components and circuits. This process is distinguished by its straightforward approach to depositing material uniformly and then selectively removing unwanted regions[47], as illustrated in figure 3.2.

The key steps of the lift-off technique (simplified) are as follows:

1. **Mask application:** A resist mask, typically a polymer, is applied to the substrate. This mask is spun onto the substrate and then soft baked to help set it in place.

2. **Exposure:** The mask is exposed to ultraviolet or electron beam lithography, targeting specific regions. This exposure makes the targeted areas of the mask more susceptible to etching. The mask is then hard baked, stabilizing the resist.

3. **Developing/etching:** In the development step, the exposed parts of the mask are removed by etching, leaving behind an inverse representation of the desired pattern.

4. **Material deposition:** A uniform layer of material, often a metal, is then deposited over the entire surface, covering both the substrate and the remaining mask.
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Figure 3.2: Lift-off with resist mask: a)-c) A resist layer (orange), typically a polymer, is "spin coated" onto the substrate (light blue). The lateral pattern is then traced out e.g. with electron beam lithography, and chemical development removes the parts of the mask previously exposed. d) The material (e.g. metal) is deposited. e)-f) The "lift off" of the remaining mask leaves only the intended structure behind.

5. **Lift-off**: The final step involves removing the remaining mask. This "lift-off" process leaves the deposited material only in the areas where the mask was initially etched away, thus creating the intended pattern on the substrate.

This process can be repeated with various patterns and materials to fabricate complex components and circuits. The technique described here employs "positive resist," meaning that the parts of the mask exposed and subsequently developed are those that are removed. In contrast, a "negative resist" process would involve the removal of non-exposed parts during development, leaving the exposed sections intact. While there are several variations of mask methods, the basic concept outlined above provides a fundamental understanding of the lift-off technique.

Selective Area Growth (SAG), also known as Selective Area Epitaxy, is a prominent technique in semiconductor nanofabrication, recognized for its precision and effectiveness in patterned growth[48]. This method utilizes an amorphous mask, often made of an oxide like SiO₂, with a thickness typically in the range of tens of nanometers. The mask is deposited onto the substrate, and as with the lift-off technique, openings are defined through lithographic exposure and etching. This leaves the mask as a negative of the desired growth pattern.

The core principle of SAG is the meticulous adjustment of thermodynamic conditions during epitaxial growth[49]. These conditions are optimized so that the deposited material preferentially nucleates and grows in the exposed regions of the substrate, while primarily desorption occurs on the mask surface. Although the growth species impinges across the entire surface, selective thin film layer growth is facilitated only in the designated regions, with minimal or no undesired growth on the mask.
Figure 3.3: \textbf{Lateral patterning with SAG mask: a)-c) } An amorphous oxide layer (orange), typically e.g. SiO$_2$, is deposited onto the substrate (light blue). The lateral pattern is then traced out with electron beam lithography, and a removal procedure strips the parts of the mask previously exposed to the electron beam. \textbf{d)-f) } The material (e.g. III/V semiconductor) is deposited under specific thermodynamic conditions prohibiting growth on the mask, leading to selective growth in the trenches. Schematic shows faceted crystal shapes which commonly occur for e.g. III/V semiconductors due to a highly anisotropic surface energy density function.

This is depicted in figure 3.3.

The fundamental distinction between lift-off and SAG lies in their approaches to selectivity:

- **Lift-off:** This technique focuses on the end result in the exposed areas, with less concern for the mask which will be removed afterward. Commonly used for deposition rather than growth, lift-off often operates at lower temperatures where kinetic and thermodynamic influences are minimal. The mask functions similarly to masking tape used in painting: paint is applied broadly and then removed with the tape to reveal the desired pattern.

- **SAG:** In contrast, SAG involves tuning the conditions for crystal growth versus mask behavior. This is done by adjusting parameters such as $D$, $\kappa_{sa}$, $\kappa_{as}$, and $\gamma_{av}$ from equation 2.12, to promote growth on the exposed substrate while inhibiting it on the amorphous mask\cite{P1, 49}. Extending the painting analogy, this is akin to priming the surface, such that the paint adheres only to specific surfaces.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 \rho - \rho \left( \gamma_{av} + \kappa_{as} \right) + \left( F + \kappa_{sa} \right)
\]

Equation 3.1 is equivalent to equation 2.12, but it emphasizes the control parameters integral to SAG patterning. While control remains indirect
and adjustments in temperature and pressures affect all parameters concurrently, the stark contrast in conditions between the exposed substrate and the masked areas underpins the selectivity in the technique.

### 3.2 Basic mask-on-substrate simulations

In order to analyze the effects of varying parameters in equation 2.12, simulation approaches, particularly mean-field models, are quite useful. These models focus on large-scale mass transport and general material distribution, rather than intricate atomic-level details. Simplifying the problem to a one-dimensional perspective can provide insights into diffusion characteristics and help interpret outcomes seen in simulations. From equation 2.12, we can derive a simplified one-dimensional version for analysis:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = F + D \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial x^2} + \kappa_{sa} - \rho \kappa_{as} - \rho \gamma_{av} \tag{3.2}
\]

Assuming negligible decomposition and probing the steady state, we can simplify this to:

\[
D \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial x^2} = \rho (\kappa_{as} + \gamma_{av}) - F \tag{3.3}
\]

It’s important to note that seeking steady-state solutions is an approximation. Actual crystal growth, characterized by phenomena like cluster nucleation, disrupts equilibrium by inducing rapid changes in conditions. Nonetheless, steady-state solutions can reveal trends, with the understanding that quantities like the rates in equation 3.3 are now "suitably averaged." For instance, \(\kappa_{as}\) becomes an average incorporation rate of adatoms, inclusive of nucleation events necessary for growth initiation. This averaging process results in a \(\kappa_{as}\) that differs subtly from the rate an adatom might encounter at a step edge in an atomistic simulation where all local conditions are precisely accounted for.

Considering a setup with an exposed trench surrounded by masked areas, as shown in figure 3.3, we can draw some preliminary conclusions. Figure 3.4 presents a simplified version of this setup. Symmetry dictates that there should be no net flux at the outer boundaries \(J(x_0) = J(x_3) = 0\). Additionally, from the principle of mass conservation, the flux approaching any boundary from one side should match the flux leaving the opposite side of the same boundary:

\[
\lim_{x \to x_n^-} J(x_n) = \lim_{x \to x_n^+} J(x_n) \tag{3.4}
\]

This requirement ensures that a boundary does not act as a sink or source. For boundaries \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), this balance involves parameters influ-
enced by both the crystal and the mask, reflecting the interplay between different growth conditions:

\[
\lim_{x_m \rightarrow x_{1,2}} D_m \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = \lim_{x_c \rightarrow x_{1,2}} D_c \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \tag{3.5}
\]

where Equation 3.5 stems from Fick's first law, \( J = -D \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \), signifying a Neumann boundary condition on the first-order derivative at each boundary. In this context, \( m \) and \( c \) subscripts denote mask and crystal, respectively, aligning with the designations in figure 3.4.

For the outer boundary, which is far from the "active region," we implement a Dirichlet type boundary condition. Under the assumption of steady state and no net diffusion (as per equations 2.12 and 3.2), we can establish:

\[
\rho_{\text{far away}} = F / (\kappa_{av} + \gamma_{av}) \tag{3.6}
\]

This implies a fixed value for the adatom density at the outer boundary. The assumption of "far away" also justifies a zero derivative Neumann condition at this boundary, which aligns with zero flux according to Fick's first law.

Although diffusion coefficients may vary between regions, the boundary condition in equation 3.5 necessitates that the first-order derivative maintains the same sign on both sides of a boundary. Focusing on the central crystal region, we can infer that adatom density should be symmetric. Whether this region represents a maximum or minimum in density depends on the sign of the second-order derivative in equation 3.3, with a negative sign indicating a maximum and a positive sign a minimum\(^1\).

Figure 3.4 illustrates the valid solution types for this setup. The constraints of vanishing derivatives at the outer boundaries and the maintenance of the first-order derivative sign across boundaries lead to three viable solution types. The flat distribution is a trivial solution that satisfies all boundary conditions. The dotted line solutions in figure 3.4 fail to preserve the sign of the first-order derivative at the boundaries, resulting in a boundary acting as a sink (dotted red) or source (dotted green). These general trends persist when extending the analysis to two dimensions and including additional regions.

The diffusion equation 3.3 can be numerically solved using a FiPy environment, which allows for the definition of regions with varying conditions. This is particularly useful for more complex layouts than the simple ones shown in figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 presents a sample solution, analogous to the solid red line in figure 3.4. In the upcoming chapter 4, we will explore another solution of this type, applied to a more intricate design, based on studies of growth rates for arrays of nanowires in ref. [P1].

\(^1\)The value of the second order derivative is allowed to vary across the region as prescribed by equation 3.3, but the sign is constant.
3.2. Basic mask-on-substrate simulations

Figure 3.4: **Simple diffusion solution types:** Our simplified setup for initial observations. Orange is amorphous mask covering the entire substrate except for our small exposed region between $x_1$ and $x_2$. The points $x_0$ and $x_3$ are very far away, position not shown to scale. Solid graphs on top sketch valid solution types for negative (red) and positive (green) second order derivates on the crystal region. The first order derivates vanish at the outer boundaries, and the first order derivates carry their sign across internal boundaries. Dotted graphs on the bottom show invalid "solutions", where the sign of the first order derivative is not carried correctly.

Figure 3.5: **FiPy sample solution:** A sample solution for a region of exposed substrate surrounded by mask on all sides. Colorbar denotes adatom density in arbitrary units. The lack of notation reflects the fact that this is a solution type, corresponding to the red line in figure 3.4. The way in which the adatom density tapers off depends on input parameters $D$, $\kappa_{sa}$, $\kappa_{as}$, and $\gamma_{av}$ for both mask and crystal.
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The growth rates in Selective Area Growth is – to no surprise – very much in the production stage. Understanding and controlling the growth rates is intricately tied to successful realization of designs.

Figure 4.1: **Synthesis production stage**: This stage relates to the actual realization of the design, the physical production or synthesis of the circuit.

### 4.1 Design dependence

The initial portrayal of Selective Area Growth (SAG) in chapter 3 might lead to a simplistic understanding of the process as mostly filling trenches defined in an amorphous mask through electron beam lithography. However, as discussed in chapter 2, the essence of SAG lies in the meticulous control of conditions conducive to crystal growth.

The paper titled "Selective area growth rates of III-V nanowires", ref. [P1], delves into the complexities of growth rates for nanowires fabricated using the SAG method. As introduced in earlier chapters, the selectivity in SAG is attained by manipulating the differential parameters between regions of the crystal and the mask. This study challenges a simplistic interpretation of SAG as just filling trenches and underscores the necessity of a profound understanding and control over the crystal growth process.

Key findings of the paper are derived from examining arrays of four nanowires, where two are classified as "inner" nanowires, each flanked by two immediate neighbors, and two as "outer" nanowires, each having only one immediate neighbor. The growth rates of these nanowires, which vary based on design parameters like nanowire width and pitch, were determined by calculating the volume of crystal incorporated. This was characterized post-growth using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Growth rates are expressed in "nominal units," where a unit value corresponds to the volume for a large planar section under identical growth conditions. Thus, growth rates are presented "relative to a corresponding planar growth rate". One of the principal conclusions is that growth rates are intrinsically linked to the specific design employed, with different parts of the design exhibiting
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varying growth rates. This finding highlights the importance of design considerations in SAG and the necessity of precise control over the growth process to achieve the desired outcomes in nanowire fabrication.

The most relevant significant findings from the study, ref. [P1] are captured in figure 4.3. This figure shows the variations in growth rates of nanowires under different conditions, providing valuable insights into the dynamics of Selective Area Growth (SAG). The left panel of the figure shows the growth rate as a function of pitch, with a fixed nanowire width. A notable divergence in growth rates between inner and outer nanowires is observed, with inner nanowires consistently exhibiting higher rates for pitches up to approximately 4\( \mu \)m. This suggests a characteristic diffusion length \( L_D = \sqrt{D \tau} \approx 4 \mu \)m, indicating that beyond this distance, nanowires become effectively isolated. The diffusion length probed here pertains to the amorphous mask. As pitches decrease, the growth rate of inner nanowires nears unity, reflecting the diminishing influence of mask regions and suggesting that very closely spaced nanowire arrays behave similarly to a single large trench.

The right panel presents growth rates as a function of nanowire width, maintaining a fixed pitch. The disparity in growth rates between inner
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Figure 4.3: Main SAG growth rate results: a) Growth rates as a function of pitch at fixed width $w = 250\text{nm}$. Notice the clear difference in growth rates between inner (filled markers) and outer (open markers) nanowires. The values converge as the nanowires are distanced sufficiently far apart at $p \approx 4\mu\text{m}$. b) Growth rates as a function of width at fixed pitch $p = 1\mu\text{m}$. Notice the steeply declining growth rate towards lower nanowire widths.

Figure adapted from from ref. [P1], reprinted with permission.

(filled markers) and outer (open markers) nanowires is pronounced, particularly at lower nanowire widths. A noteworthy point is the observation that growth ceases for sufficiently narrow trenches, as indicated by a trench width of 45nm showing no growth compared to substantial growth in a 150nm trench (shown in the original paper, ref. [P1], not shown here).

The study also reveals a lower overall growth rate for GaAs nanowires oriented along the $[1\bar{1}0]$ direction compared to the $[110]$ orientation, an outcome that appears counterintuitive given the longer diffusion length in the $[1\bar{1}0]$ direction[50, 51]. However, the anisotropic diffusion length on the crystal should play little to no role, as it is much longer than the nanowire widths examined[52, 53]. The discrepancy is instead attributed to the morphology during growth, with $[1\bar{1}0]$ oriented nanowires forming dominant 113 facets known for lower incorporation rates. In contrast, $[110]$ oriented nanowires retain their initial (001) top facet. The zincblende crystal structure of GaAs, particularly on a (001) substrate, plays a crucial role in this orientation-specific behavior, leading to different sets of crystallographic orientations for the nanowire side facets, which can be directly read out from a stereographic projection[13]. These results underscore the intricate interplay of various factors in crystal growth, including design, crystal orientation relative to the substrate, and growth morphology. This complexity significantly influences the growth rates, highlighting the importance of considering all these aspects in the design and execution of growth processes for nanowire fabrication.

The study of growth rate phenomena in Selective Area Growth (SAG), particularly around a single exposed trench or mask aperture, is crucial
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Figure 4.4: **Nanowire array kinetics and regimes:** a) Schematic of substrate with partially covering mask, and aperture exposing substrate and crystal during growth. The $\Gamma$-rates correspond to those described in chapter 2, with additional sub-subscripts "m" and "c" denoting mask and crystal regions, respectively. b) AFM scan of four parallel GaAs SAG nanowires oriented along the [1\bar{1}0] in-plane direction. Lateral scale bar is 500 nm. c) Types of solutions to the adatom density equations of the form in equation 4.1 with three different regimes determined by the sign of the net adatom transition rate from mask to crystal $\Gamma_{amac}$. Figure adapted from from ref. [P1], reprinted with permission.

Figure 4.4a illustrates the critical transitions involving adatoms, with subscripts $a_m$ and $a_c$ representing adatoms on the mask and crystal, respectively. This schematic is instrumental in visualizing the key processes that govern material deposition in the exposed regions. Figure 4.4c further elaborates on this by depicting three distinct types of solutions to the steady-state adatom density diffusion equation (Equation 4.1). These solutions mirror the types identified in section 3.2, providing a deeper insight into the diffusion dynamics under steady-state conditions.

\[
D \frac{\partial^2 \rho(x)}{\partial x^2} + f - \Gamma_{av}(x) - \Gamma_{as}(x) = 0 \tag{4.1}
\]

It is important to recognize that Equation 4.1 is essentially a one-dimensional, steady-state rendition of Equation 2.12, which was discussed...
in detail in chapter 2. This equation assumes that decomposition is negligible \( k_{sa} = 0 \) and that the transition rates are linearly dependent on the adatom density. Such assumptions simplify the model, allowing for a clearer understanding of the fundamental processes at play in SAG, particularly in terms of how adatoms behave on different surfaces (mask vs. crystal) and how this behavior influences the overall growth rates and patterns.

### 4.2 Diffusion transition characteristics

The concept of "growth modes"\(^1\) as presented in ref. [P1] refers to the steady-state diffusion characteristics at the boundary between the mask and crystal regions, indicated by the sign of the transition rate \( \Delta \Gamma_{amac} \). The correspondence of these modes with simulation solution types highlights that discrepancies in growth rates are primarily a result of adatom diffusion – a mass transport phenomenon. We underscore that, just as in section 3.2, the steady-state solution is considered an "average" solution, not representative of an actual steady state during growth.

A positive net rate \( \Delta \Gamma_{amac} > 0 \) is labeled "sink" behaviour, characterized by each exposed crystal region acting as a sink, attracting material flow. This results in a gradient with decreasing adatom density from the mask region towards the crystal boundary, and then again towards the interior of the crystal region. In this scenario, each trench has an associated collection area from which adatoms are drawn towards the crystal for incorporation. This behavior is reminiscent of early-stage growth rates in Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) nanowire synthesis\([14, 21, 54–58]\), where growth rates show positive scaling with increased distance between catalyst sites due to reduced competition for material. The effect from competition tapers off in VLS as the growth proceeds and the nanowire length increases, since the adatoms become unable to traverse the distance from the substrate along the nanowire axis to the catalyst at the end. Thus, longer VLS nanowires show slower growth rates, as the main contribution of material is either directly impinging on the catalyst droplet or diffusing from the sides of the nanowire. This also renders the collection area on the substrate obsolete\([14, 21, 57]\), and scaling with inter-nanowire distance vanishes.

A negative net rate \( \Delta \Gamma_{amac} < 0 \) is labeled "source" behaviour, and involves adatoms flowing from the crystal to the mask regions. Despite this outward flow, steady-state crystal growth is maintained as long as the influx of adatoms onto the crystal surpasses the combined outflow due to diffusion and desorption. This phenomenon explains why the observed growth rates are consistently lower than unity\([P1]\). This growth mode is the

---

\(^1\)These modes – sink, source, and balanced – are fundamentally different from the morphological growth modes (Frank-van der Merwe, Volmer-Weber, and Stranski-Krastanov) discussed earlier.
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result of the relationship between the two lifetime limiting mechanisms\(^2\) on the crystal and on the mask. When \(\tau^c > \tau^m\) the system accumulates adatoms in the crystal regions compared to the mask regions. The gradient and diffusion (see chapter 2.3) caused by this relative accumulation leads to an effective two-step lifetime limiting mechanism for adatoms on the crystal: diffusion onto the mask and subsequent desorption (figure 4.4a).

The "balanced" growth mode \(\Delta \Gamma_{a_m} = 0\) is speculated to exist, which implies a uniform flux distribution and adatom lifetime across both crystal and mask regions. For true selectivity, this would necessitate equal lifetimes on crystal and mask surfaces: \(1/\tau^c = 1/\tau^m\). The balanced mode would manifest as a growth rate on the crystal equal to the planar growth rate, independent of design parameters.

The solution types presented in figure 4.4c, derived from the 1-dimensional reduction of the SAG problem, offer a valuable understanding of the adatom density distribution. These solutions were obtained using the bvp5c boundary value problem solver from MATLAB\(^6\). Additionally, figure 4.5b showcases a sample solution for the steady-state 2-dimensional adatom density distribution, computed using the Python package FiPy. This analysis extends the principles discussed in section 3.2 to a more complex, 2-dimensional scenario. In this setup, regions are categorized as either crystal or mask, exploiting the symmetry in an array of four nanowires. This reduces the computational domain to a quarter of the full pattern, with crystal regions represented by the two exposed areas in the lower left and the mask covering the remaining area. The steady-state version of equation 2.12 applies throughout, with distinct parameter sets for crystal and mask regions. Boundary conditions are applied as follows:

- Zero derivative boundary condition: Implemented around all outer edges for symmetry, as per equation 3.4.
- Flux conservation: Enforced across internal boundaries between regions, in line with equation 3.5.
- Outer boundary values: Set according to equation 3.6, reflecting the conditions far from the active region.

The emergence of "sink" or "source" mode solutions hinges on the comparative lifetime-limiting rates on the mask versus the crystal regions. A longer lifetime on the crystal \((\tau^c > \tau^m)\) results in "source" behavior, as illustrated in figure 4.5b. Conversely, a longer lifetime on the mask \((\tau^m > \tau^c)\) indicates "sink" behavior. The extent of the difference in adatom density between inner and outer nanowires is heavily influenced by the rate values, with significant differences likely due to the exponential factors in the

\(^2\)The lifetime on the crystal: \(1/\tau^c = 1/\tau^c_{as} + 1/\tau^c_{av}\) comes as a result of straightforwardly summing transition rates for adatom life terminating mechanisms.
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Figure 4.5: Nanowire 4-array, overview and simulation: a) Schematic of substrate with amorphous mask (orange) and exposed nanowire trenches (blue). Red dashed frame indicates area for simulation with proper symmetry boundary conditions imposed. The full square shown may be thought of as being the "tile" repeated in a much larger array of tiles, all comprising similar arrays of 4 nanowires. b) Sample result from mean-field simulation in FiPy showing "source" type behaviour. The lack of values on the color scale is indicative of this being a type of solution, with exact values highly dependent on input parameters. Further explanation in main text.

rates, consistent with the Arrhenius form discussed in section 2.2.

This study underscores the dependency of growth rates on both the design pattern and thermodynamic growth parameters. It highlights the necessity for further theoretical and experimental work to deepen our understanding of SAG kinetics, particularly regarding the control of crystal growth rates and accounting for proximity effects between design elements. Additionally, ref. [P1] provides insights into the complexity of binary and ternary growth in systems like In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As nanowires, demonstrating significant shifts in growth regimes and the interplay between composition and morphology. This complexity adds another layer to the challenges of achieving precise control in SAG, especially when dealing with multiple species that may exhibit different behaviors within a selected growth window. Similar studies would be highly relevant for designs synthesized with a stencil based technique.
Thin film critical height review

Parts of this chapter and subsections were initially drafted to be included as a short review section of the paper "Collective formation of misfit dislocations at the critical thickness for equilibrium nanowire heterostructures", ref. [P2], co-authored with T. C. Thann et al. The bulk of this review ended up not making the final cut of the paper, but parts of it were included in my co-authors Master's thesis, ref. [60].

Some parts of the following chapter therefore appear in one form or another in the two sources mentioned.
5. THIN FILM CRITICAL HEIGHT REVIEW

Figure 5.1: **Synthesis production stage:** This stage relates to the actual realization of the design, the physical production or synthesis of the circuit.

The critical height refers to the introduction of misfit dislocations, that is, a phenomenon occurring during growth. As such, it pertains to the production stage. However, concluding the presence of misfit dislocations can occur in-situ during crystal growth – or with other characterization techniques ex-situ, in a subsequent characterization step.

### 5.1 Case study: InAs on GaAs

Crystal growth, particularly in the context of heteroepitaxial processes where one material grows on top of another, involves a multitude of complex phenomena. A notable example is the self-assembly of InAs quantum dots on a GaAs substrate under specific conditions\[47, 61–64\], a phenomenon utilized e.g. in the optical qubit platform. The upcoming chapter reviews experimental observations of growth effects in such heterostructures, leading to a discussion on the critical height for InAs grown on GaAs. This sets the stage for a subsequent chapter that examines strain relaxation phenomena in specific InGaAs heterostructures. These strain-related effects amount to an additional layer of complications which need to be accounted for, in the case of crystal growth where we are concerned with strain and perturbations related to crystal defects.

When InAs is grown on GaAs(001), there are three significant transition phenomena often reported in literature, with some works reporting on all three while others report on just one or two:

- The *transition height*, $h_t$, at which islands are introduced, and the initial Frank-Van der Merwe (FM) layer-by-layer growth mode transitions to either Volmer-Weber (VW) displaying pure island growth or Stranski-Krastanov (SK) with both a wetting layer and islands.

- The *critical height*, $h_c$, at which the first misfit dislocations are introduced.
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- A reversion height, $h_r$, beyond which the growth mode appears to revert back to Frank-Van der Merwe.

In an equilibrium framework, the preferred growth mode is determined by the configuration with the lowest free energy. To model this, equation 5.1 represents the free energy in a format similar to those employed in other studies focused on phenomenological models for growth modes\[65–67\]. This approach allows for the assessment of how various factors, such as strain, surface energies, and misfit dislocations, influence the overall growth dynamics. Understanding these transitions and their underlying mechanisms is crucial for optimizing the growth of heteroepitaxial structures. This knowledge not only aids in the controlled fabrication of devices like quantum dots but also helps in addressing challenges related to strain and defect formation, which are critical for ensuring the quality and performance of the resulting semiconductor materials and devices.

$$E_{\text{free}} = \gamma(1 + \beta) + \frac{1}{2}M(1 - \alpha)\epsilon^2 h$$  \tag{5.1}$$

Equation 5.1 captures the interplay between various energy contributions that influence the formation of islands on the growing crystal layer. This equation considers:

- $\gamma$: The total surface energy in the absence of islands, comprising the surface energies of the substrate-crystal interface $\gamma_{sc}$ and the crystal-vacuum boundary $\gamma_{cv}$.
- $M$: The effective stiffness of the growing layer.
- $\epsilon$: The mismatch strain between the substrate and the growing crystal layer.
- $h$: The height of the growing crystal layer.
- $-\alpha$: The decrease in strain energy due to island formation.
- $\beta$: The increase in surface energy resulting from island formation.

In the absence of islands ($\alpha = \beta = 0$), the equation simplifies to account for only the surface and strain energies of a uniform 2-dimensional layer. The preference for island growth occurs when the reduction in strain energy $-\alpha$ outweighs the increase in surface energy $\beta$.

Drawing an analogy with Young’s equation for the contact angle of a liquid droplet on a surface\[68\], we can conceptualize the substrate as the rigid surface and the growing crystal as the "droplet." However, unlike a liquid droplet, the atomic structure of the growing crystal interacts with the substrate, leading to strain and anisotropic surface energy density: the crystal morphology will be faceted. Here, wetting (small contact angle) points towards layer growth (Frank-van der Merwe mode), and de-wetting
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Figure 5.2: Young's equation for crystal "droplet": Subscripts s, c and v denote substrate, crystal and vacuum, respectively. The forces in Young's derivation are proportional to the local surface energy densities, and in our case these are supplemented by the additional terms $\alpha'$ and $\beta'$. $\alpha'$ and $\beta'$ denote the works associated with a change in the unitless quantities $\alpha$ and $\beta$ from equation 5.1, respectively. A higher value for $\alpha'$ promotes island formation, as island formation helps lower the strain energy. Conversely, a higher value for $\beta'$ hinders island growth due to an increased surface energy cost. Further explanation is found in the main text.

towards island growth (Volmer-Weber mode). The balance of forces is modified by strain due to lattice mismatch: a high $\alpha$ value favors island formation, while a high $\beta$ value favors wetting.

Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth, which involves an initial layer growth followed by island formation, challenges the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) concept and cannot be fully explained by surface energy considerations alone, as it violates the convex nature of such. This growth mode arises from a complex interaction between surface and strain energies. Studies comparing growth modes in different semiconductor systems reveal that the appearance of SK growth cannot be attributed solely to strain either, as systems with both lower and higher mismatches exhibit varied growth behaviors[67].

We shall expand upon equation 5.1 later in section 5.2, when we review the phenomenological models for misfit dislocations. In summary, island formation in heteroepitaxial growth serves as a form of strain relaxation, and SK growth emerges as a hybrid phenomenon driven by both surface and strain energy conditions. Further exploration of these concepts, including a review of phenomenological models, will be undertaken in later sections, shedding light on the complexities of heteroepitaxial crystal growth and the factors that govern the different growth modes.

5.2 Phenomenological models for planar films

The equilibrium models developed by Okajima et al. (2000)[65], Shiraishi et al. (2002)[66], and Tinjod et al. (2004)[67] provide significant insights into the interplay between morphology and strain in determining growth modes. These models utilize phenomenological expressions to represent
the free energy of various system configurations, considering scenarios with and without the presence of islands and misfit dislocations (MDs). The general form of these expressions, as seen in equation 5.2, is:

\[ E_{\text{free}} = \gamma (1 + \beta) + \frac{1}{2} M (1 - \alpha) \left( 1 - \frac{l_0}{l} \right)^2 \epsilon_0^2 h + \frac{E_d}{l} \]  \quad (5.2)

In equation 5.2 (compare to equation 5.1 above), \( \epsilon_0 \) the average strain in the absence of islands and misfit dislocations. The parenthesis \( (1 - l_0/l) \) accounts for the density of misfit dislocations with \( l_0 \) being the characteristic distance between dislocations for full plastic relaxation and \( l \) being the actual distance. Finally, \( E_d/l \) is the energy cost associated with the misfit dislocations itself, with one misfit dislocation per length \( l \).

Figure 5.3 shows two scenarios for the evolution of these energies for two different values of \( E_d \), the misfit dislocation energy density.

The critiques of the phenomenological models by Okajima et al. (2000)[65], Shiraishi et al. (2002)[66], and Tinjod et al. (2004)[67] highlight some limitations in their approach to explaining growth modes in heteroepitaxial systems. While these models provide valuable insights, certain aspects warrant closer examination. We note that equation 5.2 includes a strain energy linear in layer height in the presence of misfit dislocations. This is effectively a mean field strain which might be a good approximation far from the interface, but it proves problematic in the case of misfit dislocations in a thin film. Taking as an example the case of \( l = l_0 \), the strain energy of the growing layer fully vanishes in equation 5.2, which obviously neglects the highly-strained field near each misfit dislocation. For highly mismatched and very thin films, most of the growing layer is indeed close to the interface upon formation of misfit dislocations. The expressions are also somewhat one-dimensional, as no interplay is considered between misfit dislocations along different directions. One could argue that each of these concerns can be absorbed by an adjustment to the phenomenological parameters, however this would in turn also make the phenomenological nature of the expression more problematic. Nevertheless, the papers[65–67] demonstrate that systems with free energies described by such expressions can have equilibrium configurations which initially favor 2-dimensional coherent growth, followed by S-K growth with coherent islands, then followed by S-K growth including misfit dislocations and finally 2-dimensional growth with misfit dislocations. This phenomenologically matches the observations presented in section 2.2. Depending on the closer details of the phenomenological parameters, one or more of these modes may be suppressed in the growth. The authors even supply estimates for the free parameters in the phenomenological model, but since some of these are complicated in nature (e.g. \( \alpha \), the fractional decrease in strain energy in the growth layer caused by formation of islands in S-K growth), they are not easy to relate directly to growth parameters. As such these works serve a more explanatory purpose.
Figure 5.3: **Evolution of growth modes:** The main panel shows the normalized free energy for different growth modes as a function of film thickness $h$. Paths traced with arrows show the lowest energy configurations in the case of two different values for the misfit dislocation energy $E_d$. Points marked with "C" are critical, i.e. when the configuration with misfits becomes favorable compared to the corresponding coherent case. Lower panel shows the two main paths with the observation, that the growth stays 2-dimensional in the case where misfits are introduced before islands. R is reversion with $h_r$ corresponding to the reversion height.

Figure from ref. [65], reprinted here with minor changes with permission in accordance with license 1422968-1.

Another approach, the "generalised Wulff-Kaichew theorem" by Müller and Kern (2000)[69], directly addresses the change in free energy during crystal growth on a mismatched substrate. This approach also approximates the strain in the presence of dislocations as mean-field but includes substrate strain in the consideration. The "relaxation factor", $R$ in this model serves a similar function to $\alpha$ in the earlier models, explaining trends but not providing predictions for transitions like the onset of 3D islands or misfit dislocations, as predictions of transitions will depend on other unknown factors, e.g. the crystal surface energy density, $\gamma(n)$, as a function of surface normal direction (section 2.4). Müller and Kern's work does suggest that the introduction of each dislocation should abruptly
change the equilibrium shape of a 3D island, a phenomenon potentially observable through in-situ imaging. This insight could explain observed rapid changes in island diameter after the onset of island growth, possibly linked to equilibrium shape alterations due to misfit dislocations.

5.3 Theoretical predictions for planar films

A general concern for the theoretical models in the field must be addressed here, even if no direct resolution is readily available; most theoretical predictions employ scenarios for misfit dislocations in a planar film of a certain thickness, $h$. But the experimental observations summarized above show that the introduction of misfit dislocations, at least in our case, is closely tied to island formation. The differences could be highly significant, and we would expect theoretical predictions to overestimate the critical height, since the actual physical system has island formation with misfit dislocations as an additional degree of freedom for minimization of the free energy. From an equilibrium point of view, this configuration must be favorable over the planar growth with misfit dislocations, since it shows up in experiments. This is intertwined with another concern, that most of the models which we are about to review either implicitly or explicitly assume for the strains to be very small, which is not true for the cases relevant to us here. As a result, we see phenomena such as island formation which is not accounted for in the models below. This is not as much a flaw of the theories as it is just an assumption, nevertheless it turns out to be important in our case.

Wu and Jin (2015)[70] express a reasonable concern from the variety of observations and theoretical models: most authors of predictions seem to be able to find experimental observations that fit their model and vice versa for the experimentalists attempting to explain their findings from theory. The reader should be mindful, that each model may in fact only show dependencies approximately reasonable in a narrow part of the wider range of available growth variables. Here we present models in two broad categories, and the reader interested in settling the score between different models is encouraged to consult the excellent reviews by other authors[70, 71].

The early theoretical work on predicting the critical height for misfit dislocations in heteroepitaxial growth, notably by Frank and van der Merwe in 1949[72], provided a foundational approach to understanding these phenomena. Their model conceptualized the epilayer as a one-dimensional spring chain of atoms, influenced by the periodic potential from the atomic configuration of the substrate. This representation allowed for the construction of a potential energy equation for the epilayer, leading to the estimation of a characteristic distance, $l_0$ between misfit dislocations. This distance is a function of several factors including the spring constant between atoms, the amplitude of the periodic potential, and the
substrate lattice spacing. The critical condition for the introduction of misfit dislocations in their model is expressed through the ratio between $l_0$ and $P_0$, with the latter being the inverse of the mismatch between the atomic distances in the chain and the substrate’s periodic potential. In terms of crystal heterostructures, this translates to the necessary period of regular misfit dislocations for achieving full plastic relaxation. A notable conclusion from their work is the prediction of a critical mismatch limit of approximately 7%. This implies that only configurations with a mismatch below this threshold are likely to develop a coherent epilayer exceeding one monolayer in height before the onset of misfit dislocations. However, the reliance on inter-atomic forces in this model makes the direct calculation of critical height complex. Later studies have aimed to address this by offering more straightforward approaches, but the initial insights provided by Frank and van der Merwe have been significant.

Van der Merwe’s work in 1963[73, 74] significantly contributed to the theoretical understanding of misfit dislocation formation in heteroepitaxial layers. His approach involved comparing the interfacial strain energy density for configurations both with and without misfit dislocations, employing two distinct models for calculating interfacial forces: the parabolic and Peierls-Nabarro models. For a critical mismatch of approximately 7%, he deduced that the critical height for misfit dislocations falls between one and two lattice parameters, or about 2-4 monolayers (ML). The parabolic model leaned towards the higher end of this range, while the Peierls-Nabarro model suggested a slightly lower critical height. His calculations also showed that differences in the relative hardness of the epilayer and substrate have minimal impact on the critical height, particularly relevant to systems like InAs grown on GaAs.

Matthews’ equilibrium model, introduced in 1966[75] and further developed in the following years[76], marked a shift in focus from energies to forces. The model starts with pre-existing threading dislocations, which under sufficient misfit stress can produce misfit dislocations along the interface. Matthews and Blakeslee observed a much lower density of misfit dislocations than predicted, suggesting potential barriers to dislocation formation that keep the system out of equilibrium. When applied to InAs grown on GaAs, the model predicts a critical height of between $h_c = 5$ and 5.4 ML[77, 78], with variations stemming from different interpretations and expansions of the model[71]. The Matthews model has been subject to a wide range of interpretations, leading to significant variability in critical height predictions for the same system. As Fitzgerald noted in 1991[79], these predictions can differ by an order of magnitude. This variability, coupled with the discrepancy between theoretical predictions and experimental observations, highlights the complexities involved in understanding heteroepitaxial growth processes. Consequently, when experimental results are said to align with the Matthews model, such statements should be interpreted with an understanding of the model’s broad scope and inherent limitations.
People and Bean introduced a model in 1985[80] that shared similarities with van der Merwe’s approach, focusing on comparing strain energy densities of different system configurations. They examined both a coherent system and one where a screw dislocation forms at the interface at a specific film thickness. In their analysis, People and Bean also compared their model to other existing models, including those by van der Merwe[73, 74], Matthews[75] and Blakeslee[76], as well as experimental data from the growth of Ge\textsubscript{x}Si\textsubscript{1−x} on Si. They found that their revised model aligned more closely with the experimental evidence, offering a more compatible explanation for the observed phenomena.

Dodson and Tsao in 1987[81] proposed a novel approach that considered time-dependent relaxation based on dislocation velocities. This model aimed to predict the evolution of strain relaxation over time, differing from previous models that focused on the static relationship of strain relaxation to the height of the growth layer \(h\). However, the work of Whaley and Cohen[82, 83] challenged the validity of Dodson and Tsao’s approach. Their results indicated that the evolution of strain relaxation was dependent on the layer height \(h\) rather than time \(t\), demonstrated by halting growth and continuously monitoring strain relaxation.

For a comprehensive understanding of the various theoretical models addressing strain relaxation in semiconductors, Dunstan’s in-depth review in 1997[71] is highly recommended. This review not only covers the original works but also includes derived works that show equivalences between models under different conditions and assumptions. While the introduction provided here highlights the key aspects, Dunstan’s review offers a more detailed and nuanced examination of the topic, beneficial for readers seeking a deeper understanding of these complex theoretical models.

Marée et al. in 1987[84] conducted a study comparing various theoretical models for misfit dislocations with experimental data from the growth of In\textsubscript{0.07}Ga\textsubscript{0.93}As on GaAs, which has a mismatch of \(\delta \approx 0.5\%\). A key observation in their work was the low density of pre-existing dislocations, which is significant for the Matthews model that posits the transformation of pre-existing threading dislocations into misfit dislocations under stress. This low density implies that new misfit dislocations would need to nucleate through half-loop generation, a process with a higher barrier for nucleation. Consequently, a Matthews-based model would likely underestimate the critical height for misfit dislocation formation. This aligns with Matthews and Blakeslee’s own findings, where the observed density of misfit dislocations was much lower than their model predicted[76]. Marée et al. also noted that most theoretical models are limited in their applicability. For very low mismatches (0.2\% < \(\delta < 2\%\)), limited dislocation mobility constrains the models, while for higher mismatches (\(\delta > 2\%\)), the interaction of dislocations and other strain relaxation mechanisms, such as island formation, become significant factors. The In\textsubscript{0.07}Ga\textsubscript{0.93}As system falls conveniently within these limits. In this context, their model
based on the generation of dislocation half-loops was found to best fit the experimental data, providing a more accurate prediction of the critical height for misfit dislocation formation in such heteroepitaxial systems.

5.4 Experimental observations for planar films

In the upcoming section, we provide an introductory overview of experimental observations concerning strain relaxation and growth modes for planar films of InAs on GaAs(001), as documented in the literature. It is important to recognize that there are various, sometimes conflicting, experimental findings in this area, a point also noted by other researchers[70, 85]. The discrepancies and varying interpretations of these results can be attributed, at least in part, to differences in key experimental factors:

- **Growth conditions:** The growth of III-V semiconductors such as InAs and GaAs involves a diverse range of time-dependent conditions. These include thermodynamic variables like temperature and partial pressures, as well as procedural aspects like shutter operation, temperature variation rates, and sample rotation during growth. Additionally, substrate preparation, encompassing various cleaning procedures and differences in substrate miscut, significantly influences the initial growth conditions. This wide array of parameters complicates direct comparisons between different studies. For detailed insights into specific results, consulting the original works is recommended.

- **Characterization techniques:** The methodologies used for characterizing grown films also contribute to the diversity in findings. As characterization technologies have evolved, they have brought forth different aspects of the samples being studied. Consequently, different characterization techniques may lead to varying conclusions about critical heights or interpretations of changes in growth modes, as seen e.g. in reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns.

A notable issue in this context is what we can term *strain-composition ambiguity*. This arises in studies lacking direct elemental analysis such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), where changes in lattice parameters observed through techniques such as RHEED could be attributed to either elastic strain or material composition changes. This ambiguity is particularly pertinent since studies have shown discrepancies between the material composition in the grown crystal and the input ratio from effusion cells[86–89]. Furthermore, the phenomenon of *intermixing*, which tends to increase with temperature[89], adds another layer of complexity, especially in the growth of ternary compounds like In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As, where composition is a variable parameter.
The factors highlighted here underscore the challenges and complexities in reviewing and drawing consistent conclusions from the wide range of studies in this field. It is often challenging to isolate the effects of single variables, as multiple parameters tend to change from one experiment to another. In the following review, we aim to present the experimental observations on an equal footing, but readers should be aware of the potential variations and nuances inherent in different experimental setups.

As flux dependence

Schaffer et al. (1983)\cite{90} conducted a study on the nucleation and early growth stages of InAs on GaAs(001) under In-stabilized conditions at temperatures ranging from 510-520°C. Their key morphological observations shed light on the growth behavior of this heteroepitaxial system. The study revealed that the InAs film initially grows two-dimensionally up to a thickness of about 7Å (approximately 2.3 monolayers, ML). However, at the next measured point of 9Å (around 3 ML), the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns indicated a significant change, displaying two distinct patterns superimposed on each other. The authors interpreted this as a transition from two-dimensional growth to island growth, with InAs forming islands interspersed with areas of exposed indium-stabilized GaAs substrate. The exact growth mode (Volmer-Weber or Stranski-Krastanov) at this stage was not definitively determined, but the presence of islands was evident. The lattice constant of these islands was measured at 5.95Å. This island growth pattern persisted for film thicknesses ranging from 9Å to 44Å (up to about 15 ML). Beyond this point, the RHEED pattern corresponding to the lower lattice parameter vanished, presumably due to the coalescence of the islands covering the entire GaAs substrate. As the growth continued, the lattice parameter of the film gradually increased, eventually reaching a saturation value of 6.07Å at a thickness of 1900Å, indicative of pure, unstrained InAs. The authors asserted that the heterointerface should be atomically abrupt without any alloying at the interface, implying that the film would be composed of pure InAs from the interface upward. According to this interpretation, any changes in the lattice parameter observed through RHEED would reflect strain relaxation rather than compositional variations. However, other studies, such as those by Joyce et al.\cite{86}, challenge this view, suggesting significant alloying at higher temperatures, particularly above 500°C. This contrast in findings exemplifies the strain-composition ambiguity mentioned above, highlighting the challenges in distinguishing between effects due to strain relaxation and compositional changes in such heteroepitaxial systems.

Tournié, Trampert, and Ploog (1994, 1995)\cite{91, 92}, explored the growth of InAs on GaAs(001) under different arsenic flux conditions, providing insights that align with previous observations. The studies focused on samples grown under high and low As flux regimes, both at a growth rate
of 0.4 ML/s at 430°C, and without capping. In the high As flux sample (As$_4$/In flux ratio 10), a transition to 3D island formation was observed at a height of 1.5 ML, as indicated by changes in the RHEED pattern. Misfit dislocations were detected at a layer height greater than 8 ML through high-resolution TEM. These dislocations were found in a band approximately 1nm wide around the interface, consisting of both 60° and pure edge types, spaced about 4nm apart. RHEED measurements suggested rapid strain relaxation, with the film lattice parameter approaching the bulk value of InAs after only 7 ML, though it was not possible to differentiate whether this relaxation was due to island formation or dislocation generation. In contrast, the low As flux sample (As$_4$/In flux ratio 0.7) exhibited a markedly different growth behavior. The growth remained planar up to a layer height of 4.8 ML, with the formation of misfit dislocations occurring without prior island formation. TEM characterized these dislocations as pure edge types located at the interface, with an average spacing of 8nm. RHEED analysis indicated a residual strain of about 2% at 35 ML, assuming a composition of pure InAs. Despite the lower As pressure, the amount of material deposited closely matched the nominal flux, indicating that growth was not significantly impeded. The authors suggested that these differences might indicate a kinetic limitation in the formation of misfit dislocations. However, without direct compositional analysis, such as EELS, the strain-composition ambiguity comes into play. For instance, if the lower As pressure led to significant alloying in the growing film, the lower lattice parameter observed by RHEED could indicate a composition of In$_{0.68}$Ga$_{0.32}$As, assuming Vegard’s law. This composition would correspond to a mismatch of about 4.9%, compared to 7.2% for pure InAs on GaAs, and would imply a spacing between misfit dislocations close to the observed 8 nm. This example highlights the challenges in conclusively interpreting experimental data due to the interplay of strain and composition in heteroepitaxial growth with characterization techniques based on lattice parameter.

In the realm of heteroepitaxial growth, the role of surfactants presents an intriguing dimension, as evidenced by studies on InAs growth on GaAs(001). Though this thesis does not delve deeply into surfactants, a few notable observations are relevant. For instance, Grandjean et al. (1992)[77], observed that introducing a tellurium surfactant during InAs growth at 400°C could shift the transition height from 1.5 ML to 6 ML. They attributed this change to the surfactant affecting the surface energies. Conversely, Snyder and Orr (1993)[93], proposed a different perspective. They argued that the surfactant influence on the growth mode stemmed from kinetic effects rather than energetic considerations. While the results from Te-surfactant assisted growths bear resemblance to those under lower As pressure, it is crucial to recognize that different mechanisms might be driving these apparently similar outcomes. This notion aligns with the suggestion from other authors[70], that the complexities of
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Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth cannot be fully encapsulated in a simplistic equilibrium framework.

Additional research supports the idea of rapid mass transport during the transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth, with studies indicating significant mass transfer from the wetting layer and underlying substrate[94–96]. Joyce et al. (1998)[86], found that the volume of islands increased more rapidly than the rate of material supplied for growth, implying a significant contribution from the wetting layer. These findings emphasize the need for careful interpretation of experimental results and caution against over-reliance on initial conclusions. While the specific mechanisms driving the transition to S-K growth are fascinating, a thorough exploration of these processes is beyond the scope of this current discussion. For those interested in a more in-depth examination, other works provide comprehensive studies on the topic[70, 85].

InAs/GaAs transitions

Returning to the direct observations of transitions, Houzay et al. (1987)[97] and Glas et al. (1987)[98] conducted detailed studies on the growth of InAs films on GaAs(001), offering significant insights into the transition dynamics of heteroepitaxial growth. The research involved growing InAs films at various thicknesses (1, 2, 7, 15, and 100 monolayers or ML) under As-stabilized conditions at a rate of 0.05 ML/s and a temperature of 420°C. At a film thickness of 1 ML, the RHEED patterns indicated a two-dimensional film structure. However, as the film thickness increased to 2 ML, there was clear evidence of island formation. These islands were remarkably uniform in size, exhibited no measurable strain, and did not show any signs of misfit dislocations. This observation suggests that the transition height from two-dimensional to island growth occurs between 1 ML and 2 ML. When the film thickness reached 7 ML, the islands no longer maintained uniformity in size. Moiré patterns in this stage revealed the presence of misfit dislocations in larger islands (exceeding 200Å in width), while smaller islands remained coherent. This finding implies that the critical height for the formation of misfit dislocations lies between 2 ML and 7 ML. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) annular dark field images further showed that misfit dislocations tended to nucleate more at the edges of the islands than at the centers. The dislocation density was generally found to increase with the size of the island. For the 15 ML thick film, the observations were similar to those of the 7 ML film, with an increased density of islands. At the 100 ML thickness, the substrate was almost entirely covered by the InAs film, although with a very non-uniform thickness. Moiré patterns from this stage indicated a locally distorted and discontinuous network of misfit dislocations.

Mazuelas et al. (1993)[99] conducted a study to determine the critical thickness for InAs films grown on GaAs(001), using a combination of RHEED and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Their samples were grown under...
identical conditions at 350°C for varying durations, with RHEED monitoring during growth and XRD characterization performed post-growth on samples capped with 200nm of GaAs. They found the critical height deduced from XRD to be more reliable, due to a higher density of data points, concluding a critical height of 2.3 ML. It’s important to note that this observation via XRD is indirect, capturing overall lattice relaxation rather than specific onset of misfit dislocations, which would be difficult to detect through this method. The study assumes that the subsequent GaAs capping does not significantly alter the configuration of the InAs film.

In another study, Leonard et al. (1994)[100] reported a transition height of approximately 1.5 ML based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of InAs growth at 530°C. They concluded that the initial islands formed were dislocation-free, aligning with earlier studies by Guha et al.[101–103] and Snyder et al.[104]. This conclusion about initially coherent islands was also echoed in the works of Tournié, Trampert, and Ploog[91, 92] and Houzay et al.[97] mentioned above. Leonard et al. noted that dislocated islands tend to form when growth is continued beyond 2 ML, although a more precise value for this transition was not specified. Interestingly, they observed that the average diameter of the islands decreased with increasing InAs deposition within a certain range, going from about 30Å at 1.6 ML to around 20Å at 1.9 ML, suggesting a reconfiguration of the morphology or possibly a transient, kinetically limited phenomenon.

Sasaki (1996)[78] conducted a study on the growth of InAs on GaAs(001) at high V/III-ratios of 40 and 28 at a temperature of 480°C, with a subsequent capping layer of GaAs measuring 100Å. Sasaki observed changes in the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns during growth, indicating morphological shifts in the film. The study reports a transition height \( h_t \leq 2 \text{ ML} \) and reversion height \( h_r = 10 \text{ ML} \). The critical thickness \( h_c = 3 \text{ ML} \) was calculated using a Valence Force Field model and supported by the emergence of Moiré patterns in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of islands between 2 and 4 MLs. It is important to note that the actual observation suggested a critical height \( h_c \leq 4 \text{ ML} \), with the value of 3 ML being more a calculation than a direct observation.

**InGaAs/GaAs observations**

The complexity increases further when considering ternary compounds like \( \text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{As} \), where the composition \( x \) is a variable parameter. The strain and critical height in the growing layer are heavily influenced by the composition of the crystal, making the strain-composition ambiguity even more pertinent. Studies have shown a discrepancy between the In/Ga ratio supplied from the effusion cells and the ratio actually incorporated into the crystal, as measured by techniques such as EELS. The incorporated \( \text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{As} \) composition has been found to be temperature-dependent[89], with higher growth temperatures leading to a lower indium
content $x$ for a constant supply ratio. Often, the composition is assumed to be uniform, but significant intermixing near heterointerfaces is expected\cite{86–89}, and the composition may vary with the distance from the interface and locally due to island formation. The reader is advised to keep these intricacies in mind in the following.

Lewis et al. (1984)\cite{105} were among the first to study RHEED oscillations in the growth of InGaAs on GaAs(001), covering both metal and As stabilized conditions at temperatures ranging from 470° C to 530° C. Their study also included different initiation methods for InGaAs growth, such as simultaneous or sequential opening of indium and gallium shutters. While the primary focus was on the RHEED oscillatory behavior, they observed key trends. Notably, the transition height, $h_t$, decreased with increasing indium content and arsenic pressure. Additionally, initiating growth on a rougher surface (indium shutter opened during rough-phase GaAs growth) led to a lower transition height, suggesting that layer-by-layer growth is more readily achieved from a smooth surface.

Whaley and Cohen (1988, 1990)\cite{82, 83}, examined the relaxation of In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As films on GaAs(001) with a focus on how composition and temperature influence the process. Conducted under arsenic-rich conditions, these studies spanned temperatures between 450° C and 510° C, with notable differences in growth rates: approximately 3 ML/s in the earlier study and 0.1-0.5 ML/s in the latter. The main method of characterization in both studies was RHEED. The most significant finding from these studies was the clear trend of earlier and more rapid onset of lattice relaxation at higher temperatures or higher indium fractions, $x$. Conversely, lower temperatures or lower indium fractions resulted in a delayed onset of relaxation. In all cases, the films initially conformed to the lattice parameter of the underlying GaAs substrate, with relaxation observed through changes in the RHEED pattern during growth. Interestingly, Whaley and Cohen did not directly investigate differences between the transition height $h_t$, and the critical height $h_c$. They observed that films grown at lower temperatures were metastable, meaning that three-dimensional features could be induced by merely increasing the temperature. This suggests that island growth can result from the redistribution of already-deposited material, not just as a part of ongoing growth. Moreover, the studies found that the lattice parameter of a two-dimensional film becomes constant once growth is interrupted, as indicated by RHEED measurements. This implies that the lattice parameter of a grown layer is somewhat “locked-in” at a constant temperature, and that additional relaxation occurs only in subsequently grown layers or when the metastable condition is disrupted by a temperature increase.

Nakao and Yao (1989)\cite{106} investigated the growth of In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As on GaAs(001) under As-rich conditions, achieving a growth rate of approximately 0.3 monolayers per second (ML/s). Utilizing reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) for their analysis, they estimated critical heights for various indium contents: $h_c = [1.5, 2.0, 2.3, 12]$ ML for $x =$
Both the critical heights and compositions were deduced from RHEED oscillations, subject to the common strain-composition ambiguity. The study concluded that pseudomorphic growth starts just before the critical height, and that the reversion to two-dimensional growth occurs due to the coalescence of islands.

Elman et al. (1989)[107] focused on both planar films and quantum wells to examine the critical thickness of In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As on GaAs(001) for $x \leq 0.5$. Conducted at temperatures between 550°C and 615°C and a V/III ratio of 25, the growth rate was roughly 0.5 ML/s. A combination of RHEED and photoluminescence was used for characterization. RHEED oscillations indicated when growth transitioned to a three-dimensional mode. Elman et al. measured the transition height, $h_t$, from RHEED and speculated that it coincides with the critical height, $h_c$, where misfit dislocations are introduced, as inferred from broadening in the photoluminescence spectrum. The study revealed that temperatures above 550°C produced similar results, with transition heights of $h_t = [4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 40]$ ML for indium fractions $x = [0.5, 0.42, 0.39, 0.32, 0.29, 0.24]$. Notably, significant differences were observed when comparing thin films to quantum wells, as has also been noted elsewhere[71]. In a subsequent study in 1991, Elman et al.[108] examined quantum wells of In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As for lower indium fractions ($x$ in the range of 0.3 to 0.5) at 410°C and 460°C. The wells were separated by approximately 50nm GaAs barriers, with the possibility of interaction between wells. Using photoluminescence and TEM for characterization, they found that the critical thickness could increase up to sevenfold at lower temperatures for specific indium fractions $x \in [0.3, 0.4]$, suggesting a thermal barrier to the onset of misfit dislocations. This observation points to a potential strategy for manipulating the critical thickness by adjusting the growth temperature.

Guha et al. (1990)[101, 102] explored the growth of thin films of In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As on GaAs(001) with thicknesses ranging from 4 to 11 ML, grown at rates of 0.25 to 0.28 ML/s under varying V/III ratios. Their TEM analysis revealed substrate deformation beneath the islands and strain fields extending up to approximately 150Å into the substrate. Islands were coherent up to around 80Å in height and 250Å in width, with lattice spacing measurements indicating initial in-plane constraint to the GaAs substrate lattice parameter, gradually relaxing with distance from the interface. Incoherent islands displayed misfit dislocations forming at island edges, attributed to high interfacial stress. Defect formation was also noted at island coalescence. Two samples of In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As grown for 11 ML at different temperatures (420°C and 470°C) showed temperature-dependent island formation, with the higher temperature sample exhibiting both islands and defects, while the lower temperature sample maintained a smooth surface. The impact on defect structure is inconclusive.

Yao et al. (1990)[109] grew In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As quantum wells on GaAs in sequence, with 20nm GaAs barriers between each well. Conducted at
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530°C to 550°C and a rate of ≈ 0.3 ML/s, they found the transition height, \( h_t \), strongly dependent on the indium content \( x \), for values \( x < 0.3 \), with a weaker dependence for higher indium content; additional indium is most detrimental at first, and the influence on transition height diminishes in a non-linear fashion as the indium content increases. They observed vertical alignment of islands between successive quantum wells, suggesting that successively grown quantum wells are indeed not completely separate entities, and that each new quantum well is not to be considered as a separate planar film growth. Planar growth was achievable on substrates with strain variation, but growth tended to be faster in areas with less mismatch strain due to misfit dislocations aligned in layers of quantum wells beneath. The authors also find island growth to be strongly correlated with defects as examined by TEM.

Zou et al. (1993)[110] investigated both thin films and quantum wells of \( \text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{As} \) for \( x = 0.1 \) and \( x = 0.2 \) using epitaxial lift-off and TEM, with a critical height of 240Å for \( x = 0.1 \) and 160Å for \( x = 0.2 \). They concluded that these values might be overestimated due to dislocation pinning, with all samples exhibiting initial threading dislocations regardless of layer height, but with a decreasing density with increasing film height, supporting the Matthews model mechanism. No transition height is reported, as all measurements are conducted ex-situ. We remark that the critical height is understood as the point of elongation of initial threading dislocations, and that initial threading dislocations are reported in all samples regardless of layer height.

Westwood et al. (1993)[111] grew thick films of \( \text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{As} \) across a wide composition range (0.039 < \( x < 1 \)), revealing an unexpected relationship between composition and material quality. Conducted at a low V/III ratio of \( \text{As}_4/(\text{Ga}+\text{In}) \sim 0.7 \) and around 350°C, they observed expected trends with increasing indium content in the range of 0 < \( x < 0.5 \), including increased threading dislocation density and wider diffraction peak full width half maximum (FWHM). Surprisingly, for higher indium content, 0.5 < \( x < 1 \), these trends reversed, suggesting a more regular periodicity of misfit dislocations. The study found the highest degree of non-uniformity around \( x \approx 0.5 \) and not near \( x = 1 \) as might be expected from the increased lattice mismatch. Despite the mismatch variations, they consistently observed a transition from three-dimensional to two-dimensional growth as layers thickened.

**Summary of observations for planar films**

The growth of planar InAs on GaAs(001) under high arsenic pressures (V/III ratio around 10) and temperatures in the range of 450°C to 500°C typically follows a sequence of developmental stages, albeit with variations depending on specific conditions.

Initially, the first monolayer adheres to the GaAs substrate in a planar manner. The formation of three-dimensional islands at the transition
height (1 ML < $h_t$ < 2 ML) marks the first significant development. This island formation involves considerable mass transport from the wetting layer and substrate, a process that is temperature-dependent and may lead to intermixing, thereby raising concerns about interfacial sharpness and material composition of the islands. This particular aspect of growth is not well captured in the standard Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth model.

The evolution of these islands is complex. Their growth does not solely rely on the addition of adatoms but also involves a decrease in island diameter and an increase in island density with continued material deposition, a behavior contrary to Ostwald ripening expectations. Misfit dislocations, forming at the temperature dependent critical height ($h_c \approx$2-3 ML), are believed to nucleate primarily at island edges due to high stress levels. Subsequently, a phase of island coalescence occurs, eventually leading to a return to planar growth. This transition appears to happen relatively early in the growth process, around $h_r \approx$7 ML, and is also influenced by growth conditions.

Lower temperatures or arsenic pressures tend to delay these transitions. Specifically, lower temperatures may delay or even suppress island growth, reduce intermixing, and potentially delay the onset of misfit dislocations and island coalescence. Lower arsenic pressure might have similar effects on island growth and coalescence but could increase intermixing, which is undesirable from a design perspective.

In the growth of ternary In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As, a lower indium fraction typically delays transitions within the range of $0 < x < 0.5$. The crystal homogeneity appears to be most compromised around $x \approx 0.5$, with either very high or very low indium fractions resulting in more uniform structures. The lower end is more homogeneous due to a lower density of misfit dislocations, while the higher end achieves a more regular periodicity for a network of misfit dislocations.

Finally, surface preparation and the use of surfactants add another dimension of tunable parameters for experimentalists. Surfactants have been shown to delay island growth, although the mechanisms behind this effect remain debated. Due to its additional complexity, additional discussion of surfactant-mediated growth is considered beyond the scope of this thesis.

**Recap**

The extensive research on InGaAs/GaAs crystal growth, encompassing models for growth phenomena, theoretical insights into misfit dislocations, and a variety of experimental observations, highlights the complexity and intricacies of this area of study. The significant discrepancies between different sets of observations, as discussed in the previous chapter, underscore the challenges faced in this field. These variations can be partly attributed to the factors mentioned in section 5.4 on planar experimental observations, including differences in growth conditions, characterization
techniques, and the inherent complexities of the materials and processes involved.

Building upon this somewhat fragmented understanding of the critical height in InGaAs/GaAs crystal growth, the next chapter delves into finite element-based simulations of misfit dislocations within a growing thin film heterostructure. By leveraging finite element modeling, the chapter seeks to shed light on the phenomenon of dislocation formation and configuration, contributing to a better theoretical and practical grasp of thin film heteroepitaxy in semiconductor materials.
Collective formation of misfit dislocations

The following chapter is based on my contributions to the paper "Collective formation of misfit dislocations at the critical thickness for equilibrium nanowire heterostructures", ref. [P2], which studies strain relaxation mechanisms in Selective Area Growth heterostructures. The contents of this entire chapter therefore appear in said reference.

Reproductions here according to CC BY licence:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
6. COLLECTIVE FORMATION OF MISFIT DISLOCATIONS

6.1 Strain and misfits

The presence of misfit dislocations (MDs) in epitaxial heterostructures alters the structural, mechanical, optical and electronic properties. The stress induced from elastic strain, originating from the mismatch between the lattice parameters of a growing thin film and the substrate, acts as a driving force for the formation of structural defects when the critical thickness is exceeded. Understanding the mechanisms that lead to formation of MDs at the critical thickness is therefore important in finding the limits of coherence for engineered epitaxial devices. The transition from elastic strain to plastic relaxation at the critical thickness in thin films has for these reasons been studied intensively in the past decades, and a number of general models for the formation of MDs have been proposed and tested [71–74, 76, 79–81, 84, 112–114]. Most of these models examine the limit for nucleation of a singular MD in an otherwise elastically strained and pseudo-infinite planar thin film, implicitly assuming a singular MD nucleation event.

A challenge in simulating the general case of MD formation for a simple interface (pseudo-infinite system) is finding boundary conditions which reduce the model to a finite size, while not affecting the physics. Using for instance symmetric or periodic boundary conditions will hinder modeling MDs as "additional" or "missing" crystal planes in a pseudo-infinite film, since the outer boundaries need the ability to move freely. For this reason we choose Selective Area Growth (SAG) as a model system, given that a full SAG nanowire geometry can be modelled to avoid challenges associated with boundary conditions for pseudo-infinite systems. Additionally, SAG offers the opportunity to design complex networks in the plane of the substrate, which makes it a promising platform for production of scalable devices. For this reason, SAG methods for synthesis of nanowire heterostructure networks have received increasing interest in the field [49, 115–121].

Meanwhile, the initial growth stages of SAG nanowires closely resemble the trends observed from planar films, and studies of SAG allow us to probe the mechanisms for MD formation in general. We note the important difference of a bulk section of a planar structure, which do not have freedom to expand over the boundary and hang over e.g. a buffer structure, like SAG does. We further note rotation of crystal planes at such overhangs, as discussed further in section 6.2.

The non-trivial morphologies found in SAG nanowires may be difficult to handle in a purely analytical framework, but they are fairly easy to define with the finite element method (FEM) software employed in our model. The morphologies add an interesting study of interplay between strain relaxation along different interfacial directions, and compared to large planar films, the SAG morphology may allow the growing film an additional spatial degree of freedom, altering the critical thickness.

From studies of the free-standing Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) radial type
nanowires, we know that critical thickness can change dramatically [122–
124] due to additional degrees of freedom from the change in morphology,
with a limited nanowire radius in the VLS case. Theoretical models explain
this phenomenon from comparison of a fully elastic model and a model
exhibiting a single pair of perpendicular, interfacial MDs[125, 126]. The
models predict how the critical thickness should scale with parameters
such as nanowire radius and mismatch, and these are nicely summarized
in a review by Kavanagh (2010)[127]. Unfortunately the VLS method lacks
reliable ways of forming more complex nanowire networks in an exper-
imental setting, and so our choice of SAG lets us work with a promising
method somewhere between the planar thin film and the VLS nanowires.

Starting with the simplest case in section 6.2, we study purely elastic
strain relaxation in SAG nanowires, to characterize the strain energy evolu-
tion for different growth stages. The shapes studied are those observed in experiments[115–117], appearing to be approximately equilibrium shapes
given lowest surface energy configuration for the nanowire cross section.
Building on these examinations, in section 6.3 we subsequently study elastic and plastic relaxation in SAG nanowires with dislocations as “ad-
ditional” crystal planes. The FEM simulations are carried out for a wide
range of mismatches and MD densities, finding the equilibrium config-
urations at the critical thicknesses from comparison between the elastic
and plastic configurations. We study in particular plastic strain relaxation
of a ⟨110⟩ orientated nanowire on a (001) substrate and buffer, and find
a first order-like transition as a function of the extensive parameter film
thickness, from a fully elastic configuration to one with a network of MDs
formed collectively – a conclusion expected to carry over to other het-
erostructures subject to in-plane strain caused by a lattice mismatch. In
later sections it will be discussed how dislocation formation observed ex-
perimentally in literature, for instance in islands, does not represent a SAG
system of these conditions, and we propose an experiment to investigate
our simulated predictions empirically. Lastly we analyze the stationary
MD densities and show critical thicknesses and MD densities as func-
tions of mismatch, finding a weaker dependence on mismatch than on e.g.
morphology. This further allows for study of different fractions of plastic
relaxation as opposed to elastic.

### 6.2 Purely elastic strain relaxation

Figure 6.1a presents a stereographic projection of the typical nanowire
types available on (001) substrates. The purely elastic simulation features
a translationally invariant segment, using three symmetry planes as illus-
trated in figure 6.1b along with an example of a preliminary mesh. We
assume for simplicity that the buffer (region separating the conducting
nanowire channel from the substrate) is relaxed to the underlying sub-
strate. More details on strain implementation and calculation of strain
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Figure 6.1: Elastic growth of translationally invariant nanowires. a) Linear stereographic projection of SAG nanowires grown on (001) substrate. b) Sketch of a SAG nanowire on a substrate with indicated symmetry planes, and a mesh example in zoom-in. c) Total elastic strain energy per 100nm section length of a 〈100〉 nanowire as a function of InAs transport channel volume $V_{\text{InAs}}$ on an In$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$As buffer (approx. 1.8% mismatch). Insets (InAs: grey, InGaAs: black) illustrate three types of cross sectional shapes. Growth stages are described further in the main text. d) As c) except investigated as a function of the thickness of the growing layer, where the dotted line represents a free-standing nanowire model at same mismatch and interfacial area. The free-standing nanowire is simulated as hexagonal in cross-section, protruding normal to a 〈111〉 substrate. We consider only half a stage II B) nanowire, as the two sides have little to no strain field interplay.

energy density (SED) in the FEM software COMSOL$^{[128]}$ in the supplementary section later.

Varying geometric parameters allows for analysis of the dependence on dimensions, shape and size of the structure. In an actual growth environment these parameters can be controlled by lithographic patterning and adjusting growth time, flux compositions and temperature. These simulations are run for an InAs nanowire on an In$_{0.75}$Ga$_{0.25}$As buffer grown in the 〈100〉 direction with 〈110〉 side facets (see figure 6.1a). In figure 6.1c we show three different variations of this morphology, where stage I represents a transport channel grown from a thin layer on the buffer to a full pyramid shape with fully formed facets. We regard this shape to be an approximation of the lowest-energy shape as dictated by the surface energy densities associated with different crystallographic orientations.
The other morphologies represent overgrowth, where stage II A) specifically represents a layer beginning to form on a fully grown stage I nanowire, and the transition is marked with an arrow in figure 6.1c. We conclude that for our model, overgrowth contributes to total strain at a lower rate than stage I growth. We also see that stage II B) can accommodate higher mismatch for lower transport channel volumes, but also that this becomes unfavorable at larger channel volumes. All three stages exhibit sublinear increase in total strain energy for very large transport channel volumes. We note that the simulated interface area is kept constant between these morphologies for comparison. In figure 6.1d we investigate stage I and stage II B) and the strain energy dependence on the thickness of the InAs layer. For stage II B) we consider only half of the wire (cut along the axial direction), re-dimensionalized so that the interface area is equal for both morphologies, considered a normalization to interface area. We further compare to a free-standing nanowire with identical interface area, which is not constrained by symmetry planes. We find this free-standing type nanowire to be favorable in comparison to SAG at all thicknesses, which is expected since the free-standing nanowire is less constrained. We note that the graphs for stage I and stage II B) cross each other at approximately 11nm in panel 6.1d. This is due to stage I gaining less volume per unit layer thickness, as the triangular cross section becomes thinner towards the top. Hence, this crossing is absent in the panel 6.1c displaying the energy as a function of transport channel volume.

All cases compare favorably to the planar growth of thin film on a planar substrate, which is shown as the dashed line in panel 6.1d. The thin film is a rectangular structure with symmetry planes on all four sides to emulate a pseudo-infinite plane. For the thin film case, a mismatch of 1.8% (InAs/In_{0.75}Ga_{0.25}As) corresponds to a critical thickness of $h_c \approx 4.8\text{nm}$ according to Matthews model[112], depending on the exact Burger's vector in the strained top layer. This highlights the morphological advantages of a SAG buffer, where the nanowire can relax strain by a rotational degree of freedom which has also been shown by other authors[115].

6.3 Plastic strain relaxation

As the crystal volume of a lattice mismatched heterostructure increases during growth, the excess energy increases until a critical thickness is reached, at which point MDs are formed to lower the total energy, most often edge dislocations along the interfaces [115]. We are interested in understanding the limits of fully elastically strained heterostructures as a function of shape, volume and composition (which defines the lattice mismatch).

In a simple 1-dimensional case, the spacing between dislocations is generally given by: $d = |\vec{b}|/(\delta - \varepsilon)$, with $|\vec{b}|$ being the length of the Burger’s vector, $\delta$ being the mismatch and $\varepsilon$ being the average remaining elastic
strain. Therefore "full plastic relaxation" corresponds to $\varepsilon = 0$ with a corresponding density of dislocations. However, there will be a certain fraction of elastic vs. plastic relaxation that will display the minimum strain energy, and we cannot in general expect full plastic relaxation. As such, we need to examine configurations with different MD densities in order to determine the critical thickness and the associated equilibrium configuration. As a first approach the dislocations are assumed to be equidistant, but distribution of strain may not be spatially uniform. Should material concentrations of e.g. In and Ga also be spatially non-uniform, it may be expected that dislocations form an irregular network.

Figure 6.2d shows a model of a $\langle 110 \rangle$ type nanowire with edge MDs of in-plane Burger’s vectors of type $\frac{a}{2} \langle 110 \rangle$, where $a$ is the lattice parameter. The dislocations are here modeled as planes in the buffer with thickness...
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Figure 6.3: **Model and strain energy as function of film thickness.** 

a) Model along with a zoom section displaying a preliminary mesh with increased density near the dislocations.

b) Total strain energy of different plastic configurations in units of the elastic configuration at the corresponding film thickness for a mismatch of $\delta = 2\%$. Note that the first plastic configuration to become favorable compared to the elastic case displays a network of MDs rather than one singular MD. The dimensions of the interface in the model are 125nm by 4$\mu$m.

matching the length of the Burger’s vector and positive unity strain (normal to the planes) simulating “additional” crystal planes due to misfit dislocations at the interface. This ensures the correct effect of MDs in the transport channel, but leaves artifacts in the simulations of the buffer and substrate where the ”additional” planes should not in general be strained relative to the surrounding material far from the interface. We emphasize that this method works for finite-size structures such as the SAG morphologies chosen here, and conversely this method is incompatible with simulations of pseudo-infinite systems using fixed position symmetry planes, because they inhibit the strain-relaxing displacement generated.
by the additional crystal planes.

An alternate method simulates the same dislocations as "missing" planes in the transport channel with negative unity strain (figure 6.2e). This creates the correct effect in the buffer and substrate, while the unwanted artifacts are now found in the transport channel. The dislocation planes end at the nanowire-buffer interface where the dislocations are situated[115]. In panels 6.2a-c we compare these two methods to the analytical solution of stress fields associated with dislocations at the interface of two semi-infinite solids in 2D as found by Head (1953)[129], which combined with mesh convergence studies give us confidence that we have reached a sufficient resolution. While we find a clear convergence in the elastic simulations at cell sizes of 10-20nm, the characteristic cell size near the dislocation cores is on par with the length of the Burger's vector \(|\vec{b}| \approx 0.4\text{nm}\). The two methods can be combined graphically to yield the results shown in figure 6.2h, with a complete solution being to run both simulations and consider in each only the correctly affected domains. Since by far the biggest contribution to the strain energy (≈ 99%) is found in the transport channel on top of the buffer, we continue only with the MD model first described (figure 6.2d)

As seen in figure 6.2a-c, a small region around the dislocation cores becomes very highly strained. As a result, the elastic theory employed for evaluation of the SED is locally no longer valid, and an alternate method is needed if one wishes to evaluate the strain energy included in regions near the dislocations. We are concerned with the total strain energy in the nanowire, which comprises by far the dominant energy contribution compared to the buffer and substrate. In order to evaluate the "invalid regions" mentioned above, we modify the "Volterra method"[113] or "empirical method"[130], excluding slightly larger cylindrical cores of radius \(r_{\text{core}} = |\vec{b}|/2\), with \(\vec{b}\) being the Burger's vector, arguing that the dominant energy contribution inside this range is due to the rearrangement of chemical bonds. We account for these bonds by adding an energy per unit dislocation length from the melting approximation given as \(E_m = Gb^2/2\pi\) where \(G\) is the shear modulus of the transport channel, in this case InAs. This is likely an overestimate of the dislocation line energy density, which we will reflect upon below.

Our simulations were carried out using models of the type in figure 6.3a (interface width 125nm, channel length 4µm), with "transverse" dislocations as equidistantly spaced "additional" planes in the substrate and then buffer. The orientation was chosen with <110> along the nanowire axis and {111} type side facets (see figure 6.1a). The material composition of the buffer was varied with corresponding changes in material parameters according to Vegard’s Law, and chosen to emulate mismatches from 1% to 4% corresponding to InAs on In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As with \(x\) between 0.86 and 0.44. In all cases the composition within each region (substrate, buffer, nanowire) was chosen as spatially uniform for simplicity, and the distribution of dislocations as equidistant to simulate an equilibrium layer-by-layer growth.
as opposed to e.g. island growth. The thickness of the thin film was varied (akin to the method employed for figure 6.1d) to emulate different stages of approximate layer-by-layer growth throughout.

Figure 6.4: **Fitting critical thicknesses.** Panel a) shows the predicted critical thicknesses, assuming a set number of dislocations for each of the four mismatches. Markers denote minima from fits. Panel b) shows the minima from a) for each mismatch ($\delta$) along with the corresponding number of dislocations found from fits. Fit types are described in the main text. The dimensions of the interface in the model are 125nm by 4$\mu$m.

**6.4 Results**

Figure 6.3b shows the strain energy of plastic configurations in units of the strain energy for the purely elastic configuration as a function of film thickness for a mismatch of $\delta = 2\%$. From closer examination we notice the first plastic configuration to become favorable is not the one with a singular
dislocation. This is a general feature across the mismatches examined, but more notable for higher mismatches. This suggests that onset of misfit dislocations at the critical thickness is a first order-like transition in an extensive parameter, to a state which becomes stable when a certain equilibrium MD density is achieved. The transition from elastically strained to a partially plastically relaxed state is characterized by both a critical thickness and a characteristic density of MDs. We note that a lower value for the dislocation line energy density would lead to configurations with a higher MD density being more energetically favored. Thus, our results for the characteristic density of MDs at the critical thickness should be considered a lower bound, based on the melting approximation mentioned in section 6.3 above.

In this study we have limited ourselves to one axial dislocation running along the center of the nanowire, and note that a more complete examination would have to deal with a much larger parameter space of both number and positions of axial MDs. We also note the general feature that higher mismatches tend to favor configurations with more MDs. For the 1% mismatch case the equilibrium configuration at the critical thickness has only transverse dislocations (MD\(\perp\)), which could be interesting for engineering of MDs in heterostructures. However, for the mismatches of 2%, 3% and 4% the equilibrium configurations at the critical thicknesses have both the axial and transverse dislocations present. This could prove useful for analysis, as the lack of an axial MD from cross sectional TEM of a high mismatch structure could indicate that the entire structure is purely elastically relaxed.

The question of MD configuration at the critical thickness is examined further in figure 6.4a which shows the points where different configurations become favorable compared to the purely elastic case. For a given mismatch the lowest of the critical thicknesses is the predicted equilibrium critical thickness, and a specific MD density is associated with this. The guidelines in figure 6.4a are fits to the form \(h_c = a n_{\text{disl}} + b + c/(n_{\text{disl}} + d)\), where \(n_{\text{disl}}\) is the number of dislocations. The minima from figure 6.4a (marked) are extracted from the fits and plotted in figure 6.4b along with the associated number of MDs and new fits of the simpler form \(h_c = \alpha / (\delta + \beta)\) where \(\delta\) is again the mismatch.

The variables \(\alpha_{\perp} = 22.8\text{nm}, \beta_{\perp} = -0.26\%, \alpha_{\parallel} = 12.1\text{nm}, \) and \(\beta_{\parallel} = -0.69\%\) are found from the fits for configurations without and with the axial dislocation, respectively. For mismatches below \(\delta^*_\parallel = 1.2\%\) (marked by an arrow in figure 6.4b), the configuration at the critical thickness shows no axial dislocation. Interestingly, the density of transverse MDs at the critical thickness only increases slightly while increasing the lattice mismatch from 1% to 4%. In the entire range, spacing between MDs is found to be around 200nm, corresponding to a partial plastic relaxation of approximately 0.2% misfit strain (empirically not 0.2% of the misfit strain). In the case of 2% misfit we thus find the fraction of plastic relaxation to be 1/10. The weak dependence on misfit strain and low value suggest the
equilibrium configuration at the critical thickness is more dependent on e.g. morphology, and the melting approximation overestimating the dislocation line energy density. Further work for investigating this is discussed below.

The fit forms and variables found suggest a divergence of the critical thickness at a mismatch of a quarter of a percent. To ensure a fully elastic growth in stage 1 however, it is only necessary for the critical thickness to be larger than the thickness of the transport channel grown. Due to the geometry chosen for the model, the stage 1 transport channel can grow to a maximum thickness of $h_{\text{max}} = w/\sqrt{2}$, where $w = 125\text{nm}$ is the width of the interface. In our model this can be accommodated elastically at a mismatch of $\delta^* = 0.52\%$, meaning a buffer of In$_{0.93}$Ga$_{0.07}$As. While a buffer this high in In concentration may cause issues in containing the wavefunction to an intended transport channel, we note the height of 125nm is only an example, as is the chosen elements of In, As and Ga. We note that while all the critical thicknesses quoted are specific to the morphology, dimensions and materials, the method presented can be used for examination of other combinations and structures.

6.5 Discussion and conclusion

We find the mechanisms of strain relaxation in lattice-mismatched SAG nanowires to be distinctly different from reports in literature on planar heterostructures and on free-standing nanowires[125, 126]. Compared to planar thin films, the additional elastic relaxation for SAG stems from the rotational degree of freedom for relaxation transverse to the nanowire axis which in principle can overshoot the bulk relaxed values, giving additional room for elastic relaxation along the nanowire axis through the Poisson effect. We identify three different growth stages, all of which are energetically favorable compared to planar thin film growth, and all of which are sublinear but quickly become approximately linear with different dependencies on layer thickness, favoring stage II A).

Our findings establish a relationship between transport channel layer thickness and MD density for a SAG nanowire morphology, similar to that between nanowire radius and misfit percentage as found by Ertekin et al. (2005)[125] and Glas (2006)[126] for VLS nanowires. This highlights the difference between SAG and free-standing nanowires. For comparison we quote the experimentally found critical thickness of $h_{c,\text{film}} = 1.71\text{nm}$ for planar thin film growth of InP on GaAs at 3.8% lattice mismatch [131]. This shows the ability for elastic relaxation in SAG nanowires as somewhere between the highly constrained planar thin films and the nearly unconstrained free-standing nanowires of VLS.

We compare to previous efforts in using FEM to analyze misfit dislocations such as Ye et al. (2009)[132], which also use initial strain as a numeric technique, but fails to include both elastic and plastic relaxation.
simultaneously and naturally does not take the spatial freedoms and lattice directions of SAG nanowires into account. Therefore we believe our methods are novel and relevant for finite-size morphologies across materials, and the results can be compared to physical samples by analysis of e.g. atomic resolution TEM with GPA[133, 134].

It is appropriate to discuss this abrupt and collective formation in relation to observed formations. As done by LeGoues et al (1994)[135], UHV TEM can be used in situ to observe singular MD formations in island growths, with accompanying changes in growth velocity immediately before and after nucleation events. They provide rudimentary theoretical considerations with equilibrium assumptions, but we consider their model incomplete as it does not include strain energy as a driving force and does not explain the preference for island growth over layer-by-layer. We understand that in our study we have specifically simulated an equilibrium environment, and created a rigorous framework incorporating strain energy and additional references. A later study by Merdzhanova et al (2006)[136] uses a more time-efficient AFM method, and notes higher growth temperatures consistently giving rise to more singular nucleation events, as well as a dramatic change in the size of islands. Particularly the balance between coalescence of neighbouring islands growing simultaneously, as opposed to islands growing smaller when located in the depletion zone of a larger island, is affected. They do not present a complete theory for this behavior, but suggest a scenario qualitatively involving material intermixing. We note these points to be different from the assumptions within our model, and that temperature dependencies agree well with a non-equilibrium nature of the process. As such we find the discrepancies to our model as expected, and they underline the potential in understanding the equilibrium and non-equilibrium divide in phenomena and behavior. In particular, the role of material intermixing could be introduced and studied within our framework, posing an immediate candidate for further work. Among other things it would affect the spatial distribution of strain, which may cause the optimal network of dislocation to be non-equidistant.

Additionally it would be possible to design an experiment using low growth rate, high temperatures and low mismatch, which would be a better representation of the simulation in reality. High energy presumably allows for breaking of kinetic barriers and avoiding local minima, approaching our predicted global minimum of collective formation, and low mismatch with a low growth rate allows for true layer-by-layer growth, seeing as the island growth seen in literature cannot represent this system. We propose using in-situ observation of strain in the layer-by-layer growth, for instance using a curvature tool as done by Gilardi et al (2018)[137], to investigate to what degree the stationary (non-time dependent) assumptions of the model are correct, when the other conditions as described above are fulfilled. We expect the results to be strictly different from the discussed literature, where the conditions are not fulfilled.
In summary we present a novel method for introducing plastic relaxation from MDs as localized FEM features in heterostructure simulations, allowing an examination covering different morphologies and MD densities. This leads to our prediction of collective rather than singular onset of MDs at the critical thickness, which is a novelty. For SAG nanowire growth in stage I, we find critical thicknesses of $h_{c,1\%}\perp = 30.7\text{nm}$, $h_{c,2\%}\parallel = 9.6\text{nm}$, $h_{c,3\%}\parallel = 4.8\text{nm}$, and $h_{c,4\%}\parallel = 3.3\text{nm}$ for 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% mismatch, respectively, as summarized in figure 6.4. In all cases we find that collective formation, as a first order-like transition as a function of film thickness, is favorable compared to singular onset. For mismatches below $\delta^*_\parallel = 1.2\%$ we find that the equilibrium configuration shows only transverse dislocations, while for mismatches above this value both axial and transverse dislocations are expected. At the critical thickness, the density of MDs suggests initial plastic relaxation of approximately 0.2% misfit strain in the range of misfits examined. Further studies are needed in order to examine in more detail how this initial plastic relaxation changes with morphology, compositions and different values for the dislocation line energy density. We argue that our results are relevant for general heterostructures, predicting that a first order-like transition in our finite-size case carries over to e.g. a pseudo-infinite planar heterostructure.

6.6 Supplementary information

COMSOL models for FEM simulation

The FEM simulations were carried out as 3-dimensional Stationary studies with the Solid Mechanics part of the Structural Mechanics module in COMSOL Multiphysics[128]. In COMSOL, materials are defined with a variety of different properties, either from scratch or from a library of predefined materials. The important properties are the Bulk Modulus, Poisson ratio and elasticity matrix. The entries of the elasticity matrix are also used for calculations of strain energy density from linear elastic theory. The Linear Elastic Material sub-menu of the Solid Mechanics part of the interface allows for imposing initial strain in select parts of any geometry built.

Initial tensile strain is employed (in-plane with the interface) in the nanowire corresponding to a chosen lattice mismatch between nanowire and the buffer, from which a balance of forces on each mesh point yields the final configuration with forced coherence at the interface. The strain energy density (SED) is found locally from derivatives of the displacement according to equation 6.1:

$$U_{\text{SED}} = \sum_{ijkl} \frac{1}{2} c_{ijkl} \epsilon_{ij} \epsilon_{kl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)
with \( c_{ijkl} \) being the stiffness coefficients and \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) components of the strain tensor. Evaluations of the resulting strain must properly account for the initial strain imposed. The relevant bulk parameters are the lattice and elastic constants and for In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As, where we assume linear interpolation between the respective parameters of the component materials (Vegard’s law).

Some drawbacks do arise from the static and continuous simulations of a dynamic and atomistic physical system, and we should address those here. Drawbacks include but are not limited to a lack of polarity, static elasticity and lattice constants, and an assumption of uniform composition within each region. While these drawbacks are relevant and present, plenty of results are still obtainable, and simulations of strain relaxation and dislocations in SAG heterostructures could prove a central tool for achieving dislocation free, scalable, high mobility devices.

**Finite length effects**

Turning our attention to the regions near the nanowire ends, figure 6.5a shows a nanowire morphology for stage I growth with only two symmetry planes imposed to examine finite length and the corresponding gradient in elastic strain energy density towards the end of the nanowire. The translationally invariant nanowire segments investigated in the main text relax strain primarily by rotation of crystal planes in directions perpendicular to the nanowire axis. Near the ends of the nanowires, rotation along the nanowire axis provides an additional degree of freedom for relaxation.

Figure 6.5b shows the distribution of SED in the stage I model. Unsurprisingly, the general trend shows a higher SED near the interface tapering off with distance. For the stage I growth we see the SED decreasing as we move from the middle towards the nanowire sides. Figure 6.5c shows a comparison of the average strain energy density of 50nm sections in the center and end of the nanowire. The simulations are run for a \( \langle 100 \rangle \) type nanowire at 3% mismatch (InAs/In\(_{0.58}\)Ga\(_{0.42}\)As) nanowire, and we investigate the geometric parameters of nanowire length and buffer height. We notice a clear trend of the end region converging faster and at lower values. We also see target dimensions of a buffer in order to minimize strain energy. This method can be employed for examination of parameters in both fully elastic and plastic configurations.

**Strain formulation**

For pedagogical reasons, the explanations above are phrased in terms of linear strain, that is the "intuitive" strain:

\[
\varepsilon_l = \frac{L - L_0}{L_0} = \frac{L}{L_0} - 1
\]  

(6.2)
with $\varepsilon_l$ being the linear strain and $L$ being the final length of an object with unstrained length $L_0$. In this linear strain framework, the strain is just the fractional elongation of the object. The reader should note, that several frameworks for strain are available, and notably that strain in the Solid Mechanics module of COMSOL[128] is Green-Lagrange strain:
\[ \varepsilon_{GL} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{L}{L_0} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \] (6.3)

The reason is that GL-strain is appropriate for larger strains where linear approximations do not function. Other FEM packages may employ different strain frameworks such as Almansi or logarithmic strain, and adequate adjustments should be taken to account for this. E.g. we note that \( \varepsilon_I = +1 \) corresponds to \( \varepsilon_{GL} = 3/2 \), while \( \varepsilon_I = -1 \) corresponds to \( \varepsilon_{GL} = -1/2 \). For the purposes of this supplemental, we shall continue to phrase strain in the linear terms, since it allows for a more intuitive understanding, keeping in mind that the specific implementation is recast depending on the strain framework of the FEM software.

Figure 6.6: **Method comparison:** Stress components caused by an edge dislocation near a fixed surface (left side). **Top row:** Analytic solution by Head [129]. **Mid row:** Simulation using \((+1)\) strain method. **Bottom row:** Simulation using \((-1)\) strain method. The middle column is also shown in grayscale in figure 6.2 above.
Analytic solution and method equivalence

The default simulation including MDs modeled as planes with +1 strain in the buffer, corresponding to the "additional" crystal planes. As mentioned in the main text, this ensures correct boundary conditions from the interface and above, while the boundary conditions inside the lower part are obviously incorrect, since the imposed planes are not actually strained compared to the surrounding material, as confirmed in e.g. geometric phase analysis of atomic resolution TEM. This method is especially viable, since we are mostly concerned with the variations in the transport channel. Equivalently we can model the MDs as planes with −1 strain in the wire, corresponding to the "missing" crystal planes. This method ensures correct boundary conditions from the interface and below.

The simulation results should agree with analytic solutions, e.g. solutions by Head [129]. Figure 6.6 shows different components of a 2D stress fields caused by an edge dislocation, as analytic solution or modeled by the methods mentioned above. The figure shows a clear equivalence between all three methods, validating the simulation method. For the purposes of our simulation the concept is straightforwardly extended to three dimensions. Dislocations are associated with an energy, which is proportional to the square of the length of the Burger's vector. This makes the lowest energy MDs of zinc-blende those with Burger's vectors of type \( \frac{a}{2} \langle 110 \rangle \). For a \( \langle 100 \rangle \) nanowire on a \( \langle 001 \rangle \) substrate, these types of MDs will simultaneously relax strain in two out of the three directions: axial, transverse and out of plane. In the case of a \( \langle 110 \rangle \) nanowire on a \( \langle 001 \rangle \) substrate, there exist favorable MDs which relax strain in distinctly axial, transverse or out of plane directions as well as MDs which relax all direc-
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tions simultaneously. This was illustrated in the main text with the model for formation of MDs. The method proposed here is equally well suited for MDs with other directions of Burger’s vectors, as the strain associated with the MD can be defined independently of the MD plane.
Part III

Stencil based techniques
Stencil based techniques
7. STENCIL BASED TECHNIQUES

Figure 7.1: **Synthesis design and production stage:** These stages relate to the planned outcome of production as well as the actual synthesis of the circuit.

Switching from a mask-on-substrate to a stencil based technique, involves changes to the workflow of circuit synthesis. Specifically, it introduces the stencil as a stand-alone element with a separate design and production stage. We will expand on this below.

7.1 Introduction to stencils

Stencil lithography, employed in direct material deposition, presents a distinctly different approach compared to masks that adhere to the substrate. Stencils operate as separate entities positioned between the substrate and the beam source, creating patterns by casting shadows on the substrate. This blocks deposition\(^1\) in all areas except those selected by the stencil apertures, essentially serving as an inverse representation of the desired pattern.

The advantages and disadvantages of stencil-based techniques, along with various use cases, are comprehensively reviewed by Vazquez-Mena et al. (2015)[138]. Here, we highlight some key aspects of stencil lithography, especially in the context of quantum applications:

**Resistless patterning:** One of the major benefits of stencil lithography is its resistless nature. In quantum applications, even trace amounts of residual resist or etching roughness can significantly affect device performance. Stencil based techniques, being fully resistless, offer a higher level of cleanliness than mask-on-substrate based methods, ultimately offering a path to enhanced device fidelity.

\(^1\)I will cover stencil lithography, as it is employed in direct material deposition. Other use types such as stencil defined etching, or stencils used for lithographic exposure do exist, but they entail other considerations (i.e. etching proximity effects and optic interference), and are not within the scope of this thesis.
7.1. Introduction to stencils

Figure 7.2: Lateral patternning with stencil: a)-c) A stencil (orange) made from e.g. Si or SiN is patterned with lithography and etching, leaving apertures in the stencil. d)-e) The stencil is mechanically mounted in a fixed position above the substrate (light blue), and material (e.g. a metal) is deposited. Material passes through the stencil apertures, leaving the intended pattern on the substrate, and the stencil is subsequently dis-mounted. f) The stencil can ideally be cleaned separately and prepared for reuse on another substrate.

Stencil reuse: Reusing stencils is not only cost-effective but also contributes to reproducibility, a critical factor in engineering and optimization processes[6, 7]. This reproducibility confirms the accuracy of identified process control parameters. The stencil itself acts as a checkpoint for characterization and optimization, separate from the in-situ ultra-high vacuum (UHV) device fabrication step which is usually associated with the majority of fabrication costs.

Topological restraints: Stencil based techniques face limitations with closed-loop type features due to the physical impracticality of having free-floating parts in the stencil. Unlike mask-on-substrate based methods, which do not have this issue since the mask directly adheres to the substrate, stencil techniques can overcome this through the use of stabilizer bridges[139], enhancing stencil stability for certain designs. We will explore this in more detail later in chapter 8.

Blurring/broadening: In the literature, blurring is typically attributed to two factors: geometric broadening from a finite source size and growth kinetics that permit material diffusion outside intended regions[139]. While geometric effects can be analytically treated and simulated, growth-related effects are more dependent on specific growth conditions. The interplay between pattern control and growth kinetics will be explored later, focusing on leveraging the advantages of blurring while mitigating its drawbacks through technical innovations.

In terms of pattern control, stencil based techniques merely control the flux distribution.
Equation 7.1 mirrors equations 2.12 and 3.1 but underscores the primary control input in stencil patterning: the flux distribution, explicitly represented as $F(x)$. This highlights the significance of a non-uniform flux distribution. Similar to Selective Area Growth (SAG), adjustments in temperature and pressures in stencil lithography uniformly impact all parameters. However, a key differentiator for stencil methods is the ability to modulate conditions through a controlled, non-uniform flux distribution.

### Stencil circuit production workflow

The introduction of stencils in the circuit production workflow brings forth transformative changes compared to mask-on-substrate based methods. In mask-on-substrate approaches, the substrate is introduced post-design, followed by resist mask deposition and lithography. This process often suffers from conflation of multiple control parameters, as seen in figure 7.3 (left side, from the arrow and down). The substrate and mask go through a complex process step, where process control is intricate and the output is a function of a plethora of inputs.

Figure 7.3: **Mask and stencil workflows: Left column** A simplified workflow for the mask based technique. Once the desired design is decided upon, the mask production (resist coating, exposure, etching) commences, and everything occurs on the substrate. **Right column** A simplified workflow for the stencil based technique. The additional steps from stencil design to stencil characterization are introduced, all before the substrate enters the workflow.

In contrast, stencil lithography offers a strategic checkpoint in the workflow. As depicted in figure 7.3 (right side), after the stencil is produced, it can be independently characterized, decoupling stencil creation from
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Figure 7.4: *Problematic stencil topologies:* Blue parts are design elements intended for deposition on the substrate. Surrounding white space is where the stencil would have to block deposition in order to achieve the intended pattern. The "square ring" on the left is topologically problematic with a stencil based technique, as the middle part would be detached from the surrounding stencil. The U-shape on the right has a cantilever extending from the top, which may or may not be mechanically unstable, depending on stencil material, preparation, thickness etc.

Circuit production. This separation allows for an optimization loop specific to stencil production, facilitating improvements without involving the substrate or the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system. This makes the process cost-effective and responsive to feedback.

Moreover, the use of cleanable and reusable stencils enhances reproducibility. The pattern-defining phase of production is standardized, ensuring consistent results across multiple manufacturing cycles. In essence, stencil lithography not only brings practical benefits like cleanliness and resistance patterning but also fundamentally restructures the circuit production workflow. This restructuring enables more efficient process control and optimization, crucial for the advancement of sophisticated technologies, particularly in the realm of quantum applications.

### 7.2 Stencil and source geometry

Considering the scenario of a stencil used in material deposition, we can explore how the stencil geometry influences the flux incident on the substrate. This exploration begins with a basic setup where a stencil of thickness $\tau$ is positioned above a substrate, separated by a gap $g$, with the stencil edge aligned at $x = 0$. This arrangement leaves the left side of the substrate covered by the stencil, while the right side is exposed, as illustrated in figure 7.5a. In this setup, the broadening effect of the flux near the stencil edge can be understood through geometric considerations. We assume
the flux source is circular, with a radius $r_s$, and located at a distance $L$ from the top of the stencil. This distance $L$ is measured from the flux source to the stencil top, but due to the micro- or nanoscale dimensions of $\tau$ and $g$, $L$ can effectively be considered as the distance from the source to the substrate surface\(^2\):

\[ (L + g + \tau) \approx L \] \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

When the stencil edge is aligned with the center of the flux source ($x = 0$), the point on the substrate directly beneath the stencil edge (marked with a purple cross in figure 7.5a) receives half the nominal flux, as it has a direct line of sight to exactly half of the source. This holds when the source size $r_s$ is significantly larger than the active region on the substrate, making the lateral position of the stencil edge negligible in terms of flux distribution. In other words, we are neglecting wafer scale variations which may be of significance\(^1\), depending on the dimensions of the system in question. With this in mind, we may also infer a large source size approximation, considering any point on the substrate approximately aligned with the center of the source\(^3\).

---

\(^2\)In our case of a micro- or nanoscale deposition, $L$ is likely measured in 10s of cm with $\tau$ and $g$ in the 100s of nm to a few $\mu$m range

\(^3\)Note that this does not imply that every point on the substrate has direct line of sight towards half the flux source. Instead, it implies that the lateral position of the stencil edge makes a negligible difference in the case of a large flux source, as the entire stencil is approx-
Figure 7.5 also illustrates two types of broadening phenomena caused by the stencil. Despite the stencil blocking direct flux, the non-collimated nature of the beam allows for some flux to reach areas of the substrate underneath the stencil. This flux reaches the substrate at an angle (figure 7.5b), resulting in a broadening effect up to a distance $\beta_a$ from the stencil edge. The extent of this broadening, $\beta_a$, can be estimated using the geometry of similar triangles illustrated in figure 7.5b:

$$\beta_a \approx \frac{gr_s}{L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.3)

where we have used the large source size approximation along with equation 7.2.

Similarly, we observe partial obstruction of the flux by the stencil even in regions that are nominally unobstructed. This occurs within a distance $\beta_b$ from the stencil edge, where the flux is gradually restored to its maximum value as the distance from the stencil edge increases. The situation is depicted in figure 7.5c. Here, $\beta_b$ is likewise determined using the geometry of similar triangles shown in the figure:

$$\beta_b \approx \frac{(g + \tau)r_s}{L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4)

Thus, $\beta_a \leq \beta_b$, and $\beta_a \approx \beta_b$ applies whenever the stencil is very thin: $\tau \ll g^4$.

### 7.3 Flux tapering function

The function that describes how the flux varies from $x = -\beta_a$ to $x = \beta_b$ will depend on the characteristics of the flux source. Assuming a circular source with uniform and isotropic flux output, the tapering function, $f(x)$, should relate to the area of a circle as we traverse its diameter. This function should satisfy $f(0) = 1/2$ and $f(\beta_b) = 1$, all expressed in nominal flux units (fraction of source circle within direct line of sight). Our movement with $x$ across the diameter should be normalized to $\beta_a$ on the left side, and to $\beta_b$ on the right side.

For a unit circle described by $x^2 + y^2 = 1$, we find $y = \sqrt{(1-x^2)}$, which gives the height of a semi-circle at any given point along its diameter. Doubling this value gives the full circle height. To obtain the integrated area under this curve (and hence, the flux distribution), we take the antiderivative:

\[\int_{-\beta_a}^{\beta_b} f(x) \, dx \]

imimately aligned with the source center. For reference, the source size will often be on the order of a few cm, with stencil designs displaying lateral distances on the order of hundreds of $\mu$m.

\footnote{A similar geometric examination of $\beta_a$ broadening is included in a paper by Vazquez-Mena et al. (2009)[141]. However, their derivation primarily considers $\beta_a$ in the case of a thin stencil ($\tau \ll g$), and the flux slope from partial shadowing labeled $\beta_b$ here is thus neglected. Similarly, no considerations for cases other than normal incidence are included.}
where our circle now runs the $x$-coordinates from negative unity to positive unity. Normalizing the area from integration to unity instead of $\pi$ for the unit circle, and using the integration constant $c$ to adjust our function to meet the requirements listed above, it turns out that we can conveniently express the function for any value of $x$ as the real part of the quantity implied by equation 7.5 above:

$$f(x') = \text{Re}\left\{ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{x'\sqrt{1-x'^2} + \arcsin(x')}{\pi} \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)$$

with

$$x' = \begin{cases} \frac{x}{\beta_a} & \text{for} \quad x < 0 \\ \frac{x}{\beta_b} & \text{for} \quad 0 \leq x \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)$$

where the introduction of $x'$ serves to normalize our $x$-interval to the distances in equations 7.3 and 7.4 above. The function in equations 7.6 and 7.7 is shown in figure 7.6 for at chosen set of parameters with $\tau = g/2$.

The value should decrease from unity towards the far right, as the angle relative to source normal increases. However, as the size of the design is much smaller than the size of the flux source, this effect is negligible within our window of relevance.

### 7.4 Aperture size $\alpha$

Turning our attention to a stencil with an aperture, this merely resembles stencils approaching from both sides, thus giving rise to the tapering mentioned above at either edge. With a large aperture size $\alpha$ (figure 7.7a), the flux approaches the nominal value in the middle of the aperture, far away from either edge. If the aperture becomes sufficiently small ($\alpha < 2\beta_b$), the two broadening regions of size $\beta_b$ can no longer be contained inside the aperture, with the result that the flux no longer reaches the full nominal value anywhere (figure 7.7b).

The introduction of the aperture size, $\alpha$ also introduces restrictions on the quantities above. Specifically, the ratio $\alpha/\tau$ imposes a limit on the angle of line of sight for the flux. This corresponds to setting upper bound on the effective source size in the two distances:

$$\beta_a \approx \frac{g r_s}{L} \quad \text{but with} \quad \beta_a \leq \frac{g \alpha}{\tau}$$

$$\beta_b \approx \frac{(g + \tau) r_s}{L} \quad \text{but with} \quad \beta_b \leq \frac{\alpha}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)$$
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This merely means evaluating the two quantities in the first line of equation 7.8, with $\beta_a$ assuming the lower of the two values. Then repeating the procedure for the second line to find $\beta_b$, where the limitation states that the broadening on the inside of the aperture can be no larger than half the aperture size. The full length of the broadening region in each side is then given as $\beta_a + \beta_b$.

7.5 Angled deposition pattern changes

Now, allowing for an angled deposition (non-normal incidence), we initially notice two discrepancies between the apertures in the stencil and the pattern left on the substrate (see figure 7.8b): the backside of the pattern on the substrate (right side in aforementioned panel) is shifted in the in-plane direction of the beam by the distance $\Delta s$. Similarly, the frontside of the pattern is shifted by the distance $(\Delta s + \Delta \alpha)$:

\[
\Delta s = g \tan(\theta) \quad \text{(7.9a)}
\]
\[
\Delta \alpha = \tau \tan(\theta) \quad \text{(7.9b)}
\]

Consequently, the pattern deposited on the substrate is shorter in length than the aperture itself, specifically shortened by an amount denoted as $\Delta \alpha$. This reduction in length scales with the stencil thickness $\tau$, while the shift in position scales with the gap $g$.  

Figure 7.6: Flux tapering function: The tapering function in equation 7.6 visualized for a case of $\tau = g/2$. The stencil edge is at $x = 0$ with distance on the $x$-axis expressed in units of $\beta_a$. Insert shows the "circle" for integration with the right hand side "stretched" to accommodate $\beta_b = 1.5\beta_a$ in accordance with $\tau = g/2$ along with equations 7.3 and 7.4.
Figure 7.7: **Flux tapering in aperture:** Stencil (grey) with an aperture in the middle, tapering function sketched in green originating from either side. The sloped regions are subject to partial shadowing from the stencil edges.

### 7.6 Angled deposition broadening

When the deposition is angled, $\theta$ now denotes the angle between source-normal and stencil-normal (substrate and stencil are always assumed parallel). The distance $L$ is now measured along the source-normal, which is consistent with the previous section. Measuring the stencil-normal distance to the center of the source will then yield $L \cos(\theta)$, rather than $L^5$.

Again, starting from a stencil covering the left side but not the right side, figure 7.9a shows a schematic of our setup for rotations $\theta \geq \arctan(r_s/L)^6$. Again, $x = 0$ is aligned with the stencil edge (purple cross in figure 7.9a). We can trace the angled line from the vertex at the top of the stencil extending

---

5 The primary reason for our choice in measurement is the typical constellation of flux sources in high or ultra-high vacuum deposition systems. This way, the flux sources can be thought of as positioned on a hemisphere, with the angular positions being variable but the radius of the hemisphere being fixed.

6 For smaller rotations, the cutoff may be defined by the stencil bottom rather than the stencil top in figure 7.9. This is a more or less uninteresting special case, and for our system parameters, the rotation angle required amounts to $\theta \geq 1.91^\circ$. The rotation is drawn rather large in figure 7.9, owing to the lever arm $L$ not being drawn to scale.
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Figure 7.8: Pattern changes for angled depositions: a) Overview of stencil (teal) and substrate (grey) with beam direction indicated by an orange arrow. Note the mask thickness $\tau$, mask-substrate-gap $g$, and incidence angle $\theta$ measured relative to substrate normal. A red patch of material is shown as deposited onto the substrate. b)–c) Side and end view of the same simple aperture system. Note the horizontal shift from aperture to deposition area and position on the substrate in the side view.

Figure 7.9: Flux broadening at stencil frontside: a) $\beta_a$ is the distance from $x = 0$ to the furthest point on the open substrate, where the flux is still fully shadowed by the stencil. b) $\beta_b$ is the distance from $x = 0$ to the furthest point on the open substrate where flux is still partially impaired by the stencil. Note that the angle $\theta$ is drawn quite wide due to the lever arm $L$ not being drawn to scale.

to the substrate.\footnote{Any point is approximately aligned with the center of the source, by the same logic as in the previous section.} This leaves us with the point of half flux (purple circle in figures 7.9b and 7.9c):

$$x_{\text{half, front}} = (g + \tau) \sin(\theta)$$  \hfill (7.10)

which reduces to our initial condition for normal incidence at $\theta = 0$.

The lower limit on $\theta$ means that the flux no longer creeps below the stencil which is extending from the left side. Instead, part of the otherwise
exposed substrate is still shadowed by the stencil as seen in figure 7.9a. We identify the importance of the leftmost and rightmost points on the source, and their coordinates are found as follows. The coordinates of the leftmost and rightmost points on the source before rotation by angle $\theta$ (see figure 7.5a) are simply $\vec{s}_l \approx (r_s, L)$ and $\vec{s}_r \approx (r_s, L)$, where we have again used the approximation for $L$ in equation 7.2. We can rotate each of our coordinates counterclockwise by the angle $\theta$ about the point $(x, y) = (0,0)$ with the rotation matrix:

$$M_\theta = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(7.11)

which gives us easy access to the two sets of coordinates after rotation of the source by the angle $\theta$:

$$\vec{s}_{l,\theta} = M_\theta \vec{s}_l = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
-r_s \\
L
\end{bmatrix}$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix}
-r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta) \\
-r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(7.12)

and similarly:

$$\vec{s}_{r,\theta} = M_\theta \vec{s}_r = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
-r_s \\
L
\end{bmatrix}$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix}
r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta) \\
r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(7.13)

From the similar triangles formed in figures 7.9a and 7.9b, we express the distances $\beta_a$ and $\beta_b$ in the case of angled depositions:

$$\beta_{a,\text{front}} \approx (g + \tau) \cdot \frac{r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta)}{r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)}$$

(7.14)

$$\beta_{b,\text{front}} \approx (g + \tau) \cdot \frac{-r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta)}{-r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)}$$

(7.15)

$$|\beta_{\text{front}}| = \beta_{b,\text{front}} - \beta_{a,\text{front}}$$

(7.16)

We find that $\beta_{a,\text{front}} \leq \beta_{b,\text{front}}$, and due to the angle $\theta$, there is a region from $x = 0$ to $x = \beta_a$, not directly covered by the stencil, which still receives no direct flux from the source (figure 7.9a). Similarly, due to the angle, the shadowing from the stencil reaches farther into the otherwise open area to the point $x = \beta_b$. The "front" subscript is a reminder that this treats the frontside case where the flux impacts first, with the backside case being a stencil covering the right side as follows:
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Figure 7.10: **Flux broadening at stencil backside:** a) $\beta_a$ is the distance from $x = 0$ to the furthest point under the stencil, where the flux is still partially impinging. b) $\beta_b$ is the distance from $x = 0$ to the furthest point under the stencil, where the flux is still nominal and fully unimpaired by the stencil.

If a stencil covers right side instead of the left, the problem is sketched in figure 7.10 instead. Again, we can trace the line to the point of half flux:

$$x_{\text{half, back}} = g \sin(\theta) \quad (7.17)$$

From considerations of similar triangles in figures 7.10a and 7.10b we find:

$$\beta_{a, \text{back}} \approx g \cdot \frac{-r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta)}{-r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)} \quad (7.18)$$

$$\beta_{b, \text{back}} \approx g \cdot \frac{r_s \cos(\theta) - L \sin(\theta)}{r_s \sin(\theta) + L \cos(\theta)} \quad (7.19)$$

$$|\beta_{\text{back}}| = \beta_{a, \text{back}} - \beta_{b, \text{back}} \quad (7.20)$$

We find that $\beta_{b, \text{back}} \leq \beta_{a, \text{back}}$. From comparison of equations 7.16 and 7.20 we find the simple relationship which just expresses that the frontside and backside fluxes are effectively cut off by the top and bottom of the stencil, respectively:

$$\frac{|\beta_{\text{front}}|}{|\beta_{\text{back}}|} = \frac{g + \tau}{g} = \left(1 + \frac{\tau}{g}\right) \quad (7.21)$$

In the case of angled deposition through an aperture of size $\alpha$, the four broadenings are given by equations 7.14, 7.15, 7.18, and 7.19 with the limitations from the aperture as in the previous section:
This establishes a basis of geometric considerations for depositions through stencils. In the following section we will expand on these ideas with the introduction of a novel method for stencil shadowing, exploring additional parameters which appear as a result.
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8. Flux filtering stencils

Several lateral patterning techniques have played pivotal roles in advancing quantum device fabrication to its current state. Organic and oxide-based lithographic resist masks have been extensively employed for selective growth or etching processes. Additionally, they have been integral to the widely used lift-off technique (see part II), where undesired portions of a deposition layer are removed in a final stripping and cleaning step. These techniques have a long-standing history of success in the large-scale fabrication of conventional electronics and have thus proven their reliability. However, the limitations of these masking techniques are becoming increasingly evident, as the quality bottleneck for quantum devices is progressively shifting towards the aspects of purity and cleanliness at all stages of fabrication and operation[142, 143]. The resist agents utilized in the lithographic process present a unique challenge, as even trace amounts of these agents or residual roughness left behind by stripping and cleaning procedures can significantly degrade the quality of quantum devices. In some cases this becomes the bottleneck for device fidelity. The next significant leap in materials synthesis and fabrication may entail eliminating the need for these resist materials entirely while maintaining precise control over lateral patterning at the highest level. This next step requires significant improvements upon the existing stencil methods for reasons outlined in the previous chapter 7.

Conventional stencil techniques comprise a single pattern for deposition of a material onto a substrate, and additional materials in different patterns will have to be deposited by removal of the original stencil, realignment of a new stencil with the substrate and subsequent deposition. This usually entails breaking the UHV conditions for stencil dismounting and remounting, which degrades the purity of the growth. It also entails a substantial effort in realignment between deposited patterns and subsequent stencils. The default stencil technique employs conventional selectivity; all materials pass through the stencil in a similar and unhindered fashion, and the stencil apertures thus define where materials land during deposition.

The flux filtering stencil technique relies on the use of a robust stencil mask with arrays of nano-apertures separated by a series of parallel "bridges". Note that the bridges envisioned here are equidistantly placed in parallel, contrary to e.g. the rendition in figure 8.1b. The series of bridges serve a dual purpose: firstly, they provide mechanical stability to the mask, particularly across larger apertures and near stencils with extended cantilever type parts which are otherwise susceptible to bending and breaking[139]. This also lifts the topological restraints mentioned.
8.2 Stabilizer bridges

The addition of stabilizer bridges lifts topological restraints and increases stability for e.g. cantilevers which are otherwise susceptible to bending. Top and bottom row show a ring and resonator type design, respectively. Bridges are added, keeping loose stencil parts fixed to surrounding structure. Figure adapted from ref. [139].

back in section 7, which carries important applications for i.e. the superconducting and photonic qubit platforms, as "ground plane" features are now possible due to the otherwise "free-floating" parts now being connected by bridges (figure 8.1b). Secondly, they act as barriers, shadowing particles from the deposition beam from reaching the substrate, whenever their trajectories are misaligned relative to the aperture orientation. This is due to a finite stencil thickness, \( \tau \), with a typical size of a few \( \mu \text{m} \). We start from an examination of an array of stencil apertures, each with the same characteristic width \( w \) and separated from one another by bridges of width \( b \) (figure 8.2).

8.2 Stabilizer bridges

The addition of stabilizer bridges brings about the new parameters \( w \) and \( b \), the width of apertures and width of stabilizer bridges, respectively (see figure 8.2a). Other parameters remain unchanged with respect to

---

1Ground planes are large conducting planes surrounding regions with other defined design elements. In a default stencil approach, the connected plane would require a "closed loop" stencil topology akin to that in figure 8.1a with the inside design element being defined in the "free-floating" part.

2The schematic in figure 8.2 shows a rectangular design element being divided into sections by bridges. The simple rectangular shape is chosen for simplicity and for illustrative purposes, but a similar procedure would be applicable to more intricate design elements.
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Figure 8.2: Orientation of stabilizer bridges: The addition of stabilizer bridges adds the new parameters $b$ and $w$. Note that the angle of incidence $\theta$ lies in a plane parallel with the bridges; the bridges are oriented along the in-plane direction of the beam, $\phi$.

...the previous chapter. Note that the bridges are aligned with the in-plane direction of the beam$^3$, which we will label $\phi$.

The side view (figure 8.2b) corresponds to the case presented in figures 7.7 and 7.9, and the frontside and backside broadenings will follow the same expressions as derived in section 7.6 before the addition of stabilizer bridges: in terms of the frontside and backside broadening lengths, each aperture acts as the single aperture we examined earlier.

In the end view (figure 8.2c) we note that the "absence" of the angle of incidence, as the viewing angle is parallel with the in-plane direction of the beam $\phi$ and with the direction of the stabilizer bridges. Thus, the case is directly analogous to the situation in section 7.4 with broadenings given by equation 7.8 – but with aperture size $w$ instead, and the distance to the beam source having a trigonometric coefficient: $\alpha \rightarrow w$ and $L \rightarrow L\cos(\theta)$:

$$
\beta_a \approx \frac{gr_s}{L\cos(\theta)} \quad \text{but with} \quad \beta_a \leq \frac{gw}{\tau}
$$

$$
\beta_b \approx \frac{(g + \tau)r_s}{L\cos(\theta)} \quad \text{but with} \quad \beta_b \leq \frac{w}{2}
$$

(8.1)

The broadening in equation 8.1 allows flux to directly impinge underneath stabilizer bridges, allowing for a continuous flux distribution; we can add stabilizer bridges, and still have continuous flux underneath. In order to ensure direct impingement of flux directly underneath each stabilizer bridge, we will obviously require $\beta_a > b/2$. This merely ensures a continuous flux, but not uniformity. The details of the flux distribution are now more involved than what was derived back in section 7.3, since the effective source size will often be restricted due to a limited aperture width $w$ (equation 8.1), and the flux tapering functions from equation 7.6 cannot generally be assumed to apply. This will prompt us to turn to

---

3The in-plane direction of the beam is merely the projection of the trajectory vector (orange arrow, figure 8.2) onto the stencil or substrate surface.
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more involved simulations of the flux based on stencil aperture designs and flux beam input parameters later in this chapter. The key point is that the broadening (called "blurring" back in section 7) scales with the gap \( g \), and sufficient broadening lets us introduce stabilizer bridges without flux discontinuities.

8.3 Flux blocking from in-plane misalignment

With the addition of stabilizer bridges, the design now has an intended in-plane direction \( \phi \) for the flux beam angle, that is, an intended particle trajectory. The flux beam can be characterized by two angles: the pre-existing incidence angle, where \( \theta = 0^\circ \) represents normal incidence, and the newly introduced azimuth in-plane angle \( \phi \), with an in-plane deviation of \( \Delta \phi = 0^\circ \) indicating a direction parallel with the bridges (see also figure 8.7a). While the flux beam is aligned with this in-plane direction, the beam will pass through the aperture array as intended\(^4\). If the in-plane direction of the beam is changed, \( \Delta \phi > 0 \), at some point the beam will be unable to pass through the apertures due to \( \theta \) picking up an increasing component in the end view (orange arrow off-vertical in figure 8.2c). We will label this component \( \theta_{\perp} \) since it exists in the plane perpendicular to \( \phi \). For similar reasons we will label the component in the side view (figure 8.2b) \( \theta_{\parallel} \), since it exists in a plane parallel with \( \phi \).

We can derive the critical angle for flux blocking from figure 8.3 as follows. Let \( \mathbf{v} = (v_x, v_y, v_z) \) be the beam vector after misalignment by rotation around the \( z \)-axis by the amount \( \Delta \phi \). This leaves the angle \( \theta \) relative to the \( z \)-axis unchanged. First, by projection onto the \( xy \)-plane we find that:

\[
v_y = v_x \tan (\Delta \phi)
\]

(8.2)

and that the \( z \)-component of \( \mathbf{v} \) can be expressed as:

\[
v_z = \frac{\sqrt{v_x^2 + v_y^2}}{\tan (\theta)}
\]

(8.3)

where the numerator is just the length of the projection of \( \mathbf{v} \) onto the \( xy \)-plane. Substituting equation 8.2 into equation 8.3 leaves us with the expression:

\[
v_z = \left[ \frac{v_x^2 + \left( \frac{v_x}{\tan (\Delta \phi)} \right)^2}{\tan (\theta)} \right]^{1/2} \tan (\theta)
\]

(8.4)

\[^4\]Passage also requires a certain ratio of other parameters: \( \tan (\theta) < a/\tau \), we will however assume for this to be the case, in part due to our ability to compensate for \( \Delta a \) from equation 7.9, which will also be described in more detail in the following chapter 9.
and now from projection of $\bf v$ onto the $zx$-plane instead we find:

$$\tan(\theta_\perp) = v_x / v_z$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.5)

Substituting equation 8.4 into equation 8.5 yields:

$$\tan(\theta_\perp) = \tan(\theta) \frac{\cot^2(\Delta\phi)}{1 + \cot^2(\Delta\phi)}$$

$$= \frac{\tan(\theta)}{|\csc(\Delta\phi)|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.6)

or equivalently

$$\theta_\perp = \arctan\left(\frac{\tan(\theta)}{\sqrt{1 + \cot^2(\Delta\phi)}}\right) = \arctan\left(\tan(\theta) / |\csc(\Delta\phi)|\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.7)

Expressing the maximum perpendicular angle, at which the beam is still able to pass through the apertures (end view, figure 8.2c):

$$\theta_\perp^* = \arctan\left(\frac{w}{\tau}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.8)

and setting equation 8.7 (square root expression) equal to equation 8.8 directly leads to the critical deviation angle at which the beam is fully blocked by the flux filtering apertures:
8.3. Flux blocking from in-plane misalignment

\[ \Delta \phi^* = \arctan \left( \left[ \left( \frac{\tau}{w} \right)^2 \tan^2(\theta) - 1 \right]^{-1/2} \right) \]  \quad (8.9)

It is worth noting the physical limitation \( \Delta \phi \leq 90^\circ \) since misalignment beyond 90° merely results in an increased alignment with the anti-parallel direction. Consequently, equation 8.9 yields imaginary values for \( \Delta \phi^* \) for parameter combinations that would render full blocking by misalignment impossible, specifically when \( w > \tau \tan(\theta) \). Notice the direct implication of equation 8.9: flux filtering stencils allow selectivity based on particle direction, i.e. position of the beam source relative to \( \phi \), the orientation of the bridges.

The same type of derivation can be made for the "parallel" component \( \theta_\parallel \) for evaluation of how much the "effective" \( \theta \) measured parallel with the bridges (side view, figure 8.2b) changes due to misalignment in \( \phi \), leading to an expression more or less similar with equation 8.6:

\[ \tan(\theta_\parallel) = \frac{\tan(\theta)}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2(\Delta \phi)}} = \frac{\tan(\theta_\parallel)}{|\sec(\Delta \phi)|} \]  \quad (8.10)

For approximation purposes, we expand both expressions in \( \Delta \phi \):

\[ \theta_\perp = \arctan \left( \frac{\tan(\theta)}{\sqrt{1 + \cot^2(\Delta \phi)}} \right) = \Delta \phi \tan(\theta_\parallel) - \Delta \phi^3 \left( \frac{\tan(\theta) + 2 \tan^3(\theta)}{6} \right) + O(\Delta \phi^5) \]  \quad (8.11)

\[ \theta_\parallel = \arctan \left( \frac{\tan(\theta)}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2(\Delta \phi)}} \right) = \theta_\parallel - \Delta \phi^2 \left( \frac{\sin(2\theta)}{4} \right) + O(\Delta \phi^4) \]  \quad (8.12)

showing the perpendicular component \( \theta_\perp \) with an approximately linear dependence with \( \tan(\theta) \) coefficient, and an approximately constant value for the parallel component \( \theta_\parallel \) at small \( \Delta \phi \). For an incidence angle \( \theta = 40^\circ \) (see fig. 8.4) we find that the linear approximation for \( \theta_\perp \) (equation 8.11 up to first order in \( \Delta \phi \)) is accurate to within one quarter degree for \( \Delta \phi < 13.71^\circ \), and the constant approximation for \( \theta_\parallel \) (equation 8.12 constant term) is accurate to within one quarter degree for \( \Delta \phi < 7.76^\circ \).
Equation 8.9 provides the means to calculate when the beam is blocked due to misalignment relative to the intended in-plane direction. This characteristic transforms the nano-apertures into flux filters for depositions that are misoriented relative to one another. This relative misorientation can be conveniently achieved by rotating the entire substrate-stencil system. Furthermore, if the deposition scheme necessitates blocking the beam at a specific critical angle \( \Delta\phi^* \) then the critical aperture width is given by:

\[
w^* = \frac{\tau \tan(\theta)}{\sqrt{1 + \cot^2(\Delta\phi^*)}} = \frac{\tau \tan(\theta)}{\csc(\Delta\phi^*)}
\]  

Equation 8.9 facilitates planning based on a given aperture width \( w \), providing the "misalignment" required to maintain independent depositions. Conversely, equation 8.13 enables planning based on a given critical angle \( \Delta\phi^* \) establishing an upper limit on the aperture width permissible in the stencil design. This will prove particularly useful if i.e. the positions of the beam sources are "locked" in place, and rotation of the substrate-stencil system is undesirable or difficult.

Finally, isolating the stencil thickness \( \tau \) instead might come in handy for analysis based on intentionally misaligned depositions. If the aperture width \( w \) is known for a series of aperture arrays with increasing misalignments, then one should be able to determine \( \Delta\phi \) within a certain range and thus derive a stencil thickness:
8.4 Number of deposition angles

Equation 8.9 establishes the relationship between mask dimensions \( w \) and \( \tau \) and the beam angles \( \theta \) and \( \Delta \phi^* \). A fundamental feature of the flux filtering stencil approach is the potential for multiple independent depositions from a single stencil. Once the parameters mentioned above are chosen for a particular deposition \( i \), we can consider the angle associated with the \( i \)'th deposition \( (\phi_i \pm \Delta \phi^*_i) \) as occupied. There is one additional correction that also holds significance: due to the finite size of the beam source, there is an inherent spread in the angles \( \theta \) and \( \Delta \phi \) that describe the beam vector angle. Therefore, when planning for multiple independent depositions based on equations 8.9 and 8.13, one must evaluate \( \theta \) and \( \Delta \phi \) from the most conservative values. In a first approach, this uncertainty can be approximated as \( \sigma \approx \arctan(\frac{r_s}{L}) \approx 1.9^\circ \). Moving forward, we will assume that any issues related to beam angle uncertainty and finite source size have been appropriately addressed.

In the special case where all depositions for a given substrate are designed with the same critical deviation angle \( \Delta \phi^* \), we can straightforwardly deduce the number of deposition directions available:

\[
 n_{dep} = \left\lfloor \frac{180^\circ}{\Delta \phi^*} \right\rfloor \tag{8.15}
\]

where the "floor brackets" denote rounding down to nearest integer.

A general visualization illustrating the number of possible in-plane deposition angles based on equations 8.9 and 8.15 is presented in figure 8.5. This visualization includes an angle uncertainty of \( 5^\circ \) directly added to \( \Delta \phi^* \) before applying equation 8.15. It is important to note that for scenarios such as \( (\tau / w) = 40 \) and \( \theta_\perp = 40^\circ \), where the critical misalignment angle from equation 8.9 is as small as \( \Delta \phi^* \approx 1.7^\circ \), the angle tolerance of \( 5^\circ \) is responsible for the majority of angle occupation. However, in practical engineering terms, an uncertainty in beam angle control on the same order as or larger than \( \Delta \phi^* \) would lead to highly inconsistent experimental results. This extreme case is more theoretical and less sensible for fabrication purposes.

Figure 8.5 demonstrates that it is quite feasible to achieve a high number of independent deposition directions, at least from the perspective of angle independence. This is attainable as long as the lithography and etching processes allow for stencil apertures with narrow widths compared...
Figure 8.5: **Number of independent depositions:** The number of independent angles is a function of the parameters chosen for each deposition. Assuming the same incidence angle $\theta$ and characteristic aperture width $w$ for all depositions, the number of independent depositions $n_{dep}$ can be evaluated.

to the stencil thickness. As demonstrated in ref. [P4], a ratio of $(\tau / w) \approx 40$ is easily within realistic bounds from a lithography and etching standpoint ($\tau \approx 2 \mu m$, $w \approx 500 nm$).

While it is clear from equation 8.15 that a small value for $\Delta \phi^*$ is desirable to accommodate many depositions within one stencil, it is important to recognize that a small $\Delta \phi^*$ also imposes stricter requirements for deposition angle control, increasing the impact of small angle deviations on the flux distribution. A better approach might be to plan for a certain number of depositions and calculate the bounds on $\theta$ and $w^*$ using equation 8.13, allowing a higher tolerance by a higher critical misalignment angle, $\Delta \phi^*$.

### 8.5 Flux simulation results

The analytical examinations in chapter 7 provide a good vantage point for understanding flux distributions. However, the analytical approach becomes less attractive with increasing design complexity, and more generally applicable ways of examining flux distributions are warranted. To this end, I constructed a three-dimensional model which includes the substrate, stencil, and beam source$^5$. I sampled the flux incident at set positions on the substrate as a fraction of the beam source visible through the stencil apertures from that particular point. While this approach assumed a uniform circular source, it is worth noting that other source types could be treated as a series of sources with varying partial fluxes. For instance, a

---

$^5$The flux simulation setup is described in more detail in section 9.2.
source with circular symmetry could be modeled as a series of concentric rings, each contributing to the overall beam flux. This modeling approach enabled me to generate maps of the flux distribution across a chosen substrate region. Additionally, by sampling a line of points on the substrate, I was able to obtain line scans that would correlate with the amount of material deposited in the hit-and-stick mode (including no crystal growth related effects). For a parameter examination, a set of default values were chosen, displayed in table 8.1, where the deviation from default applies solely to the parameter under examination in each simulation series.

The results for a simple rectangular aperture are shown in figure 8.6 along with a schematic of the setup. Line scans are taken in side view from figure 7.8b, along $\phi$, the in-plane direction of the beam. Thus, the broadenings of the profiles conceptually correspond to those in figures 7.9 and 7.10. Figure 8.6b here shows the impact of a variation in the gap parameter, where the direct scaling of both the frontside and backside broadenings with $g$ is readily apparent. We also note asymmetry, in that the frontside broadening region is generally wider than the backside region, as predicted from equation 7.21. As expected, this broadening asymmetry is more pronounced for lower gap values where $(g + \tau)/g$ is noticeably larger than unity. The increasing displacements $\Delta s$ (equation 7.9b) have been omitted for easier comparison.

Figure 8.6c shows variation in the stencil thickness $\tau$. The broadening asymmetry is most notable for larger thicknesses, and the width of the exposed substrate region is substantially shortened with larger $\Delta \alpha$ (see equation 7.9a). For the default values, a stencil thickness of $\tau^* \approx 3464\,\text{nm}$ corresponds to $\Delta \alpha = 2000\,\text{nm}$, and thus the flux should fully vanish for stencil thicknesses of $\tau > 3.5\,\mu\text{m}$ and above due to restrictions on the incidence angle from the aperture length $\alpha$.

Finally, figure 8.6d primarily shows three effects of increasing incidence angle $\theta$. First, the shortening of the flux region $\Delta \alpha \propto \tan(\theta)$ leads to the flux almost disappearing at $\theta = 45^\circ$, where the $\Delta \alpha(\theta = 45^\circ) = \tau$, and the remaining flux is caused by spread in beam angles\(^6\). Second, the

---

\(^6\)When the beam source center has an incidence angle of $\theta = 45^\circ$, some part of the beam source will still have a lower incidence angle due to the finite size of the source. For our default parameters, we estimated this spread in angles at $\sigma \approx 1.9^\circ$ back in section 8.4.
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Figure 8.6: Simple aperture model flux: a) Schematic for flux simulations, dimensional parameters in table 8.1. Dashed magenta line on the substrate shows direction for flux line scan in following panels. b)-d) Simulated flux line scans for variations of the listed parameters. Other default values are found in table 8.1. Note the difference in axes between panels.

The backside of the flux region on the substrate is shifted by $\Delta s$ (equation 7.9b). At $\theta = 45^\circ$, this shift should be $\Delta s(\theta = 45^\circ) = g = 5 \mu m$, which matches well with the result from simulation. Third, the overall flux now has a coefficient of $\cos(\theta)$ due to the same beam flux being spread over a larger area. Additionally, for the larger values of $\theta$, the flux no longer reaches the "full value" due to the aperture length $\alpha$ effectively limiting the source size as seen from any given point on the substrate.

Flux simulations for aperture arrays

Moving on to the flux simulations for aperture arrays, the setup is now shown in figure 8.7a. Note the two angles $\theta$ (yellow) and $\Delta \phi$ (green), and the new dimensional parameters $w$ and $b$ for width of apertures and width of stabilizer bridges, respectively, introduced back in section 8.2.

For these flux simulations, I constructed a 3-dimensional model of an array with five parallel apertures, each with a width of $w$ and separated by bridges of width $b$. As usual, the in-plane direction of the beam aligns with the orientation of the bridges. Our main interest is now the flux distribution as we scan across the array of apertures and bridges (dashed magenta line in figure 8.7a), that is, in the end view from the overview back in figure 8.2c, perpendicular to the in-plane direction of the beam, $\phi$.

Starting with the variation in the gap parameter $g$ in figure 8.7b, we observe that the flux profile becomes discontinuous for small gap values,
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Figure 8.7: **Aperture array model flux:** a) Schematic for flux simulations, dimensional parameters in table 8.1. Dashed magenta line on the substrate shows direction for flux line scan in following panels. Angle marked in yellow is the incidence angle $\theta$. Angle marked in green is the misalignment angle $\Delta \phi$, which is zero except for in the last two panels. b)-d) Simulated flux line scans for variations of the listed dimensional parameters. Vertical offset of 0.25 [n.u.] used for clarity. e)-f) Simulated flux line scans for variations in misalignment $\Delta \phi$ for two different values of the incidence angle $\theta$. Note the different axis for the last two panels.

and the broadening regions are quite narrow. Referring back to equation 7.3, it is evident that broadening scales with the gap, and for small gaps, the broadening distance $\nu_b$ is insufficient to cover the flux gaps in regions situated directly beneath the bridges. It is clear that the gap parameter predominantly controls the broadening, and once the gap reaches a sufficiently large value (approximately $g \geq 1 \mu m$), a continuous albeit non-uniform flux is established underneath our aperture array. As such, a certain gap $g$ is needed. While broadening facilitates the deposition of a continuous film, it also leads to the overall widening of feature outlines, potentially introducing undesirable artifacts, particularly for quantum applications. We will address this concern in chapter 10. For $g = 12 \mu m$ we see the phenomenon “flux inversion”: the regions directly underneath each bridge receive more direct flux than regions directly underneath apertures. This seemingly counter-intuitive phenomenon occurs when "the sum of two broadenings" yields a higher flux than positions directly underneath an aperture that sufficiently restricts the effective source size.
Note also that the overall flux decreases with increasing gap, as this limits the effective source size: the same aperture appears smaller when viewed at a greater distance.

Shifting our attention to the aperture width $w$, we immediately observe that very narrow apertures significantly restrict the flux distribution, resulting in substantial variations in the flux maxima. Notably, certain parameter sets (e.g., $w = 200\text{nm}$) again lead to "flux inversion". The high degree of uniformity observed for $w = 300\text{nm}$ is also noteworthy, suggesting the possibility of depositing a very smooth and uniform layer beneath an aperture array, even with bridges as wide as $b = 100\text{nm}$. The degree of uniformity displayed here depends on the interplay of various model parameters, and establishing a general condition for maximizing uniformity would require further analysis than what has been conducted here.

Lastly, for the width of the bridges parameter $b$ in figure 8.7e, we observe the effects of variations in this parameter. Narrow bridges result in a more uniform flux distribution, as they block less of the total flux. As the bridges widen, the minima in the flux distribution become deeper, as wider bridges obstruct a larger portion of the flux beneath them. In the case of sufficiently wide bridges, points directly beneath them receive zero flux:

$$b \geq 2\beta_a$$

For our default parameters, equation 8.16 is satisfied when $b \geq 333.3\text{nm}$, with $\beta_a$ evaluated using equation 7.3 as discussed previously. It is important to note that while the flux minima in figure 8.7e vary with the parameter $b$, the maxima remain constant and independent of $b$ within the range of parameter values examined.

**In-plane misalignment**

The final two panels (figure 8.7e and 8.7f) show the results of in-plane misalignment ($\Delta\phi \neq 0$) for two different incidence angles, $\theta$. From equation 8.9 it is obvious, that a higher incidence angle should "magnify" the impact of misalignment, which is also supported by the results here. We see that the initial in-plane misalignment causes a lowering of the flux minima, akin to the results for increasing bridge width $b$. A shift of the entire pattern is also noticeable, as the pattern shift $\Delta s$ (section 7.5) picks up a component in the horizontal direction due to the rotation of the beam angle (see figure 8.7a). This shift is more noticeable for the higher incidence angle, $\theta$, as we would expect from equation 8.7. Increasing the in-plane misalignment impacts both the flux minima and maxima, which corresponds to the bridges having a wider cross section when viewed at an angle, and the apertures thus appearing more narrow. This tendency eventually leads to full blocking of the beam source. We note that the default values (table 8.1) with equation 8.9 gives critical deviation angles of
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Figure 8.8: Flower design overview: Left panel shows an SEM image of the stencil with two different types of flower design, differing in the parameter values for $w$ and $b$. Some interference effects are present. Middle panel shows an SEM image of the pattern left on the substrate after two sequential depositions following the arrows shown, for the flower pattern with $w = 1100\, \text{nm}$ and $b = 150\, \text{nm}$ at $\theta = 25^\circ$. Dashed outlines added for clarity. Right panel shows the flux simulation for the same two depositions at $\theta = 25^\circ$, $\tau = 2\, \mu\text{m}$ and $g = 2\, \mu\text{m}$. The middle patch was omitted from simulations. Stencil fabrication, deposition and SEM image credit: Michaela Eichinger.

$\Delta \phi^*(\theta = 20^\circ) = 43.38^\circ$ and $\Delta \phi^*(\theta = 30^\circ) = 25.66^\circ$. The persistent appearance of flux in figure 8.7e even at $\Delta \phi = 45^\circ$ is caused by the finite source size: even though the perpendicular angle is greater than the maximum allowed when measured towards the center of the source, some trajectories are still open from other parts of the beam source. This is caused by the beam angle spread from section 8.4, $\sigma \approx 1.9^\circ$.

Comparison with experiment

The initial proof of concept for flux filtering stencils demonstrates that the flux incident on the substrate closely matches the results from simulations. To this end, we constructed a few different designs with series of aperture arrays for different geometric parameters, and increasingly misaligned relative to each other. The first type of design had aperture arrays laid out in a "flower" style, with different parameters for $w$ and $b$, and misalignment increasing in steps of $45^\circ$. Figure 8.8 shows the stencil for such a design (left), the pattern left after after two sequential depositions through that same stencil (in-plane directions of depositions along arrows in middle panel), as well as the simulations of said depositions (right). Stencil fabrication and deposition details are available in ref. [144].

We first remark, that the combination of parameters and the relatively shallow incidence angle $\theta = 25^\circ$ means that the beam should never be fully blocked by in-plane misalignment. From equation 8.13 we find $w^* \approx 932.6\, \text{nm}$, and our apertures of $w = 1100\, \text{nm}$ should thus allow some
flux to pass through regardless of in-plane misalignment. Indeed this seems to be the case, as the entire pattern appears in two different iterations. Now, from a quick by-eye comparison between the deposition SEM and simulation in figure 8.8 we note that both patterns are shifted more in the in-plane direction than expected: the first deposition (red outline) is further north, and the second deposition (sand outline) is further east, than in the simulation, both by about 1 to 1.5 µm. Settling at an estimate of 1.25 µm, from equation 7.9a we find that this corresponds to a difference of $\Delta g = 1250 \text{nm} \cot(25^\circ) \approx 2860 \text{nm}$ from the planned value, i.e. an actual gap in experiment of $g \approx 5$ µm. More rigorous gap analyses protocols should be implemented part of future optimizations, but this seems unnecessary here, as the stencil mounting and deposition procedure was very rudimentary (see details in ref. [144]) due to the proof of concept nature of the experiment.

Another type of pattern included for characteristics had the aperture arrays laid out along the perimeter of a large circle, with the misalignment increasing in steps of $5^\circ$. Several iterations were included with different combinations of $w$ and $b$ parameters. Figure 8.9 shows such a pattern on a stencil, along with zoom on two regions for a detailed view. We remark that the two zoom regions shown are from two different “flower” patterns, differing in parameters $w$ and $b$. Notice the sharp definition and high aspect ratio etch achieved by Michaela Eichinger by fine tuning of the CORE dry etch technique developed by Nguyen et al. [145, 146]. Description of the CORE etch technique can be found in refs. [145, 146], and details for the fabrication of these particular stencils in ref. [144].

Figure 8.10 top panel is an SEM image of the pattern left on the substrate after deposition, with the bottom panel being the corresponding flux simulation. Note the difference in $\Delta \phi^*$, with the simulation showing a completely blocked flux for arrays misaligned by $\Delta \phi = 25^\circ$ or more ($\Delta \phi^* = 20.95^\circ$), while the AFM scan shows some material still impinging
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Figure 8.10: **Circle design comparison:** **Top)** SEM image of pattern deposited through a stencil design included for characteristics. Arrow shows direction of deposition. Aperture arrays are increasingly misaligned in intervals of $5^\circ$ with parameters $w = 600\text{nm}$, $b = 150\text{nm}$. **Bottom)** Simulation of the same design with $\theta = 40^\circ$ and $\tau = 2\mu\text{m}$. *Stencil fabrication, deposition and SEM image credit: Michaela Eichinger.*

on the substrate for arrays misaligned by $\Delta \phi = 25^\circ$. The critical misalignment angle derived from the experimental result, $\Delta \phi^*$ in the range of $25^\circ$ to $30^\circ$, allows us to estimate the stencil thickness from equation 8.14 of $\tau$ somewhere in the range of $1430\text{nm}$ to $1690\text{nm}$. This is in reasonable agreement with the prefabricated base membranes used in these experiments, with specifications of $\tau = 2\mu\text{m}$ with a tolerance of $\pm 20\%$.

The discrepancies described in section 7.5 can all be counteracted with rule-based design adaptation, and automation of this type of procedure allows scaling to larger and much more complex designs, while ensuring consistency and reproducibility. The next chapter is therefore a much more practical walk through the transition from substrate design to stencil design, as well as the setup used for the flux simulations shown so far.

We remark that the flux broadening remains a concern at this point. Even assuming we can control the gap (which is not trivial, but more of a problem on the engineering side), we need a certain gap $g$ and thus broadening to ensure continuous flux underneath stabilizer bridges. At the same time, we need to limit the broadening for sharp definitions at feature outlines. We will address this issue with another novelty in chapter 10.
Additional stencil considerations
The successful utilization of flux filtering stencils for nanoscale depositions hinges on the change in workflow outlined back in section 7.1. This new workflow entails stencil design, intended to produce a certain outcome on the substrate upon deposition. Since the usual workflow involves design for a substrate outcome, part of the change in workflow includes a translation or an adaptation from substrate design to stencil design. The adaptations necessary due to geometry described in section 7.2 can all be automated based on input designs. The first step is thus a set of rules for converting a substrate design into a stencil design – in a first approach, ignoring the broadening $\beta_a$ partially shadowed by the stencil edge\(^1\).

### 9.1 Rule-based design adaptation

The discrepancies described in the main text (primarily $\Delta s$ and $\Delta \alpha$ from equation 7.9) carry a necessity to reverse-engineer a stencil from a substrate design. This process can be automated with a script in order to ensure consistency and increase efficiency, changing the usual process of design, fabrication, characterization and optimization. For this purpose we assume that a certain design has been chosen in advance, each element in a Computer Assisted Design (CAD) file corresponds to an area where material should be deposited into a pattern on the substrate, and each element can be fairly approximated as a polygon with a finite number of vertices.

The design adaptation process is "rule-based" and involves three steps:

1. Shifting elements to counteract $\Delta s$ from equation 7.9a
2. Adding stabilizer bridges, slicing elements into smaller parts
3. Elongating elements to counteract $\Delta \alpha$ from equation 7.9b

A design can comprise an arbitrary number of elements, each of which ultimately corresponds to a patch of material which is to be deposited onto the substrate. In the conventional design process, this would typically be represented in a CAD file before adaptation by a polygon specified as a list containing the coordinates of the vertices. The polygon in our CAD file after adaptation should directly represent an aperture in the stencil, through which the particles will pass during deposition, leaving a pattern on the substrate. Our efforts in design adaptation and deposition procedures in some sense boils down to minimizing the discrepancy between the planned design and the pattern left on the substrate after deposition through our adapted stencil design.

Each design element, e.g. our polygon, belongs to a design "layer," which essentially groups elements together. For our purposes, we employ

\(^1\)The main reasons for this approach is convenience, and the fact that we will address the broadening $\beta_a$ explicitly in the next chapter 10.
layer grouping to indicate elements which share the set of parameters $[\theta, \phi, b, w]$. This means that elements within the same layer have attributes in common, such as the material, the planned layer thickness, and the deposition angles. In essence, elements belonging to the same layer are meant to be "activated" during the same deposition step. Multiple layers can be designed for activation at the same angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ but still belong to different layers due to distinction in other parameters, e.g. have different dimensions $b$ for bridges and $w$ for apertures in order to achieve distinct flux modulations (see figure 8.7c and 8.7d).

Assuming that the CAD files are read into a Python environment, each element comprises a polygon, represented as a list with positions of vertices. This type of setup is well suited for a 2-dimensional geometry package such as shapely[147], which additionally offers fast computing of set operations such as subtractions (difference) needed for stabilizer bridges, unions (unary_union) desirable for simultaneous operations on large sets of elements, and convex hull calculations (convex_hull) which is the workhorse for the later elongation of all convex polygons.

The elongation counteracts the effective aperture shortening $\Delta\alpha$ (equation 7.9b) caused by the mask thickness $\tau$, and should straight forwardly alter all relevant parts of a design for a given deposition. The elongation should be unidirectional, strictly parallel with the in-plane direction of the beam, and should leave other dimensions unchanged, measured in the perpendicular direction, i.e. not merely stretching the polygon. With the relevant elements represented as 2D polygons, we find that some shapes lend themselves quite easily to elongation, while others are less cooperative. For starters we consider a simple case: a part of a substrate design which when viewed from above appears as a convex polygon. Convex polygons notably includes any triangular or parallelogram shapes, any regular n-sided polygons and any reasonable polygonal approximations of circular segments smaller than one half circle or full-circle. It also importantly includes any polygon arising as a result of splitting a convex polygon by a straight line.

If $P$ denotes the set of vertices of the initial convex polygon, and $Q$ denotes the same set of vertices displaced by $\Delta\alpha$ in the $\phi$ direction, then $\text{Conv}(P \cup Q)$ yields the correctly elongated polygon, that is the convex hull of the union of original and shifted sets of points (see figure 9.1 top row). In a broad range of cases, this is the most straight forward way of calculating the necessary elongation when translating from substrate design to stencil design. However, we also see that the very same scheme fails for the concave shape (figure 9.1 bottom row), where the original shape is not recovered upon elongation followed by shortening.

Closer inspection of a shape which does not do well upon arbitrary elongation, we consider a V-shape where horizontal elongation causes the "valley" to close up and eventually become a trapezoid (figure 9.2 top row). Deposition back through our trapezoidal aperture would return a
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Figure 9.1: Elongation of convex and concave polygons: a) Simple rectangular (convex) element to be deposited on substrate. Green arrow shows direction and magnitude of elongation needed to counteract $\Delta \alpha$. b) Elongation of rectangular element. Two dashed outlines show $P$ and $Q$, respectively. Green shading shows $\text{Conv}(P \cup Q)$. Black dashed outline shows pattern after directional shortening by $\Delta \alpha$, expected with deposition through aperture in green. c) Concave element to be deposited on substrate. d) Dashed grey outlines show $P$ and $Q$, with $\text{Conv}(P \cup Q)$ shaded in red. Black dashed outline shows pattern after directional shortening by $\Delta \alpha$, expected with deposition through aperture in red. Note the distortion of the pattern compared to the original element.

trapezoidal pattern on the substrate – but not the original V-shape; an inverse-elongation procedure does not yield the original V-shaped input. Keeping our V-shape example, we also note that if we were elongate vertically, the elongation and shortening procedure does yield the original V-shape back (figure 9.2 bottom row). As such, the success or failure of our procedure depends both on the input polygon and on the elongation direction. From considerations of the original V-shape, we see that horizontal elongation changes the distance between vertices in directions other than only horizontal. We state loosely and without proof a criterion for elongation: correct elongation is only possible along directions for which the distance between all vertices measured is constant in the direction perpendicular to the elongation when measured before and after elongation; distances may only change measured in the direction parallel with the elongation. In terms of deposition design, this means that some additional planning is warranted whenever one wishes to incorporate concave elements.

Elongation algorithm for concave polygons

For the elongation procedure in case of concave polygons, we treat each polygon as a series of vertices with the line segments between them defin-
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Figure 9.2: **Elongation directions: Top row** Initial V-shape elongated in the horizontal direction, yielding an aperture where the cavity in the V is lost. Deposition following the elongation direction back through the aperture results in a trapezoid instead of a V-shape. **Bottom row** Initial V-shape elongated in the vertical direction. Deposition back through the aperture returns the original V-shape.

Let \( p_n \) be one of the original polygon vertices. Let \( \overrightarrow{u_e} \) be the elongation vector with length \( \Delta \alpha \) given in the main text, following the in-plane direction of the beam \( \phi \). Let \( \overrightarrow{v_e} \) be an infinitesimal version of \( \overrightarrow{u_e} \). With

\[
p_n^\pm = p_n \pm \overrightarrow{v_e}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9.1)

we can classify the vertex \( p_n \) according to the relationship between \( p_n^+ \), \( p_n^- \) and the original polygon set \( \mathbb{P} \) (compare with figure 9.3):
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Figure 9.3: Vertex classification: The original and "shifted" polygons are shown along with the elongation vector $U_e$ of length $\Delta \alpha$. The final shifts will pertain to certain vertices in order to achieve polygon elongation. Note that this is distinctly different from the shifts mentioned in the main text. The vectors $\pm U_e$ are infinitesimal versions of the elongation vector. The elongated polygon can be constructed from the kept and shifted vertices (green and red circles, respectively). Note that the elongation is "allowed" as it does not violate the elongation criterion.

\[ p_n^- \in \partial P \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"keep"} \]
\[ p_n^+ \in P \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"shift"} \]
\[ (p_n^- \in \partial P) \land (p_n^+ \in \partial P) \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"shift"} \]
\[ (p_n^- \in \partial P) \land (p_n^+ \in P) \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"keep"} \]
\[ (p_n^- \in P) \land (p_n^+ \in \partial P) \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"shift"} \]
\[ (p_n^- \in P) \land (p_n^+ \in P) \Rightarrow p_n: \text{"concavity"} \]

where $\partial P$ and $P^o$ denote the boundary and the inner of $P$, respectively. The first two conditions in equation 9.2 can hold true simultaneously for a given point $p_n$, leading to this point being represented by both the "keep" and "shift" versions. We emphasize that the "shift" here regards shifting the position of individual vertices in order to elongate a polygon, and that this is strictly different from the shifting of entire aperture positions, $\Delta s$, in equation 7.9a.

The type of evaluations in equation 9.2 can also be carried out with shapely[147] (e.g. using covered_by and within). While the classification of vertices could be done in a manner different from the one described in equation 9.2 above, this one is aimed as reducing redundancy in vertices (eliminating unnecessary vertices) and covers the possible combinations.
for \( p_n^\bot \). Construction of the elongated polygon now requires classifying an ordered list of the polygon vertices, then iterating over the ordered and classified list, adding to a new list of vertices either \( p_n \) in the case of "keep" or \((p_n + \overrightarrow{ue})\) in the case of "shift". In the case of "both", the order of addition of vertices is determined by the classification of the neighboring vertices. Any "redundant" points can be discarded outright, as they were unnecessary to begin with\(^2\). The "concavity" type should not arise unless the elongation criterion is violated. Note that the definition in equation 9.2 "detects" violations of the criterion even if the relevant vertex does not disappear outright. The resulting new list is now an ordered list of the vertices for the elongated polygon.

Figure 9.4 shows the process from original design through rule-based design adaptation and simulation of resulting flux at depositions. The first step (not shown) is shifting of the pattern by the distance \( \Delta s \) due west, in the direction opposite of the beam direction. This will only matter if the absolute position matters, i.e. if several layers are being aligned relative to one another, or if the deposition is aligned relative to an alignment mark on the stencil – but should be included for consistency. The second step is dividing our circle into smaller pieces by subtracting a set of appropriately oriented stabilizer bridges. For our choice of parameters \( w = 300\text{nm} \) and \( b = 100\text{nm} \), this leaves us with a circle cut into six separate polygons (figure 9.4b). The act of dividing a convex polygon by a straight line will always result in exactly two convex polygons. Meanwhile, the act of dividing a concave polygon may yield an arbitrary number of polygons, which may be convex or concave. Practically speaking, this will help contain the problematic vertices (those classified as "concavity" by equation 9.2 above) to smaller polygons\(^3\), often leaving most of the resulting polygons as concave and easily treatable. With luck, some concave polygons may reduce to convex polygons, making for an easier procedure. We remark that the appearance of multiple polygons is a nice opportunity for multiprocessing (readily available Python package), as the polygons can be treated as fully independent, and speedups of a factor 5x or more are easily achievable\(^4\). Of course, for a realistic design, multiple polygons would probably be present before division, regardless. The next step is elongation, where convex polygons are treated by the \( \text{Conv}(P \cup Q) \)

---

\(^2\)The term "redundant" here refers to a vertex on an otherwise straight line, such that removing said vertex leaves the polygon unchanged. It is the technical detail separating a convex polygon from a "strictly convex" polygon; a strictly convex polygon contains no redundant vertices.

\(^3\)Specifically, if a polygon was to be split by a straight line through a "concavity" vertex along an allowed elongation direction (i.e. vertically through the vertex in the bottom of the valley of the V-shape in figure 9.2), this would remove the vertex concavity all together. However, this would be of little benefit, as the elongation along this direction was possible to begin with, as described in section 9.1.

\(^4\)The speedup depends on the number of cores and threads available, and some overhead is associated with distributing the workload, opening and closing processes etc. However, multiprocessing speedups of somewhere in the range of 5x to 20x are very realistic.
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Figure 9.4: Rule-based design adaptation: a) Our intended design is a simple circle of radius $r = 1\mu m$, in this case approximated as a regular 64-sided polygon. In-plane shift to counteract $\Delta s$ not shown. b) The intended deposition direction is from west to east, which determines the horizontal alignment of our bridges. Inspired by the results in figure 8.7c, we choose parameters $w = 300\text{nm}$ and $b = 100\text{nm}$, expecting a more or less uniform flux of around two thirds of the nominal value. This leaves us with six apertures instead of our original circular one. c) Each of our six original polygons are elongated in the horizontal direction. Since each is a convex hull, we elongate by the "easy" convex hull procedure described in section 9.1. Parameters are $\theta = 30^\circ$, $\tau = 2\mu m$. d) Simulation of deposition through a stencil with apertures from our adapted design with $g = 5\mu m$ and the same set of parameters as we used for elongation. Dashed outline shows intended target area.

procedure mentioned above. Concave polygons resulting from division (necessarily from division of an initially concave polygon) are treated with the procedure in section 9.1. The result after elongation (figure 9.4c) is written to a design file, which can be read by CAD software. Finally, we conduct a check by simulating the flux on the substrate from our resulting set of apertures. The result is shown in figure 9.4d, along with a dashed outline showing the intended shape. We remark, that the shape in the original design is always highly idealized, as it pertains to the conceptual stage from back in section 1.2.

9.2 Flux point evaluation

The main area of interest is the pattern deposited on the substrate, and simulations of the flux arriving on to the substrate should prove highly use-
ful for both static and time-dependent growth simulations. For instance, flux simulations directly allow visualization of the broadening mentioned in the main text in the case where the incoming atoms behave in a hit-and-stick manner. Simulations also serve as a check; after reverse engineering our stencil, we now wish to evaluate the results expected from deposition through this.

In the special case where the source can be approximated as uniform and the material distribution is approximately isotropic, the relative flux directly impinging on a point on the substrate is directly proportional to the relative total source area visible from this point. We are neglecting differences in intensity due to distance to the source, since the distance to the source will be approximately constant across the exposed substrate. Thus, for any given point on the substrate and a given apertures, it is sufficient to evaluate the "intersection" of the apertures at the stencil bottom, at the stencil top, and the source as seen from the substrate point. Since the stencil top and stencil bottom are situated in two different parallel planes, a straight forward intersection would yield the empty set, thus the quotation marks. The intersection should be carried out for these sets relative to the substrate point in question and in one common plane. This can be determined by "point-projection" onto the plane of the stencil bottom as shown in figure 9.5.

Now working in the plane of the stencil bottom and referencing the right side in figure 9.5: let $\mathbb{B}_n$ be the set of points enclosed by the bottom aperture $n$ (grey rectangle). Let $\mathbb{T}_n$ be the set of points enclosed by point-projection of aperture $n$ from the top of the stencil to the bottom (red rectangle). Let $\mathbb{S}$ be the set of points enclosed by point-projection of the source onto the stencil bottom (green circle). Note that both $\mathbb{T}_n$ and $\mathbb{S}$ are implicitly functions of our choice of substrate point. We can now evaluate the total relative flux at a given substrate point:

$$\frac{J}{J_{\text{max}}} = \frac{\text{area}\left(\mathbb{S} \cap \bigcup_n (\mathbb{B}_n \cap \mathbb{T}_n)\right)}{\text{area}(\mathbb{S})}$$

$$= \sum_n \frac{\text{area}\left(\mathbb{S} \cap (\mathbb{B}_n \cap \mathbb{T}_n)\right)}{\text{area}(\mathbb{S})}$$

(9.3)

where $\text{area}(\mathbb{A})$ denotes evaluating the area of the set $\mathbb{A}$, and the "big cup", $\bigcup_n$ denotes a union across all $n$ apertures. Note that the union is taken after each term is evaluated separately: for a particle to pass, it must pass through the stencil top and bottom for the same aperture $n$. We remark that for realistic system dimension we often find $\mathbb{S}$, the

---

5Working in the plane of the stencil bottom will cause issues, if one wishes to examine a hard contact stencil, $g=0$, as all point projections will vanish into the substrate point. It is chosen here for efficiency (one less plane for which to do point projections of every polygon for every substrate point sampled) and for explanatory purposes. In a real implementation, the working plane could favorably be chosen at a set distance independent of the system parameters.
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Figure 9.5: **Point projection for flux evaluation**: for the point on the substrate marked in bright green. **Left**: Stencil top aperture (red) and circular beam source (green) point-projected onto the plane of the stencil bottom. **Right**: Top-down view of the part enclosed by the border in dashed light blue. Evaluating the area of the intersection shaded in black relative to the area of the point projection of the beam source (green ellipsis) yields the relative flux at the chosen point on the substrate.

point projection of the source polygon onto the plane of the bottom of the stencil, to appear as very small compared to the set $\bigcup_n (B_n \cap T_n)$, and for a given substrate point some restrictions may be applied to selection of relevant apertures $n$ for increased computational efficiency – often, many apertures in the design will be too far away from a given substrate point to carry any relevance. The fact that point projection and evaluation of equation 9.3 is carried out for each substrate point sampled, calls for multiprocessing for several substrate points in parallel, with significant speedups as a result.

**Film thickness**

As mentioned back in the early chapters 2, control of the flux is in some sense on the input side, with the output being a function of the kinetics and thermodynamics as well. A complete description of how the crystal growth related effects will interact with the flux distribution and the end result of this is unfeasible. We can however make a short remark on the effect of film thickness deposited, from the thermodynamics described back in chapter 2.

Our simulations of the flux distribution represents a statistical average; in an actual growth experiment, the distribution of the deposited material will be stochastic instead. As such, there will be areas with higher and lower flux than predicted. On top of this, the material will attempt to minimize
the free energy while growing, leading to the effects discussed back in chapter 2. The thermodynamics may cause the growing film to form islands near feature outlines where only partial flux impinges. One direct way to address parasitic islands caused by partial flux is through control of the film thickness deposited. Once an unwanted island is formed near a defined feature, additional material may be deposited. The additional material added onto and near the cluster will cause growth size both laterally and out of plane. The aspect ratio is given by the thermodynamic conditions which result in a specific contact angle. Sufficient film thickness will thus cause the islands in the broadening region to coalesce with the film, comprising a continuous layer. The thickness necessary depends on the energy considerations above, and the relationship between the film thickness and the lateral flux broadening thickness \( \beta_a \), discussed back in section 7.2. If the conditions would a cluster to assume contact angle \( \theta_{\text{contact}} \) with the substrate (see figure 5.2), then the cluster will be forced to coalesce with the main film if the height of the cluster \( h_{\text{cluster}} \) fulfills the condition:

\[
h_{\text{cluster}} \geq \frac{\beta_a}{2} \tan(\theta_{\text{contact}})
\]  

which is directly controllable by the amount of material deposited. The details of the coalescence will depend on the thermodynamic conditions; diffusion is needed both in order to have a well defined cluster morphology and for reconfiguration of the overall morphology upon coalescence. The resulting film will display a characteristic broadening length somewhere between that defined geometrically by the flux broadening \( \beta_b \) and the one determined by thermodynamics. An additional note in favor of thick film deposition (a few hundred nm) is a recent study which suggests that the film thickness has a high impact on i.e. superconducting Al circuits due to the ability to reduce oxide near the substrate-film interface\[148\].

As a final experimental note, we add that the growing morphology will create conditions different from the flat substrate that we assumed as a starting point; the initial flat substrate does not stay flat for long. Thus, the flux distribution during growth will become a function of the existing morphology as well as the original system geometry. This could for instance cause self-shadowing of growing structures, especially at low temperature and high incidence angles \( \theta \). This could in part be addressed by choosing incidence angles with a specific relation to the contact angle \( \theta_{\text{contact}} \):

\[
0^\circ < \theta < 90^\circ - \theta_{\text{contact}}
\]  

which should eliminate self-shadowing effects for islands with morphology controlled by thermodynamics. Note that equation 9.5 reflects the fact that self-shadowing is inevitable for contact angles above 90\( ^\circ \), regardless of incidence angle.
9.3 Potential III/V stencil growth

Growth of III/V semiconductors is fairly well studied, but still challenging for a number of reasons. As alluded to earlier in chapter 3, the Selective Area Growth method is often used for these compounds. The use of stencils is challenging for a number of reasons, one of those reasons being tied to the topological constraints mentioned earlier. The typical growth conditions for III/V involve high temperature and a high group V overpressure for surface stability, and a "normal" stencil will tend to block passage of the necessary group V beam.

With the stabilizer bridges introduced in chapter 8, we can use the central part of a stencil to define the pattern in question, leaving this part suspended in an elongated mesh or grid of stabilizer bridges, allowing the necessary flux to pass. If we further exploit the flux filtering feature of the stencils, we might choose the orientation of the apertures, such that the group V species is allowed maximum passage, keeping the passage of the group III species as our mode of selectivity. The basic idea is to orient our substrate normal towards the group V source, which for fixed beam sources will position the group III source at a given incidence angle $\theta$. Subsequent rotation of the entire substrate-stencil system around the substrate-normal should allow free adjustment of the in-plane angle $\phi$ towards the group III source relative to the orientations chosen for the stencil. To this end, we need the angle between the beam sources, which we can calculate from the "default coordinate system" (origo at holder center, z-axis as substrate normal) as follows:

For a given beam source $i$, we designate the position of the source first by negative rotation about the $x$-axis by the amount $\theta_i$ (leaning towards the positive $y$-axis), followed by a positive rotation by the amount $\phi_i$ about the $z$-axis (counter-clockwise when viewed from the positive $z$-axis above, towards the negative $x$-axis). This is consistent with the notation in figure 8.7 from the previous section, with the line scans running in the $x$-direction, the $\alpha$ parameter measured along the $y$-axis, and the $z$-axis as substrate normal. The matrix for negative rotation about $x$-axis by the amount $\theta_i$ is:

$$
M_{\theta_i} = R_x(-\theta_i) = 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos(-\theta_i) & -\sin(-\theta_i) \\
0 & \sin(-\theta_i) & \cos(-\theta_i)
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos(\theta_i) & \sin(\theta_i) \\
0 & -\sin(\theta_i) & \cos(\theta_i)
\end{bmatrix}
$$

and the matrix for positive rotation about $z$-axis by the amount $\phi_i$:

6We remark that this method would entail disabling the usual rotation of the substrate holder (figure 2.1), which is commonly used to aid uniformity in flux distribution.
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\[ M_{\phi_i} = R_z(\phi_i) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_i) & -\sin(\phi_i) & 0 \\ \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\phi_i) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \] \quad (9.7)

Gathering the two operations into one matrix, which applies the rotation for \( \theta_i \) followed by the rotation for \( \phi_i \):

\[ M_{\theta_i,\phi_i} = M_{\phi_i} \times M_{\theta_i} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_i) & -\sin(\phi_i) & 0 \\ \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\phi_i) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\theta_i) & \sin(\theta_i) \\ 0 & -\sin(\theta_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_i) & -\cos(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) & -\sin(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) \\ \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) & \sin(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) \\ 0 & -\sin(\theta_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \] \quad (9.8)

This allows us to directly generate a vector which, starting from a unit vector pointing in the substrate normal direction \( \mathbf{v}_0 = (0,0,1) \) yields a unit vector pointing towards the beam source \( i \):

\[ \mathbf{v}_i = M_{\theta_i,\phi_i} \mathbf{v}_0 \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_i) & -\cos(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) & -\sin(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) \\ \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) & \sin(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) \\ 0 & -\sin(\theta_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) \\ \sin(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) \\ \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \] \quad (9.9)

This unit vector points directly at the effusion cell for source \( i \). Now, the angle between two arbitrary vectors \( \mathbf{v}_i \) and \( \mathbf{v}_j \) can be calculated as:

\[ \theta_{i,j} = \arccos \left( \frac{\mathbf{v}_i \cdot \mathbf{v}_j}{|\mathbf{v}_i||\mathbf{v}_j|} \right) \] \quad (9.10)

where the denominator vanishes since we constructed our vectors as unit vectors. The "\( i, j \)" subscript is chosen, as this is the angle between source \( i \) and \( j \). It is the effective incidence angle of the group III species, once the substrate-stencil system is appropriately oriented with normal towards the group V source. Thus, for the angle between our two sources:

\[ \theta_{i,j} = \arccos \left( \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_i) \\ \sin(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) \\ \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_j) \\ \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_j) \\ \cos(\theta_j) \end{bmatrix} \right) \] \quad (9.11)
We are further free to choose the orientation of our in-plane coordinate system such that $\phi_i = 0$, leaving us with:

$$
\theta_{i,j} = \arccos \left( \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \sin(\theta_i) \cos(\theta_i) \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_{i,j}) \\ \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_{i,j}) \end{bmatrix} \right)
$$

$$
= \arccos \left[ \sin(\theta_i) \sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_{i,j}) + \cos(\theta_i) \cos(\theta_j) \right]
$$

$$
= \arccos \left[ \sin^2(\theta) \cos(\phi_{i,j}) + \cos^2(\theta) \right]
$$

(9.12)

where $\phi_{i,j}$ is now the difference in in-plane angles between sources $i$ and $j$ (see figure 9.6), and the last line is only valid in the special case where $\theta_i = \theta_j = \theta$, which applies in our case. For our local deposition system with sources placed in a circle above the substrate holder (figure 9.6), each at an incidence angle of $\theta_i = \theta_j \approx 25^\circ$, with the group III and group V sources placed at in-plane angles $135^\circ$ apart, equation 9.12 gives a value of $\theta_{Ga,As} \approx 46^\circ$. This value is now the effective incidence angle from the group III (Ga) source, when the substrate is oriented with the normal direction towards the group V (As) source. We will need this value for our stencil adaptations as outlined in the previous sections 9.1. Note also the position of the In source in figure 2.1. It is currently positioned directly across from the Ga source, which prohibits any flux filtering based on in-plane misorientation between In and Ga depositions – for default substrate orientations (flat on the substrate holder). The in-plane direction of the In source is also merely $\phi_{In,As} = 45^\circ$, which yields quite a shallow incidence angle relative to the As source from equation 9.12 as $\theta_{In,As} \approx 18.6^\circ$. For the III/V type depositions, we would obtain more freedom for flux filtering if the In source was moved, e.g. to the current position of the Al source (bottom right in figure 9.6). This would position the In and Ga sources at $\phi_{In,Ga} = 90^\circ$ relative to one another, allowing for easy flux filtering selectivity. It would also position the In source at $\phi_{In,As} = 135^\circ$ relative to the As source, akin to the current position of the Ga source.

Figure 9.7 shows a conceptual design for a nanowire oriented vertically. The group V source is at normal incidence, so the group V impinges everywhere more or less uniformly. Meanwhile, the group III species is arriving at an incidence angle given by equation 9.12, in our case $\theta \approx 46^\circ$ with an in-plane direction from left to right. As such, the group III species can only pass through the stencil apertures indicated in red. The pattern left on the substrate will be narrowed by the amount $\Delta \alpha$ which we found back in equation 7.9. Due to misalignment flux filtering, no group III particles pass through apertures marked in blue. For the GaAs type deposition we note from equation 9.12 that we would have obtained a similar result, if we had chosen to orient our coordinate system such that $\phi_j = 0$ instead, as should be the case.

The sources are really placed below the substrate with everything turned upside down, relative to how we have been picturing it so far – but we will stick with our current description to avoid unnecessary confusion.

---

7We note from equation 9.12 that we would have obtained a similar result, if we had chosen to orient our coordinate system such that $\phi_j = 0$ instead, as should be the case.

8The sources are really placed below the substrate with everything turned upside down, relative to how we have been picturing it so far – but we will stick with our current description to avoid unnecessary confusion.
envisioned here, that would limit the width of the apertures for blocking (width of blue apertures in figure 9.7) to approximately the thickness of the stencil: \( w^* = \tau \tan(\theta_{\text{Ga,As}}) \). For a similar approach with In and As sources, the shallow incidence angle of the In source relative to the As source position \( \theta_{\text{In,As}} \approx 18.6^\circ \) would limit the width of blocking apertures to a third of the stencil thickness: \( \tan(\theta_{\text{In,As}}) \approx 0.337 \).

Note the cross-stabilizers (horizontal) in the blue pattern, added to avoid stabilizer bridges sticking together. Experimental observations revealed that these bridges have a tendency to "bunch up", especially when they are elongated and positioned in close proximity. This phenomenon is exemplified in figure 9.8. Although the underlying cause of this bunching is hypothesized to be Van der Waals forces, a thorough investigation into this has not been conducted. To mitigate this effect, various strategies can be implemented, one of which is the use of cross-stabilizers as illustrated in figure 9.7. It is important to note that for depositions deviating from the normal incidence, each cross-stabilizer casts a distinct shadow, due to its perpendicular orientation relative to the stabilizer bridges, which necessitates consideration in flux simulations. Alternative methods to address this bunching issue are depicted in figure 9.9. On the left, a mechanical solution is presented, where two slightly misaligned sets of stabilizer bridges provide mutual support and fixation. The right side of the figure...
Figure 9.7: **Example of III/V stencil design**: All colored polygons are stencil apertures. Red arrow is in-plane direction for the group III beam. The entire substrate-stencil system is oriented with normal towards the group V source (out of plane). Red apertures indicate where the group III particles will be able to pass.

illustrates a physics-based solution, employing pointed spacers designed to minimize contact areas and thereby reduce the influence of Van der Waals forces. Further experimentation is required to assess the efficacy of these approaches. However, the use of cross-stabilizers with a multi-gap configuration appears to be the most versatile solution, a topic that will be elaborated upon in the upcoming chapter 10.

Figure 9.8 also demonstrates a technique for creating a ground plane, important for e.g. superconducting and optical qubit platforms. This method involves a large hash grid of stabilizers that permits flux penetration in the area surrounding the main feature (in this instance, the resonator), while maintaining a portion of the stencil suspended for design purposes. This particular technique is, however, limited to normal incidence. An alternative design, similar to the blue apertures shown in figure 9.7, could also be effective for a ground plane, with the optimal choice being contingent on the specific environmental conditions. Conclusive results, however, are pending further experimentation.
9.4 Dual species atomistic simulations

In section 3.2, we introduced mean-field type simulations and noted the common simplifications employed, focusing primarily on the group III species and assuming the availability of the group V species as needed. Further, in section 9.3 above, we explored strategies to ensure ample supply of group V adatoms while modulating the selectivity via the group III flux. In simulating such a growth environment, it becomes crucial to examine the effects of the availability of both species, as well as the local lattice environment, influenced by factors like the number of bonds to neighboring lattice sites, which are affected by kinks and steps. Therefore, an atomistic approach that tracks both species is preferred for a more comprehensive understanding.

Given the involvement of two distinct species, the model necessitates separate sets of kinetic equations for each, reflecting the fact that they generally possess different energy barriers for adatom processes. Although adsorption, diffusion, and desorption rates of one species might be approximated as being largely independent of the other, processes such as nucleation, incorporation, and decomposition inherently involve both

Figure 9.8: **Stabilizer "bunching" example:** SEM image of part of a stencil for an experimental resonator design. "Bunching" is clearly visible near the bottom of the rounding part for two resonator arcs where the bridges become sufficiently long without any cross-support. *Stencil fabrication and SEM image credit: Michaela Eichinger.*
species, owing to their 1:1 stoichiometry\textsuperscript{9}. Consequently, a unified equation governs the incorporation process of both species (compare with equation 2.9):

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_i(x, t)}{\partial t} |_{\text{inc}} = \Delta \Gamma_{sa} = \kappa_{sa} - \kappa_{as} \rho_a(x, t) \rho_b(x, t)
\] (9.13)

For a practical demonstration, I established a simulation for a Kossel crystal, employing transition state kinetics as described in equation 2.3. This setup included no decomposition ($\kappa_{sa} = 0$), and the process of diffusion was explicitly computed using equation 2.7 through array-wise differences to enhance computational efficiency. It is important to note that this diffusion methodology diverges from the conventional Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach, which relies on stochastic determination of random walks. Instead, this implementation utilizes an averaged diffusion of continuous variables $\rho_a$ and $\rho_b$, while maintaining a discrete approach to incorporation, as indicated by the colorbars in figure 9.10. Additionally, the critical size for cluster nucleation was set to one. The binding energy at a given site was calculated linearly based on the number of bonds to nearest neighbors, including a bond to the layer beneath. The Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, representing the extra energy required to traverse a step edge, was established at one third of the energy of a single bond\textsuperscript{10}.

\textsuperscript{9}Despite the distinct lattice positions occupied by the two species, the formation of a stable III/V pair depends on the concurrent presence of both. Hence, the lattice can only be completed when a full pair is incorporated. This principle applies in reverse to the process of decomposition.

\textsuperscript{10}I received invaluable assistance from Jonas Johansson of Lunds Universitet in formulating the equations and providing estimations for the approximate scales of energy barriers.
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Figure 9.10: **Atomistic growth simulation 1: Top row, left to right:** Crystal growth, Group III coverage, and Group V coverage. Solid blue lines indicate the region for direct impingement of the group III species. Dashed blue line indicates the corresponding region for the group V species. Gray background zero-level is chosen for clarity. Top row shows the distributions after the first nucleation event, bottom row shows a later stage of the same growth simulation. Later stages shown in figure 9.11 and 9.12.

An energy barrier twice as high was associated with crossing a step with a height difference exceeding unity.

Contrary to the SAG simulations discussed in section 3.2, there was no regional variation in parameter values \((D, \kappa_{sa}, \kappa_{as}, \text{and} \gamma_{av})\), reflecting the homogeneity of parameters across a substrate when a mask is not partially covering the substrate. The only variation in this case arises from the adatom density \(F(x)\), regulated by the stencil apertures. While the flux input functions could be similar to those in figures 8.8 (right side), 8.10 (bottom), or 9.4d, I initially opted for a simpler approach, employing two step functions for the beam fluxes of each species, each covering a predetermined area.

Note that contrary to the SAG simulations shown back in section 3.2, no region dependence in parameter values \((D, \kappa_{sa}, \kappa_{as}, \text{and} \gamma_{av})\) was employed this time, reflecting the uniformity of parameters across a substrate in the absence of a mask. The sole difference is thus made by the adatom density \(F(x)\) controlled by the stencil apertures. The flux input functions could be distributions found from flux simulations akin to that in figures 8.8 right side, 8.10 bottom, or 9.4d, but for initial simplicity, I employed two step functions for beam fluxes, one for each species covering a designated area.
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Figure 9.11: **Atomistic growth simulation 2**: Same as figure 9.10 but for later growth stages. Earlier stages shown in figure 9.10, later stages shown in figure 9.12.

Figure 9.12: **Atomistic growth simulation 3**: Same as figure 9.10 but for later growth stages. Earlier stages shown in figures 9.10 and 9.11.

Figure 9.10 illustrates the initial phase of growth in a simulation corresponding to the methodology described above. The focus area is chosen as 80 by 100 unit cells within the Kossel crystal framework. A notable observation in the lower row is the preference for increased adatom coverage at the periphery of nucleated clusters, attributable to the enhanced bonding opportunities present at step or kink sites. In the developmental
9.4. Dual species atomistic simulations

Stages captured in figure 9.11, a formation of several islands is discernible, alongside the nucleation of additional layers atop these recently formed islands. These islands expand to the boundary of the group III-impingement zone, while negligible growth is observed beyond this predefined area\(^\text{11}\). Subsequent stages, as depicted in figure 9.12, exhibit the development of multiple layers. A distinct accumulation of group V species is observed around the perimeter of the group III-impingement region, facilitated by the presence of a step edge. This also serves to constrain the diffusion length of the group III species through incorporation-limited diffusion. It is crucial to acknowledge that the outcomes of such a simulation are profoundly influenced by the input parameters, implying that these results do not represent an actual III/V growth system. Nevertheless, they do provide elementary insights into certain aspects of crystal growth phenomena discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.4. Furthermore, the flux distributions derived from simulation procedures outlined previously could offer valuable data for more intricate simulations of a similar nature.

Commentary on dual species adatom kinetics

While the simulations above are interesting for our initial examinations, the simplified framework warrants a few comments – details which could have been added and explored, had more time been available. A more rigorous framework would involve considerations of more detailed adatom mechanisms for the two species. We will denote the two atomic species \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\), corresponding to the group III and group V species, respectively, now with normalized densities \(\rho_\alpha \in [0, 1]\) and \(\rho_\beta \in [0, 1]\). For each of the two species, we are concerned with the same processes as before: adsorption, diffusion, decomposition, incorporation, and desorption.

The group V species is assumed to adsorb as dimers\(^{26, 27, 149}\), which we can express with quadratic scaling of the vacant sites. Quadratic scaling is computationally much lighter than a more complex process of counting neighbors, weighing probabilities for dimer formation upon adsorption with each unoccupied neighboring site etc. Putting these assumptions for adsorption together in rate equations:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial \rho_\alpha(x,t)}{\partial t}\bigg|_{\text{beam}} &= F_\alpha(x,t) \\
\frac{\partial \rho_\beta(x,t)}{\partial t}\bigg|_{\text{beam}} &= F_\beta(x,t)\left(1 - \rho_\beta(x,t)\right)^2
\end{aligned}
\]

with \((1 - \rho_i(x,t))\) being the normalized density of unoccupied lattice sites, and \(F_i(x,t)\) the adsorption independent normalized rate of atoms

\(^{11}\)This specificity in growth patterns is intricately linked to the chosen energy barriers in the simulation, with particular emphasis on the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier and the barrier confronting an adatom in surmounting a step exceeding one unit in height.
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impinging onto the substrate from each beam. Note that the second equation 9.14 goes to zero in the "usual" limit where the group V species is available everywhere\textsuperscript{12}.

Regarding incorporation and decomposition in equation 9.13 above, we note that the term $\kappa_{sa}$ could have a factor of $(1 - \rho_{\alpha}(x, t))(1 - \rho_{\beta}(x, t))$, since decomposition would produce adatom, which need to appear in a vacancy. We omit this extra term for the same reason as the omission of $(1 - \rho)$ in the adsorption rate back in chapter 2.2. We also note that equation 9.13 is consistent with equation 2.9 in the limit of high group V overpressure ($\rho_{\beta} = 1$).

We remark from literature\textsuperscript{[24]} that group III atoms are shown to desorb as single atoms\textsuperscript{[32, 33]}, while the group V species desorbs primarily as dimers\textsuperscript{[26, 27, 149]}. This leads to desorption rates of the two species being respectively linear and quadratic with the normalized densities of the adatoms:

\begin{align}
\frac{\partial \rho_{\alpha}(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{deso} &= -\gamma_{av}^{\alpha}\rho_{\alpha}(x, t) \\
\frac{\partial \rho_{\beta}(x, t)}{\partial t} \bigg|_{deso} &= -\gamma_{av}^{\beta}\rho_{\beta}(x, t)^2
\end{align}

Note that the quadratic scaling makes a negligible difference in the limit of high group V overpressure ($\rho_{\beta} = 1$).

Based on the considerations in sections 2.3 and 9.4 here, we list the differential equation for the two species (with implicit dependence on $x$ and $t$):

\begin{align}
\frac{\partial \rho_{\alpha}}{\partial t} &= F_{\alpha} + D_{\alpha}V^{2}\rho_{\alpha} + \kappa_{sa} - \kappa_{as}\rho_{\alpha}\rho_{\beta} - \gamma_{av}^{\alpha}\rho_{\alpha} \\
&= D_{\alpha}V^{2}\rho_{\alpha} - \rho_{\alpha}\left(\gamma_{av}^{\alpha} + \kappa_{as}\rho_{\beta}\right) + \left(F_{\alpha} + \kappa_{sa}\right) \\
\frac{\partial \rho_{\beta}}{\partial t} &= F_{\beta}(1 - \rho_{\beta})^2 + D_{\beta}V^{2}\rho_{\beta} + \kappa_{sa} - \kappa_{as}\rho_{\alpha}\rho_{\beta} - \gamma_{av}^{\beta}\rho_{\beta}^2 \\
&= D_{\beta}V^{2}\rho_{\beta} + \rho_{\beta}^2\left(F_{\beta} - \gamma_{av}^{\beta}\right) - \rho_{\beta}\left(2F_{\beta} + \kappa_{as}\rho_{\alpha}\right) + \left(F_{\beta} + \kappa_{sa}\right)
\end{align}

where the terms in the first lines represents the contributions from adsorption, diffusion, decomposition, incorporation, and desorption, and

\textsuperscript{12}Under the usual group V overpressure conditions, it is more likely that constant high rates of decomposition and incorporation – and especially desorption and adsorption – are what keeps the surface stable. This effectively results in a net zero rate with full occupancy.
the colors highlight the terms coupling the densities of the two species. On the second line, the terms are then gathered into a diffusion term, followed by terms in decreasing order in the dependent variable. Note that the parameters governing the different types of transitions ($D_i$, $\kappa_{sa}$, $\kappa_{as}$, and $\gamma'_{av}$) in equations 9.16 and 9.17 are explicitly written as dependent on the adatom species. However, these parameters are – as before – also functions of both the adatom species and the local environment.

Finally, we note that the Kossel crystal simulation is a very rough simplification, and a more detailed simulation would incorporate the potential energy landscape, which is an expression of the surface reconstruction, which would in turn be dependent on the partial pressures incident on the substrate. This adds a further layer of complication, and is left for further simulation based studies.

## 9.5 Substrate transformations

In section 9.3, we introduced the idea of an alternate substrate orientation – with substrate-normal (and stencil-normal) directed towards one of the beam sources. Thus, in order to keep the equations of the previous sections 7 and 8 relevant, it would be highly useful with a way to express the other beam source positions (for sources $j$) relative to this new, alternate substrate orientation ($z$-axis substrate-normal oriented towards source $i$).

In the coordinate system of this new system, the unit vector towards beam source $i$ is labeled $u_i = (0,0,1)$. The matrix which achieves this transformation of $v_i \rightarrow u_i$ is conveniently the matrix which reverts the transformation we applied back in equation 9.8:

$$M_{\theta_i, \phi_i}^{-1} = M_{-\phi_i, -\theta_i} = M_{-\theta_i} \times M_{-\phi_i}$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos(\theta_i) & -\sin(\theta_i) \\
0 & \sin(\theta_i) & \cos(\theta_i)
\end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\phi_i) & \sin(\phi_i) & 0 \\
-\sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\phi_i) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\phi_i) & \sin(\phi_i) & 0 \\
-\cos(\phi_i) \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_i) \cos(\phi_i) & -\sin(\theta_i) \\
-\sin(\phi_i) \sin(\phi_i) & \sin(\phi_i) \cos(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_i)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(9.18)

A quick check using $v_i$ from equation 9.9 confirms that indeed $M_{\theta_i, \phi_i}^{-1} v_i = (0,0,1)$. Applying the same matrix $M_{\theta_i, \phi_i}^{-1}$ to another unit vector $v_j$ (from equation 9.9) now yields the position of beam source $j$ in the new system:
\[ M_{\theta_i,\phi_i}^{-1} v_j = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_i) & \sin(\phi_i) & 0 \\ -\cos(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_i) & -\sin(\theta_j) \\ -\sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_i) & \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_i) & \cos(\theta_j) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_j) \\ \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_j) \\ \cos(\theta_j) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_{j,i}) \\ \cos(\theta_j) \sin(\phi_{j,i}) \cos(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_j) - \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_j) \cos(\theta_j) \cos(\phi_j) + \sin(\theta_j) \cos(\theta_j) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} u^x_j \\ u^y_j \\ u^z_j \end{bmatrix} \equiv u_j \tag{9.19} \]

where all quantities are expressed in the original system, and we have once again used the fact that we can choose our original coordinate system such that \( \phi_i = 0 \). While not very illuminating in itself, equation 9.19 does allow us to express the angle \( \theta_{j,i} = \arccos(u^z_j) \), the result of which corresponds with equation 9.12 from earlier. More importantly, equation 9.19 contains the coordinates \( u^x_j \) and \( u^y_j \), which allows calculation of the in-plane directions towards sources \( j \) and \( k \) – with in-plane referring to projection onto the new substrate direction, with the substrate-normal oriented towards beam source \( i \). From the projections onto the new substrate orientation: \( u'_j \equiv \begin{bmatrix} u^x_j \\ u^y_j \end{bmatrix} \) and \( u'_k \equiv \begin{bmatrix} u^x_k \\ u^y_k \end{bmatrix} \), equation 9.10 can now be applied to \( u'_j \) and \( u'_k \) to obtain the in-plane angle directly.

\[ \phi^i_{j,k} = \arccos \left( \frac{u_j^i \cdot u_k^i}{|u_j^i||u_k^i|} \right) \tag{9.20} \]

where \( \phi^i_{j,k} \) is the in-plane angle between directions towards sources \( j \) and \( k \) given a substrate-orientation towards source \( i \). Note that the denominator no longer vanishes due to the generally non-zero components \( u_j^z \) and \( u_k^z \) in equation 9.19.

To reiterate: for two sources \( i \) and \( j \), with the substrate-normal directed towards beam source \( i \), the in-plane direction towards source \( j \) may be chosen freely by simple rotation about the new substrate-normal. However, with the appearance of a third source \( k \), the in-plane angles between sources \( j \) and \( k \) will matter for the flux filtering selectivity as outlined in the previous section 9.3. For the purposes of III/V semiconductors, this would be relevant for ternary growth of e.g. In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As where the substrate-normal could be oriented towards the As source \( i \), with In and Ga playing the parts of sources \( j \) and \( k \). In this case the angles \( \theta_{i,j}, \theta_{i,k} \) (from equation 9.12) and \( \phi^i_{j,k} \) (from equation 9.20) would determine the adaptations necessary to control the In and Ga fluxes with adaptations described in section 9.1.
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Figure 10.1: Multi-gap stencil concept: The basic concept for a flux filtering multi-gap stencil. Gray is "original" flux filtering stencil. Purple "frame" is added around feature outlines, either locally or in a surrounding area, defining an additional gap. Light magenta features are (alternating) cross-stabilizers akin to those in figure 9.7, which may define an additional type of gap.

Figure 10.1: Multi-gap stencil concept: The basic concept for a flux filtering multi-gap stencil. Gray is "original" flux filtering stencil. Purple "frame" is added around feature outlines, either locally or in a surrounding area, defining an additional gap. Light magenta features are (alternating) cross-stabilizers akin to those in figure 9.7, which may define an additional type of gap.

Chapter 7 should have made a clear case for why higher purity and thus device fidelity is ultimately on offer with a stencil approach, compared to mask-on-substrate: the resistless fabrication means no resist or cleaning of such needs to intermix with our UHV fabrication steps. Simultaneously. In chapter 8 we went through ways of removal of some general stencil limitations, and with the flux filtering stencils we even manage to gain control features no otherwise offered by a default stencil approach, including directional selectivity for deposition of multiple materials in one in-situ step. We expanded upon this with speculations of dual species growth in chapter 9, adding the use of cross-stabilizers and hinting at multi-gap stencils.

Back in chapter 8 we concluded that flux broadening is a blessing and a curse. Broadening is the phenomenon which allows us a continuous particle flux even in the presence of stabilizer bridges, and a certain gap $g$ is necessary for this. Meanwhile the same gap leads to feature outlines being "blurred"[139], which is detrimental to circuit quality and generally undesirable from a design perspective. Multi-gap stencils harness the broadening for flux continuity, while keeping sharp feature outlines and flux termination.

Figure 10.1 shows the basic concept in the "end view", zone axis parallel with stabilizer bridges. A purple frame is added to the bottom of the stencil, tracing the outline of features, where broadening needs to be sharp and...
controlled (equation 7.3). The difference in color is for display purposes only – the frame could consist of the same material as the rest of the stencil. The distance between the substrate and this frame is $g_0$. Inside features the original gap $g_1$ controls the broadening underneath stabilizer bridges needed for continuous flux. The height of the frame additionally helps control the other gaps, as the morphology of the stencil can be engineered, characterized and optimized for the stencil before any UHV deposition (section 7.1). The stencil thickness (effectively the gap between substrate and bridges) may be varied locally, as this is one of the parameters for flux control, as we saw in chapter 8. This adds one or more additional gaps, in this case displayed as $g_2$. Finally, as mentioned in the previous section, cross-stabilizers can be necessary to avoid "bunching" of stabilizer bridges (section 9.3), and the shadow cast from these at angled depositions can be minimized if they span a limited height (figure 10.3), which in this case defines gap $g_3$.

As is evident from the conceptual drawing above, one can envision a plurality of different gaps at different aperture arrays, depending on the flux desired through these. Meanwhile the frame at gap $g_0$ serves an additional purpose, other than merely ensuring sharp feature outlines. The frames may serve as contact points, with smaller contact area compared to the full stencil, which carries fewer challenges when attempting to hard contact the substrate; a smaller contact area means less risk of a stray speck of dust or particle left from wafer cleaving being pinned between substrate and stencil, preventing hard contact. Figure 10.2 shows two different iterations of this frame, depending on how localized the framing structure is. More localized frames should be easier to use in the "hard contact" mode $g_0 = 0$, but the may be too susceptible to breaking or carry other issues (i.e. fabrication related). More localized frames may also be called for as they occupy less area on the stencil.

10.2 Angled apertures

One additional iteration on the multi-gap stencils is the use of angled side walls\textsuperscript{1}. The angled walls could be for the features, stabilizer bridges and for the frames, depending on use case. If the stencil is fabricated from e.g. silicon, we note the selective tendency for wet etching towards "finding" the $\{111\}$ facets, which might be exploited for fabrication of low roughness stencils with angled side walls.

Flux filtering stencils rely on angled depositions, which inherently carries "frontside" and "backside" broadenings as derived back in section 7. The discrepancy between these two broadening scales with the stencil

\textsuperscript{1}Angled side walls could also be implemented separately from the multi-gap approach. This option was indeed included in the patent application PCT/EP2023/066474, covering the flux filtering stencils, however it gains relevance with the increased control of the broadening which comes with the multi-gap technique.
Figure 10.2: **Multi-gap frame types:** The "+" shape is the feature in question. Assume appropriate flux filtering is chosen (although not shown). **a)** A very localized frame (purple) just around the outline of the main feature. **b)** An "area" type frame, where a larger area surrounding the feature is included.

Figure 10.3: **Angled side wall stencils:** Schematic of stencil with angled side walls. Actual implementation could be combined with any number of flux filtering stabilizer bridges (light gray) and cross-stabilizers (light magenta). The angled walls counteract the discrepancy in "frontside" and "backside" broadening.

thickness, as the frontside part of the pattern is caused by the stencil top partially obstructing flux. This would no longer be the case if the incidence angle was chosen such that $\theta < \Theta_2^2$ with $\Theta_s$ being the angle of the side walls as displayed in figure 10.3. This leaves us with effectively a single broadening set by the gap $g_0$. Since we are envisioning this multi-gap stencil used in the hard contact mode $g_0 \rightarrow 0$, each single-species deposition could be carried out in the parallel ($\phi$) and anti-parallel ($-\phi$) direction to further increase uniformity. This may or may not be feasible for multi-species deposition.

\[^2\]Due to the existence of beam angle spread, $\sigma$, from section 8.4, we would more precisely require $\theta < \Theta - \sigma$ instead.
depositions, depending on the setup of the growth chamber.

10.3 Flux filtering multi-gap stencil summary

A lot of ideas were presented in the last few chapters, and a brief summary highlighting the key differences and advantages offered by these stencil based techniques is in order. The analytic framework along with flux simulations and the experimental verification of blocking by in-plane misalignment proves that flux filtering by series of aperture arrays works as intended, and this new technique comes with several notable advantages. Some of these advantages address concerns relevant to stencils in general (see section 7), while other alleviate broadening issues related to the novel flux filtering stencils. Summarizing the key points in no particular order:

- Resistless, as opposed to mask-on-substrate based techniques
- No intermixing of resist/lithography and UHV fab steps
- Unlocking design possibilities, e.g. "closed loop"
- Increased mechanical stability for e.g. "cantilever" type designs
- Reusable stencils increasing fabrication reproducibility
- Separate stencil characterization and optimization
- Multiple depositions possible in one in-situ step
- Additional tuning parameters for flux distributions
Part IV

Conclusion and outlook
Conclusion
11. Conclusion

11.1 Summary

This thesis has covered a lot of topics, all related to bottom-up synthesis of quantum circuits in one way or another.

The initial chapters 1 and 2 provided a foundational overview of circuit fabrication processes, specifically tailored to quantum device applications. This included an examination of the kinetics and thermodynamics of crystal growth, underlining the importance of controlled crystal growth as a key element in bottom-up synthesis methodologies. Such understanding is imperative for integrating crystal growth phenomena into the synthesis strategies for quantum devices.

Subsequently, in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, the focus shifted to an exploration of the mask-on-substrate based patterning techniques, summarizing key findings from various studies in these domains. This section delved into the intricacies of patterning via Selective Area Growth (SAG), highlighting how the modulation of design parameters can influence adatom kinetics and, consequently, growth rates. Additionally, this part explored the formation of misfit dislocations within heterostructures, revealing collective nucleation at critical thickness thresholds.

The third part of this thesis, spanning chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10, introduced the fundamental stencil methodology, subsequently augmenting it with innovations such as flux filtering through stencil apertures. This advancement enabled selectivity based on deposition direction and mitigated some limitations inherent in the conventional stencil approach. The multi-gap stencil, a novel addition, effectively balanced the advantages and drawbacks of broadening phenomena, ultimately offering an integrated solution for the simultaneous deposition of multiple materials in a single in-situ process with sharp feature outline control. While challenges in engineering persist, this method has the potential to achieve higher levels of cleanliness compared to traditional techniques.

It is crucial to acknowledge that the foundational principles discussed in the earlier chapters remain applicable to stencil based methodologies. The synthesis of circuits still involves crystal growth processes, with both kinetic and thermodynamic factors playing significant roles. This was briefly addressed in section 9.2, focusing on broadening and contact angle effects, and further illustrated through basic simulations in section 9.4. However, a more comprehensive framework for stencil methods should incorporate all relevant morphological and thermodynamic driving forces. Currently, our emphasis has been on flux distribution, which represents the preliminary step in controlling inputs and predicting outputs.

Our analysis of growth rates revealed that the key to selectivity in SAG lies in managing differing kinetic barriers across adjacent regions, linking growth rates directly with design parameters. While stencil techniques employ a distinct control mechanism, primarily through flux distribution, the lateral movement of adatoms on the substrate is expected to similarly
affect growth rates in complex ways. Additionally, our investigations into misfit dislocations for SAG-related morphologies also hold relevance for structures created via stencil deposition, particularly in the context of controlling misfit-induced defects.

In summary, transitioning to techniques based on multi-gap flux filtering stencils necessitates substantial advancements in theoretical frameworks, simulations, engineering practices, and fabrication processes. However, the successful adaptation of these methods could be a pivotal catalyst in advancing qubit coherence and fidelity, potentially enabling a significant leap forward in the field of quantum computing.
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